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I thank God for you.
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ABSTRACT
Practical theology brings the resources of theology into collaborative 
relationship with other disciplines in an equitable manner. This study analyses the 
collaborative relationship between theology and psychology in the delivery of mental 
health care at the Pastoral Counseling Center at Trinity Church, Boston, Massachusetts. 
Specifically, this study investigates: (1) if and how theology collaborates with 
psychology; (2) if and how theology and psychology function as equitable partners; 
and (3) the effect, if any, of their collaboration on the clinicians and/or on the mental
health care itself
Psychological literature sheds light on the eollaboration between theology and 
psychology. Literature from the field of practical theology gmdes the assessment of 
theology’s role in that eollaboration. Finally, a theological term, “sanetification,” 
receives in-depth analysis for its facilitative role in the collaboration between theology 
and psychology.
A qualitative research design structures this project. Interviews with twenty- 
one clinicians associated with the Pastoral Counseling Center at Trinity Church provide 
the primary source of data. On the basis of that data, the study concludes that the 
discipline of theology can collaborate with psychology and maintain its role as an 
equitable partner. In addition, the study demonstrates that this collaboration engenders 
positive effects in the lives of the clinicians, and on the quality of mental health care 
the Center provides.
A process of “sanctification” facilitates collaboration between theology and 
psychology. This process is formative in the development of the Center’s community 
and transformative in the lives of the clinicians and for the mental health care delivered 
under the Center’s auspices. The study also suggests areas suitable for future research, 
including: (1) the importance of community in the formation and transformation of the 
clinicians engaged in delivering mental health care; (b) the development of training 
protocols for clinicians engaged in collaborative mental health care; and (c) 
investigation of the role and effect of sanctification on collaborative mental health and
those who deliver it.
CHAPTER ONE
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
I. The Problem
A fundamental need of the human spirit is to make meaning for and to cope 
with life. Theology and psychology, as distinctive systems of meaning-making, are 
among the ways in which humankind has met this need. In recent years, however, in 
the service of coping with life, an increasing number of men and women have sought 
mental health care services that draw from both theological and psychological 
frameworks (Bergen and Jensen 1990; Moore 1992; Pargament 1996b; Becvar 1997; 
Aponte 1999). The study of the collaboration of these two fields has received 
increased attention over the last two decades (Bergen 1988; Bergen and Jensen 1990; 
Chamberlain and Richards 1996; Shafranske 1996; Zinnbauer et al. 1997; West 2000; 
Griffith and Griffith 1999; Boehnlein 2000; Miller 2000; Sperry 2001; Swinton 2003; 
Gorsuch 2002). While some suggest that the space created by the collaboration of 
theology and psychology might provide fertile ground for therapeutic work 
(Shafranske and Maloney 1996; Fukuyama and Sevig 1999; Walsh 1999; Tan 1994); 
others (Ellis 1980; Walls 1980) remain cautious about the phenomenon. Jones (1996) 
suggests when the fields of theology and psychology are brought together psychology 
tends to overshadow theology and subjugate it to a secondary position in the 
collaborative relationship (Jones 1996, 114). He goes on to question whether
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theology and psychology might collaborate in such a way that both disciplines retain 
their epistemological ground and are enhanced by the mutual exchange, and if so, 
how.
The purpose of this study is to provide a deep analysis of the collaboration of 
psychology and theology in the delivery of mental health care. Theological and 
psychological literature will be used to shed light on the history, current state of, and 
future possibilities for the collaboration of the fields. In addition, the study will 
undertake an extensive qualitative analysis of one particular site (the Pastoral 
Counseling Center of Trinity Church, Boston, MA) in which the collaboration of 
theology and psychology in mental health treatment has been a primary goal.
A practical theological framework will be used to guide the overall study. 
Practical theology proposes to bring theology into a collaborative relationship with 
other disciplines in order to meet the emerging needs of church and society (Ballard 
and Pritchard 1996; Browning 1996; van der Ven 1993; Fowler 1999) while guarding 
against the diminishment of theology’s sources of authority (Fowler 1999). The 
qualitative portion of the study provides an analysis of a case in which theology has 
been brought into collaboration with psychology and has been able to maintain its 
sources of authority.^ Data for the case analysis was obtained primarily through a 
qualitative research approach. Interviews with the clinicians associated with the 
Pastoral Counseling Center of Trinity Church (hereafter known as the Center) serve 
as the primary source of information. The training of the clinicians at this center was
' The phrase “theology’s sources of authority” is explicated in Section VI of this chapter and 
used as a technical term throughout this document.
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developed with the explicit goal of maintaining a balance between theology and 
psychology in the delivery of service. The clinicians have been trained in the 
delivery of mental health care designed to draw from both theological and 
psychological frameworks. Interview questions addressed whether or not, and if so 
how, theology and psychology had been brought together in such a manner that, (a) 
the mental health care that was delivered was enhanced, (b) the clinicians were 
affected, and (c) theology maintained its ways of thinking during the collaborative 
process.
II. The Setting
The Pastoral Counseling Center at Trinity Church Boston began to see clients 
in the spring of 2002 in response to a demonstrated need. In the spring of 2001 a 
convenient sample^ of 36 pastors from predominantly African American 
congregations in the greater Boston area (appendix A)^ was interviewed by the author 
of this study regarding their ability to refer parishioners successfully to appropriate 
mental health care facilities. An appropriate facility is one that is defined as a) 
accessible by public transportation, (b) having a sliding fee scale for umnsured 
clients, (c) experienced in working with people of color, (d) having available evening
^ A convenient sample is comprised of participants who are well known and accessible to the 
researcher.
^ The Emmanuel Gospel Center of Boston conducts an extensive survey of Boston and 
Cambridge areas churches every five years. Results, presented in the The Boston Church Directory 
Millennium Edition (2001), indicate a total of 585 churches in Boston and Cambridge. Of those 585 
churches 161 are listed as predominantly African American. The convenient sample of 36 pastors that 
provides background for this study represents 22.4% of the identified African American churches in 
Boston and Cambridge.
and weekend appointments, and (e) experienced in utilizing both theological and 
psychological frameworks in the delivery of mental health care.
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Based on this data 29 (80.5%) of the 36 pastors suggested that within the prior 
six months they had identified at least one congregant for whom they thought a 
referral to a mental health care specialist would prove beneficial (Satcher 1999). Of 
the 29 only 7'* (24.1%) had successfully referred parishioners to a mental health care 
specialist. When queried about the low rate of successful referral, all 36 pastors 
responded there were significant obstacles impeding their ability to refer members to 
mental health care specialists. Among the list of impediments 30 (83.3%) of the 36 
pastors indicated that a primary obstacle was finding and obtaining services from 
mental health care specialists who utilize faith, spirituality, and or religious beliefs as 
tools in the delivery of mental health care.
The pastors were also asked if they believed there was, in the greater Boston 
area, a viable mental health care option for their parishioners and whether the area 
would benefit from the establishment of such an option. Regarding the first question, 
9 (25%) pastors suggested that there were viable alternatives in the greater Boston 
area.^ The remaining 27 (75%) indicated that they did not believe there was a viable 
mental health care option in Boston that met the above noted criteria. Regarding the
^ Of the 7 pastors who had successfully referred clients, 3 presided over churches with an in- 
house referral mechanism and or an in-house counseling center.
^ The viable alternatives included individual therapists (i.e. Myra Rodriguez, LICSW, Valerie 
Proctor Greene, LICSW), agencies such as Catholic Charities (Brockton, MA), Abundant Life 
Christian Counseling Center (Cambridge and Dedham, MA), Boston Christian Counseling Center 
(Boston, MA), Interfaith Counseling Center (Newton, MA) and the in house coimseling services 
provided by the three churches that have access to in house referral and or counseling services.
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second question, without exception, each of the pastors noted that Boston would 
benefit from the establishment of a new mental health care option® designed to meet 
the previously cited criteria.
Opened with a focus on religiously oriented clients^ in April, 2002; from its 
beginning the Pastoral Counseling Center at Trinity Church was structured and 
implemented to meet each of the criteria noted above and, specifically, to deliver 
mental health care that drew from both theological and psychological frameworks.
III. Research Questions
This research proposal sets forth four research questions. The research 
questions rise out of (a) a review of the recent literature on the intersection of 
theology and psychology, (b) a review of the recent literature on practical theology, 
and (c) the praxis of the Center as reported by the clinicians associated with the 
Center. The four research questions are as follows:
■ Can the resources of psychology and theology be brought together in an 
equitable and collaborative manner in the delivery of mental health care 
and, if so, how?
® It is important to note that while all 36 pastors responded positively to this question, there 
were several voices raised as to the unlikelihood of the success of such a center. For instance, Rev. Dr. 
Wesley Roberts of the Peoples Baptist Church, Boston MA noted in a conversation with the researcher 
in the spring of 2001 that at least one other mental health agency had rented space from his church and 
had not been successful due, in large part as he saw it, to an absence of an outreach strategy. Several 
pastors suggested a Center located in a large downtown white church (e.g.. Trinity Church Boston) 
might suffer the same unsuccessful outcome as the agency with which Dr. Roberts worked.
’ While the Center’s Advisory Board established the following mission statement in 2001,
The Pastoral Counseling Center of Trinity Church exists to provide quality counseling that recognizes 
and utilizes faith in the delivery of mental health care to men and women of faith who, because of 
economic circumstances, cannot afford to obtain such services elsewhere, clients who are not 
religiously oriented have received, and continue to receive services under the auspices of the Center.
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■ Does theology maintain its critical sources of authority as part of the 
collaborative activity with psychology and, if so, how?
■ Does the presence of theology affect the mental health care that is 
provided under the auspices of the Center and, if so, how?
■ Are the faith lives of the clinicians affected by their participation in the 
training, and or the delivery of integrative mental* health care, offered by 
the Center and, if so, how?
IV. The Goals of the Study
During its first 28 months of operation, the Center explicitly attempted to 
deliver mental health care that drew on theological and psychological resources while 
maintaining theology’s role as an equitable partner in the collaborative activity. 
However, the Center had not stepped back to ask whether this had actually been 
accomplished or to study the extent to which, and how, it had been accomplished by 
the clinicians themselves in the actual delivery of mental health care.
Therefore, this research project investigated the concrete practices of the 
Center to determine how, if at all, the clinicians associated with the Center 
understood and carried out this collaboration in the delivery of mental health care. 
Specifically, this study asked the clinicians about the extent to which they had been 
able to bring the resources of theology together with psychology, how the resulting 
mental health care was affected, and how the role of theology fared in the process. 
Based on the experience of the clinicians, this study also examined the impact
* Integrative mental health care is the term used throughout this study to connote mental 
health care that draws from the epistemologies of theology and psychology. See Section VI of this 
chapter for more information on the term, integration.
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engaging in such a process had on their faith lives. Specifically, the study endeavored 
to understand what had been engendered in the lives of the clinicians as an outcome 
of engaging in the preparation for and the delivery of mental health care that drew 
from both theological and psychological frameworks.
V. Project Limitations
A. Scope of Project
The Center occasions many questions, each worthy of investigation. This 
study, however, focused on what could be learned in dialogue with the clinicians who 
were engaged in the activities associated with the Center. Based on the self reports of 
the clinicians, this study sought to determine the extent to which and the ways in 
which theology and psychology collaborated in the delivery of mental health care. 
And, as a second step, the study inquired as to the effect participating in this process 
had on the clinicians. The scope of this study was limited to what could be learned 
based on the concrete self-reported experiences of the clinicians associated with the 
Center.
B. Sample Composition
Clinicians associated with the Center between September 2001 and June 2004 
numbered 28. Twenty one (75%) clinicians provided data that was used in this 
study.^ The author of this study is the former Executive Director of the Center. As
9 Data regarding the clinicians who were not interviewed is contained in Chapter Three below.
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such, each of the clinicians was well known to the researcher. The relationship 
between the researcher and the clinicians reconstituted the group of interviewees as a 
convenient sample, which Patton (2000) maintains is formed when a researcher takes 
a group of individuals known to her and uses them as subjects (2000,241-42). When 
working with a convenient sample, a researcher must be especially aware that the 
relationship between interviewer and interviewee may have an impact, negatively or 
positively, on the outcome of the interview.
The author of this study was aware of the challenges presented by using a 
convenient sample and made clear to each participant that his or her opinion was of 
the utmost importance to the outcome of the study. The interviewees were 
encouraged to offer their thoughts freely and openly and were also reassured that their 
opinions, whether negative or positive, would be received by the interviewer with 
appreciation and respect.
C. Provision of External Validity for Clinicians’ Self-Reported Data 
Data gathered for this study were based primarily on the corrected transcripts 
of the self-reported responses of the clinicians. While data from other groups (e.g., 
clients, clinicians not associated with the Center, etc.) might provide a source of 
external validity, investigations of these cohorts will be reserved for future research.
D. Predisposition of the Clinicians Associated with the Center 
The cohort of clinicians engaged with the Center and interviewed for this 
study did not enter into their relationship with the Center as a random sample of
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clinicians as far as it relates to their interest in integrative psychotherapy. Clinicians 
were selected, in part, because of their interest in and openness to the integration of 
psychology and theology. As such, each clinician came to the Center with a 
predisposition toward this integrative relationship. This predisposition may have had 
an effect on the outcome of this study.
VI. Definitions
For purposes of clarity, selected terms used throughout this study are 
explicated in alphabetical order below.
A. Clinician
For purposes of this study the terms clinician, therapist and psychotherapist 
will be used interchangeably to mean clinical professionals (e.g., psychiatrists, 
psychologists, licensed clinical social workers, marriage and family coimselors). 
When the term psychologist is used it is meant to describe only those professionals 
who are licensed psychologists.
B. Cohort
Each fall the Center invited a group of clinicians to engage in training and, 
once it was completed, to join the Center as volunteer clinicians. Throughout this 
document the individual groups of clinicians who joined the Center in the fall of 
2001, 2002, and 2003 are referred to as cohorts.
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C. Collaborate
Throughout this study the concept to collaborate is used to describe the 
relationship between theology and psychology. The etymology of the word 
collaborate is based in the Latin word, laborare, which means “to work or to toil”. 
For the purposes of this study, the word collaborate intends to convey the diligence 
with which theology must attend to, draw on, and learn from its relationship with 
other disciplines as well as maintain its sources of authority, so that it may better 
bring to bear critical reflection on complex and evolving issues confronting church 
and society.
D. Integration
For purposes of clarity, the term integration will be used throughout this study 
according to a definition put forward by Gorsuch (2002). He defines integration as 
the process “when two or more disciplines are brought to bear on the same issue so 
that the decisions about that issue reflect the contributions of both disciplines” 
(Gorsuch 2002, 6). However, in Chapter Five the use of the term integration is 
debated and another term is substituted.
E. Praxis
Based on an interpretation of Gutierrez’s work, praxis is used in this 
document to connote “faith-integrated action” or the consciously and constantly 
reflected upon integration of theory and practice (1973, 6-15).
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G. Sanctification
In this study the term sanctification will be used according to Mahoney et al. 
(2003) and Neville (1991b). Mahoney et al. (2003) suggest sanctification occurs 
when an aspect of life takes on divine significance or character (Mahoney,
Pargament, Swank, and Swank 2003,221-222).
Neville describes sanctification as that which requires commitment to the 
perfection of society, insofar as that is possible. He defines it as the restoration of the 
covenant in one’s self, in one’s relations, in the institutions of society, and in the 
natural world with which people interact (Neville 1991b, 115). Further he suggests 
that the process of sanctification occurs on two levels; both the level of the 
individual-which he terms personal sanctification; and at the level of society, 
institutions and the natural world-which he terms social sanctification.
H. Theology
Theology, as understood in this study, is defined, according to Neville, as the 
conceptualization of assumptions and assertions about divine matters that are made, 
can be made and ought to be made in order to know as much of the truth as possible 
(Neville 1991b, 1).
I. Theology’s Sources of Authority
Throughout this study the phrase “theology’s sources of authority” will be 
used as a technical term. As is commonly understood, theology’s sources of authority
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include scripture, tradition, reason, and experience. Each of these terms will be 
explicated in Chapter Four, Section II.
VII. The Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is found on both a macro and micro level. First, 
on a macro level the study has the possibility of contributing to the on-going 
methodological question within the field of practical theology as to how theology 
might collaborate with the social sciences (e.g., psychology) and maintain its own 
integrity as the ultimate organizing logic in practical theological inquiry. The study 
may also contribute to the more specific question of how theology collaborates with 
psychology in the delivery of mental health care. On a micro level the study may 
help the Center develop a clearer imderstanding regarding the effect of engaging in 
the delivery of integrative mental health care on the clinicians associated with the 
Center. Both of these areas are expanded below.
A. The Collaboration of Psychology and Theology 
Though not frequent, when the fields of psychology and theology have 
collaborated in the delivery of mental health care in the last century, psychology has 
treated theology as an object to be studied or to be reformed but not as a peer or a 
partner (Jones 1996, 115). Jones however, suggests the behavior of psychology is 
neither warranted nor forever set in stone. Theoretically he proposes that theology 
can interact with psychology in a manner such that theology becomes both a peer and
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a partner and brings critical reflection to bear on psychology for the enhancement of 
psychology (Jones 1996,132).
Jones points out that there are at least three ways in which theology might 
collaborate with psychology. In the first instance theology serves as a “critical 
evaluative” tool for psychology (1996,134). In this interaction theology reflects 
upon the theories and paradigms of psychology and comments on their fit within 
theological systems. In the second mode of interaction, theology is applied in what 
Jones calls a “constructive mode,” in which theology contributes “positively to the 
progress of science by suggesting new modes of thought and new theories” (1996, 
135). In the final interaction suggested by Jones, theology brings itself to bear in a 
dialectical relationship with psychology, looking toward the moment when both 
disciplines are enhanced and pushed toward new horizons of understanding and 
meaning (1996, 137).
While Jones offers an intriguing view of the theoretical ways theology and 
psychology might collaborate, research on the extent to which actual mental health 
care agencies have been able to bring the fields together and maintain the importance 
of theology is virtually absent from the field. Using Jones as an interpretive partner, 
this study will first evaluate, as judged by the clinicians, how theology has 
collaborated with psychology. It will then compare these results with the theoretical 
examples offered by Jones. Results from this exercise show that the Center has been 
able to bring the fields together in a concrete manner that respects the integrity of 
each discipline. Given this, this research adds to the literature a specific, though 
limited, example of the collaboration of theology with another discipline where
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theology does not diminish its sources of authority. Moreover, data gleaned from this 
study has amended the ways in which, according to Jones, these two disciplines may 
work together in an efficacious manner (see Chapter Five below).
B. Engagement in Theology and the Resulting Effect on Clinicians
While the first three research questions of this study examined whether and 
how theology collaborated with psychology and any effect on the resulting mental 
health care, the final research question investigated how clinicians were affected by 
their preparation for and engagement in the delivery of integrative mental health care. 
Data from this study show how participants were affected as clinicians and as persons 
by their engagement in preparing for and delivering integrative mental health care.
The significance of this line of inquiry lies in the suggestion put forward by 
West that clinicians who intend to work with religiously oriented clients must engage 
in the development of their own faith lives (2001, 70). While the clinicians associated 
with the Center may have been interested in the development of their faith lives, 
according to West (2001, 71), because the Center existed to deliver mental health care 
to religiously oriented clients, it needed to focus on assisting clinicians in the 
development of their faith lives. This portion of the study sought to understand 
whether the clinicians’ engagement with the Center positively affected their faith 
lives. The clinicians were asked how, if at all, their faith lives were affected by the 
process of engaging in the preparation for and in the delivery of mental health care 
that drew from both theological and psychological resources.
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Data derived from this portion of the study may assist the Center in 
understanding the ways in which an engagement with theology can foster the faith 
development of the clinicians. Additionally, it may suggest ways in which the Center 
can support the clinicians in developing their own habitus not only as a prerequisite 
for the delivery of mental health care but also as a stimulus for growth in their faith 
lives.
VIII. Conclusion
The collaboration of theology and psychology is an area of growing interest among 
mainstream psychologists, clergy, and the clinicians associated with the Center. 
This study examines whether, and if so how, theology can collaborate with 
psychology in the delivery of mental health care while maintaining its distinctive 
theological nature. It also addresses how, if at all, an engagement in the collaborative 
process has affected the lives of the clinicians associated with the Center. Chapter 
Two of this study addresses the literature that pertains to these and other attendant 
questions.
It is important to note that the fields of pastoral care, pastoral psychology and pastoral 
psychotherapy have long been engaged in the delivery of mental health care that effectively draws 
from both psychological and theological domains (e.g. Fowler 1987; Patton 1993; Komfeld 2000). 
Also, within the prior twenty years some within mainstream psychology (e.g. Jungian therapy Jung 
1938) have worked also to bring the two fields together.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
The following review of selected literature is divided into three 
sections. The first section provides a discussion of the development of practical 
theology as a subject field and the formation of the definition of practical theology 
that undergirds this study. Section two focuses on the literature pertaining to the 
relationship between mental health and religion. The third section takes up a review 
of selected literature on the theological concept of sanctification in preparation for a 
discussion on the role of sanctification in the activities of the Center. The three 
sections that comprise this chapter provide background material necessary to examine 
the research questions proffered in Chapter One and will be cited in Chapters Four 
and Five.
I. Practical Theology
A. Selected Historical Review
Practical theology, as it is currently conceived, has emerged from centuries of 
development. Maddox suggests that prior to the thirteenth century all theology was 
thought to be practical and, as such, practical theology was simply a way to describe 
the discipline (1991, 159). However, beginning with the emergence of the Western 
university in the thirteenth centiuy, theology foimd itself divided first into a twofold
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arrangement of speculative theology (the study of Christian beliefs) and practical 
theology (the study of Christian actions) and later into threefold (i.e., historical, 
philosophical, and practical) (Farley 1994, 91) and fourfold patterns (i.e., systematic, 
exegetical, historical, and practical theology) (Heitink 1999, 109). This pattern of 
increasing specialization within and between fields mirrored changes taking place in 
academic disciplines throughout the European university context.
As academic theology followed these patterns of increasing specialization 
within the university setting* its unified whole gave way to an arrangement of 
specialized disciplines. Farley suggests that a unified theology was replaced by many 
theological sciences. He goes on to note, “With this development, the term theology 
obtains a different genre. It becomes a generic term for a cluster of relatively 
independent studies” (Farley 1994, 24). As this shift from a unified genre to an 
aggregation of specialized studies took place practical theology’s scope grew more 
circumscribed until, as Maddox notes, it became the arena of students who were not 
“pursuing advanced theological training but were preparing to be mere pastors”
(1991,160).
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries practical theology’s arena was 
reduced in further ways as it came to be understood as an “applied” discipline. Farley 
notes that in this era practical theology became synonymous with “pastoral
' Beginning in the thirteenth and through the fifteenth centuiy European universities provided 
the soil for the ascendancy of the sciences and for theology to become a legitimate discipline within 
that prestigious guild. According to Farley, “Theology could occupy a legitimate place, in fact the 
reigning place, along with law and liberal arts in the new institution of learning” (1994, 38). This 
move to become part of the university encouraged theology to create specialized divisions, name 
faculties to those divisions and develop “ordered procedures which yield knowledge” (Farley 1994,
37).
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theology” (1994, 3); as both fields were understood as the branch of theology that 
prepared ministers to handle rightly the rules, procedures, methods, and tasks of the 
church for the church (1994, 161). ^ Fowler suggests that this way of co-opting 
practical theology by the clergy persisted into the twentieth century American 
context. He notes that
In the United States, it has not been so long since practical theology was 
regarded as a basement operation in most divinity schools.... [Literally] 
departments of pastoral care, Christian Education, church administration, 
homiletics and liturgies, and evangelization were actually located in the 
basements or attics, as if they were afterthoughts.... [The] more 
academically prestigious the school of theology, the greater the status 
difference between the so-called classical disciplines of biblical studies, 
church history, systematic theology, and ethics on the one hand, and the so- 
called applied disciplines, on the other (1999, 73).
However, beginning in the latter half of the twentieth century a resurgence of 
interest in the scope and influence of practical theology blossomed in the European 
university context. Fueled by the demand for a theology that was more relevant for 
secular and ecclesial contexts and effective in responding to the increasing influence 
of modernization^ scholars interested in practical theology responded by launching
^ Time and space make it impossible to offer a thorough history of this ecclesial phase of 
practical theology. For a more extensive discussion see Farley (1994), Maddox (1991), and van der 
Ven (1993).
^ In his work Practical Theology: History, Theory, Action Domains Heitink (1991) suggests 
that the process of modernization plays a role in the twentieth-century resurgence of practical theology 
(pp. 35ff). Quoting van der Ven, he defines modernization as “the development in society that is 
characterized by the attempt to solve problems from the perspective of rationality” (p. 36). Heitink 
proffers that the rise of the use of rationality as well as differentiation and secularization, altered not 
only the way human kind saw itself and sought solutions but also the way in which it looked upon its 
God (p. 40). In this milieu religion no longer served as the worldview most usefiil to the construction 
of meaning and the resolution of life’s exigencies. Heitink (1991) suggests that theology’s response to 
this circumstance was to learn how to become more relevant in the changing context of the twentieth 
century. His thesis is that theology responded to modernization through an empirically based, practical
conversations focused on enabling practical theology to transcend its clerical and 
applied bonds.
In the contemporary context the result of this dialogue is that practical 
theology has emerged as a subject field concerned with the internal practices and 
procedures of the church (Fowler 1999; Ballard and Pritchard 1996; Poling and Miller 
1985) and the external concerns and needs of the world (Browning 1996; Townes 
1995; Geis and Messer 1994).
Today several scholars (Farley 1994; Groome 1983; Chopp 1987; Heitink 
1999; van der Ven 1993; Ballard and Pritchard 1996; Browning 1996; Fowler 1999) 
maintain that practical theology involves both the resources of theology along with 
those of other disciplines in a hermeneutical, experiential, theological activity that 
seeks to shape the church to be the church in and for the world. Practical theology is 
now able to imagine as its task “the development of a public account of proper action 
in the world” (Maddox 1991,164) that engages both the church and the world.
B. Practical Theology: Four Points of View 
Browning, Fowler, Tracy, and van der Yen'* are among the scholars who have helped 
to shape the field of practical theology. Each of these researchers approaches the 
field from a particular point of view. The section that follows reviews each author’s
theological approach which sees practical theology as an empirically oriented theological theory of 
action of the mediation of the Christian faith in the praxis of the modem society (p. 6).
An examination of the bibliography used in the practical theology program of Boston 
University was helpful in the development of this list. Additionally van der Ven is thought to be the 
champion of the predominant practical theological camp in the Netherlands; the country that 
established the first modem chair of practical theology (Heitink, 1999, 129).
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definition and understanding of practical theology and derives aspects of practical 
theology that are common to the four authors.
Don S. Browning
In his book A Fundamental Practical Theology Browning suggests that his 
goal is to “give additional form to the growing conversation about the nature of 
practical theology (1996, ix). His definition of practical theology is “the critical 
reflection on the church’s dialogue with Christian sources and other commimities of 
experience and interpreted with the aim of guiding its action toward social and 
individual transformation” (Browning 1996, 36). For Browning practical theology is 
practical because the source of its materieil (experience) as well as the questions it 
seeks to address (e.g., how do religious communities make sense), are practical. The 
discipline is grounded in a practice-theory-practice model where a commumty’s 
questions rise out of the practice that surrounds them and then goes forward, or not, 
depending on how self critical and open to new learning the community is.
As a community is open and self critical. Browning (1996) suggests, it is able 
to (a) explore and explicate the actual experiences that have given rise to their 
questions, (b) mediate the description of that experience through the classic texts of 
the faith, (c) bring forward what can be understood from these first two movements 
and engage it with past practices and experiences so that the large and encompassing 
themes of the present might be seen in context and as a fusion of component parts of 
past, present, latent vision, theory and experience and finally, (d) employ this new 
insight in the intentional defense and delivery of a new praxis that emerges fi'om all
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four movements. Browning identifies these movements of the community with four 
theological approaches: descriptive theology, historical theology, systematic 
theology and practical strategic theology.
The outcome of engaging in these four movements is that religious 
communities will have examined their practices and the theories attendant to the 
practices through a multi-focal lens of experience, texts, and context (past and 
present). This process affords religious communities the opportunity to gain a new 
and deepened imderstanding related to their practices and theories such that they are 
able to “think and act practically in fresh and innovative ways” (Browning 1996, 7).
James W. Fowler
In the early days of practical theology’s development in the American context 
Fowler writes.
Practical theology aims at a kind of knowing that guides being and doing. 
While concerned with theory, it is not theoria; while concerned with 
techniques, it is not poiesis. Its knowledge is a practical knowing- a knowing 
in which skills and understanding cooperate; a knowing in which experience 
and critical reflection work in concert; a knowing in which disciplined 
improvisation, against a backdrop of reflective wisdom, marks the virtuosity 
of the competent practitioner. (1983, 154-155)
Fowler later defines practical theology as the “reflection and construction 
arising out of and giving guidance to a community of faith in the praxis of its mission. 
[It] is critical constructive reflection leading to ongoing modification and 
development of the ways the church shapes its life to be in partnership with God’s 
work in the world” (1999, 292). As Fowler notes, this definition points out that the
practical knowing that undergirds the competent practitioner is gained through 
reflection and construction (i.e. praxis) rising out of a commimity of faith as they seek 
to partner in the work of God.
Fowler recommends that practical theology bring the various disciplines of 
theology (i.e., biblical, historical, ethical, comparative, philosophical, systematic, and 
comparative) into dialectic^ relationship with the human and social sciences, scripture 
and tradition, contemporary situations and challenges and ecclesial praxis (1999,
293). By doing so theology in general, and practical theology in particular, can 
“make dialogue partners of those whose special preparation and praxis involves 
hermeneutical competence in relations to both the grounding of norms and 
perspectives for Christian action from Bible and tradition, and the critical constructive 
clarification of the patterns and dynamics of societal, cultural, political, and 
interpersonal systems” (Fowler 1999, 294).
However, in the strongest possible language, Fowler also urges that practical 
theology hold fast to its theological nature. Though he encourages the dialectic, he 
points out that what gives practical theology its distinctive usefulness is its “difficult 
but central focus on constructive and critical discerning of and responding to the 
praxis of God” (1999, 292).
For Fowler practical theology must always remember that it “is of the essence 
[for] practical theology’s integrity ... that it makes the axis of ecclesial praxis and
’ The use of the term dialectic as opposed to dialogic intends to highlight the difference 
between an exchange that is characterized by a process of conversing or reasoning regarding a topic 
(dialogic) and an exchange that is characterized by a process of weighing and reconciling juxtaposed 
or contradictory arguments for purpose of arriving at truth through discussion or debate (dialectic).
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practical theological reflection the center from which questions to the specialized 
theological and non-theological disciplines are shaped and by which they are kept 
accountable (1999, 294).
David W. Tracy
For Tracy practical theology searches for truth and the prospect of human 
transformation toward greater degrees and levels of phronesis or practical wisdom 
(1983, 75). He describes a practical theology that undergirds these tasks through a 
mutually critical correlation of the interpreted theory and praxis of Christian fact with 
the interpreted theory and praxis of the contemporary situation (1983, 76). Four steps 
attend to Tracy’s practical theological enterprise. They are (a) a collaborative 
exercise (including the social, human, and other sciences) toward the development of 
models of human transformation, (b) the collaborative development of an analysis of 
the public claims to human transformation provided by different concrete ideals for 
the future, (c) the application of critical theory, as a hermeneutic of suspicion, to 
unmask systematic distortions in the personal, social, cultural, historical and religious 
models of human transformation as well as the distortions in the critical theories 
themselves, and (d) critical theoretical reflection on the resulting moral praxis 
developed and critiqued in the prior three steps (Tracy 1983, 76-78).
For Tracy the outcome of this process results in the practical theologian’s 
ability to “show how one interprets the tradition and how one interprets the present 
situation and how those two interpretations correlate” (1987, 140). It may be 
important to note that Tracy is likely to be less concerned with his methods being
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conceived of as a set of rigidly arrayed steps and more concerned with it as “a 
normative pattern of related and recurrent operations yielding cumulative and 
progressive results” (Sanks 1993, 700-701). As such, Tracy is concerned with the 
practieal theologian’s ability to take common hixman experience and the Christian 
fact as correlational partners in the projection of “the future possibilities of meaning 
and truth on the basis of present constructive and past historical theological 
resources” (1975, 240).
While many may disagree with Tracy’s^ mutually critical correlational model, 
it has proven helpfiil for other practical theologians as a starting point (e.g.. Browning 
1996; Fowler 1983) and as a foil (Chopp 1987). Tracy’s approach is used as 
foundational for this dissertation. Further exploration of his definition is addressed in 
sub section D of this chapter.
Johannes A. Van der Ven
Van der Ven’s definition of practical theology is “the reflection on the 
people’s praxis from the viewpoint of God’s revelatory praxis in a way that is as 
seientific as possible” (1999, 323). He posits a hermeneutical-communicative praxis 
(i.e. the reflection on and action upon verbal and non-verbal interpretation of 
language and its non verbal and verbal communication) as the basis of his practical 
theology (van der Ven 1993, 41). As such, practical theology may take into account 
“the scientific-analytical description of the current state of the church” (van der Ven
* Chopp 1987; Sanks 1993.
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1999,326) through a hermeneutical approach which “establishes the framework 
within which the empirical research has to be conducted” (1999, 331). Assenting to 
the position of Schillebeeckx, van der Ven (1999) positions his empirical practical 
theology by suggesting “the formal object of practical theology is to relate theological 
insights to empirical facts in a methodologically grounded and systematically 
stmctured manner” (1999, 326).
Van der Ven methodologically grounds and systematically structures his 
empirical practical theology in a five step cycle. The steps are
■ The development of the theological problem and goal. In this stage the 
researcher participates as a human being in the field of the subjects whose 
life she investigates the purpose of which is to understand and specify the 
issues attendant to the concerns or problems of the subjects such that these 
topics can be stated as emerging scientific-theological questions.
■ Theological induction. In the second step the researcher gathers data 
through continuous interaction with her subjects. In this stage there is a 
continuous flow between perception and reflection on the part of the 
researcher. “The researcher, as it were, lives with her research topic, 
wakes up with it, spends the day with it, goes to bed with it, and sleeps 
with it. From this process of induction, the researcher is able to formulate 
her practical-theological question into a real research question.”
■ Theological deduction. Van der Ven’s depicts the third step of his 
practical theology as the arduous task of “hard bmeau desk work.” In this 
phase the researcher engages in systematic thinking and conducts an 
analysis of the data gathered. This results in the development of concepts, 
hypothesis, theological theories, and conceptual models.
■ Empirical theological testing. In the fourth phase the researcher returns to 
the arena of the subjects and begins to test her theories and models. She 
again analyzes the data with the additional information gained through the 
testing of the prior models and theories.
■ Theological evaluation. The final stage of van der Ven’s practical 
theology suggests that the researcher summarize the results of her work 
and ascertains whether or not the data fit the promulgated theory. (1993, 
119-156).
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Before leaving van der Yen’s work, it is important to review another aspect of 
his system. Van der Yen takes up the discussion of normative reflection on 
hermeneutic communicative praxis and suggests that both normative principles and a 
teleology are necessary for his practical theology. The principles, noted below, serve 
as a goal toward which van der Yen’s practical theology aims.
■ Freedom. The provision that each participant in the practical theological 
enterprise is free and willing to exchange ideas, and is free, willing and 
able to understand ideas and to seek consensus. It is important to iiote, 
though consensus is not required, it is important to seek; for when it is 
sincerely sought there is an inherent guard against domination and 
manipulation.
■ Equality. The provision that any one who would benefit from 
participation in a practical theological enterprise may have an equal 
opportunity to both speak and to be heard. With these provisions in place 
practical theology negates the possibility that it will be used to include 
some and exclude others.
■ Universality. Once the prior two conditions have been met the provision 
of universality suggests that participants are able to reco^ize the worth of 
and seek out the stories all of those who are likely to participate. Van der 
Yen calls this horizontal imiversality. Vertical universality is the process 
by which the stories of those beings that have come before and will come 
after are also recalled or imagined such that they become important in the 
dialectical activity.
■ Solidarity. The provision that allows for a commitment to and a partiality 
for inviting and welcoming those who remain outside the practical 
theological activity into participation in the community of shared 
communication (van der Yen 1993, 60-61).
The teleological direction proffered by van der Yen is eschatological in 
nature. This, he suggests, may be applicable regardless of a particular world view of 
religion (1999, 68-69). Specifically, utilizing a framework appropriate for a Christian 
practical theology, van der Yen names the particular eschatological approach he uses
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as basileia (van der Ven 1999, 69). The term basileia is used to represent the more 
common expression the Kingdom of God. As Perrin suggests the Kingdom of God, 
or basileia, may be imderstood as the blessings of salvation secured for humanity by 
God’s intervention into the world through Jesus (1967, 59). Van der Ven proposes 
that basileia “forms the meta-ethical basis from which questions of success and 
failure of human communication can adequately be examined (1993, 73). The 
symbol of basileia as understood by van der Ven, is held to represent both the 
richness of God’s creative act and the assurance of salvation as supported in the 
Hebrew and Greek Testaments. For van der Ven the four normative principles are 
also represented in the concept basileia. Humans are free to respond to the call of 
God in Jesus, all are equal in responding to that call, the call is universally proclaimed 
and those who would be forgotten and are often left at the margins of society are, in 
this case, at the center of the mission of the one who came preaching that basileia was 
at hand.
C. Commonalities Among Practical Theological Approaches 
The previous discussion reviewed the approaches of foiu noted practical 
theologians. This section distills selected common elements from that discussion and 
identifies key understandings used to undergird this study.
Practical Theology as Theological
By virtue of its very name practical theology must be imderstood as 
theological. Recalling Neville’s definition of theology - “Theology is the
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conceptualization of the assertions and assumptions that are made, can be made, and 
ought to be made about divine matters in order to know as much about the truth as 
possible” (Neville 1991b, 1) - we are reminded that practical theology must engage in 
the conceptualization of assumptions and assertions about divine matters that are 
made, can be made, and ought to be made in order to know as much about the truth as 
possible. While each of the scholars noted above points toward an engagement with 
divine matters as a part of their definition (Browning’s Christian sources, Fowler’s in 
partnership with God’s work, Tracy’s Christian fact, and van der Yen’s God’s 
revelatory praxis), we must look to their approaches to discern how, if at all, they 
address the pursuit of truth about divine matters.
Before we can progress we must first establish a working definition of truth, 
derived from Tillich who writes that truth may be understood as the outcome of a 
cognitive process where the essence of a thing is revealed and grasped such that 
wrong expectations are avoided (1951, 102). Using this understanding we now turn 
to the four scholars noted above.
Browning (1996, 59) and Fowler (1999, 291-292) both give assent to Tracy’s 
method of mutual critical correlation as important in the development of their 
practical theology. In Blessed Rage for Order Tracy presages his theory of critical 
correlation by asking how religious and theistic truth claims may be investigated 
adequately (1975, 55). Almost a decade later he responds to this question in the 
development of both his definition of theology and practical theology. Tracy notes, 
“theology is the discipline that eirticulates mutually critical correlations between the 
meaning and truth of an interpretation of the Christian fact and the meaning and truth
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of an interpretation of the contemporary situation” (1983, 62). As he explicates the 
phrase “meaning and truth” Tracy avers that it may be understood as a heuristic term 
to emphasize that theological meaning and truth (as it relates to both sides of his 
correlation) cannot be assumed but must be sought after, shown, and stated (1983, 64) 
in order to avoid incorrect conclusions. Tracy’s definition of practical theology as 
noted above builds directly on this definition of theology, which requires the pursuit 
oftmth.
Given that Fowler and Browning assent to Tracy’s use of the correlational 
method and given that this method brings together the meaning and truth of both the 
Christian fact and the contemporary situation, we can agree that Tracy, and therefore 
those who follow him, maintains a focus on the search for truth as it relates to divine 
matters in order to avoid incorrect conclusions. Further, Tracy pimctuates this 
understanding when he suggests that a hermeneutical process, which can be said to 
underlay his definition, is not concerned only with meaning but also with truth (1987, 
143).
Our fourth theologian, van der Ven also understands theology as a search for 
truth. He notes that theology (and practical theology as a part) refers to truth and that 
one who is going to participate in theology must be open to the truth that is revealed 
in God’s revelatory praxis (van der Ven 1999, 323).
Each of the authors noted above sees theology, as Tillich suggests, as a 
process necessary to reach judgments that are not false but indeed true. Therefore, 
using these four theological scholars this study asserts that the desire to know the 
tmth about divine matters is a criterion of practical theology.
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Practical Theology as Experiential
Browning, Fowler, and van der Ven each begin their practical theological 
methodologies in the experience of the researcher and the subject that she is 
researching. Browning’s practice-theory-practice model, van der Yen’s insistence 
that the researcher be present in the lives of the subjects, and Fowler’s primary focus 
on the location of present situations and challenges of the setting each signal the 
importance of experience as the basis for practical theology. Only Tracy begins his 
approach in a theoretical analysis of an abstract referent to common human 
experience.
However, even Tracy cannot and does not ignore the role of experience in his 
method. He asserts that the two principle sources for theology are Christian texts and 
common human experience and language. Though there are some who suggest that 
Tracy’s common human experience is abstracted to represent a select group within 
humanity (Chopp, 1987), here we can ascertain Tracy’s insistence on experience as a 
source for theology and therefore for practical theology.
Moreover, for Browning practical theology attempts to answer the general 
question, how are religious communities communities of practical reason (1996, 3). 
He goes on to suggest that the overall goal of practical reason is the reconstruction of 
experience. Therefore Browning asks practical theology to help religious 
communities understand how they might reconstruct experience aimed toward social 
and individual transformation. Here we observe the first notion of the importance of 
experience in Browning’s schema.
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Additionally when Browning’s practical theological methodology is reviewed 
the rich thick hermeneutically supported descriptive task of the first stage firmly 
asserts the importance of experience in his methodology. The questions that attend to 
this stage focus on the interpretation of actions, or experience, in the setting that is 
being studied. Without the data derived from experience. Browning suggests, the 
practical questions that give rise to all theological reflection would be absent (1996, 
47). Finally, Van der Ven (1993) also supports the importance of experience in the 
first, third, and fourth steps of his empirical practical theology.
While the various scholars noted above position the importance of experience 
in a variety of ways, nonetheless each includes it in his model. Therefore, the concept 
“experiential” is added as a criterion of a practical theological model.
Practical Theology as Hermeneutical
In the most general of terms, hermeneutics can be described as the art of 
understanding. Used in a narrower sense, hermeneutics can refer to the method and 
techniques used to interpret written texts. In a wider sense, it can refer to the 
conditions which make imderstanding possible and even to the process of 
understanding as a whole. However, for purposes of this research project 
hermeneutics is understood as the art of interpretation (Neville 1991b, 14).
While it may be singularly apparent it bears stating, that each of the above 
noted authors vigorously advocates for the role of hermeneutics in their practical 
theological approaches. For each author hermeneutics must aid in the task of 
understanding through a process of revelation, aimed at interpreting both that which
comes forward from the sender (text, tradition, etc.) as meaning event through the 
medium of language and that which is obtained as meaning event by the person who 
serves as the receiver.
A review of the definitions proffered by the selected scholars suggests that 
without the presence of hermeneutics Browning and Tracy would have no interpreted 
experience, theory or praxis; Fowler would have no way of bringing the various 
sections of his method together and van der Ven would be without the ability to 
ground his empirical process in an understanding of the interpreted experiences of 
those he studies and further, he would not be able to assert that “the hermeneutical 
approach comes first... [and] establishes the framework within which the empirical 
research has to be conducted” (van der Ven 1999, 331). Therefore, this study adds to 
the criteria of a practical theological model, hermeneutics.
Practical Theology as Dialectical
The word dialectical, as used in this context is held to mean the art or practice 
of arriving at the truth by the exchange of logical arguments; a method of argument or 
expression that systematically weighs contradictory facts or ideas with a view to the 
resolution of the real or apparent contradictions. While each author points toward the 
possibility of a dialectical turn in their practical theology (Browning’s combination of 
Christian sources and other commumties of experience; Fowler’s reliance on the 
interaction between the many parts of his model; Tracy’s combination of Christian 
fact and the contemporary situation; and van der Yen’s insistence regarding his
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normative principles), Chopp (1987) offers a cautionary response to practical 
theology’s interest in the dialectical task.
Though Chopp critiques Tracy ’ in particular, she encourages all of practical 
theology to become attentive to her concern while maintaining that practical theology 
must finH ways to move its dialectical task toward attending to the “radical claims of 
pluralism” (Chopp 1987, 130). Along with liberation theologians she asks that this 
dialectical activity engage the voices and experiences of those who have been left at 
the margins and or left out of the activities of practical theology (Chopp 1987,122). 
Chopp asserts that the liberal revisionist theology, out of which Tracy s practical 
theology is developed, privileges the common human experience of an abstracted 
experience of white males, and as such, ignores those people who are not among this 
group. Chopp warns that a practical theology that does not address, in authentic 
dialectical fashion, the growing presence of those who are at the margin caimot be in 
the end practical or theological (1987,131).
While Tracy does suggest an awareness of the need for a dialectical turn in 
practical theology, the primary dialectic turn he sees as necessary is the dialectic 
between the various divisions of theology (i.e. systematic, fundamental and practical)
^ In a response to the revised method of correlation, Chopp suggests that Tracy’s method 
“privilege[s] certain issues and certain experiences as significant while ignoring or marginalizing other 
issues and other experiences” (1987, 120). Chopp goes on to compare Tracy’s method to liberationist 
and feminist methods. The result of her comparison is that Tracy’s method must: (a) imderstand the 
religious question as one that addresses the totality of existence both in terms of questions of faith and 
practice and questions of politics, economics and social concerns (Chopp 1987, 128); (b) make room 
for an increasingly pluralistic understanding of what constitutes the common human experience and 
respond to the needs that arise in this broad arena (1987, 132); and (c) understand praxis, and not 
theory, as the logical starting point for practical theological work (1987, 134).
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I (1983,80). Further, when he might explicate the phrase “contemporary situation” to
signal a turn toward a pluralistic dialectic, instead he suggests
Each interpreter will ordinarily choose, for example, one aspect of the 
situation for analysis. One may choose, for example, the crisis of cognitive 
claims for Christianity, the realities of alienation, privatization and oppression 
K ... and so forth.... Yet this selectivity of problematic and question should 
... also hold itself responsible to the fuller pluralistic realities in the entire 
global situation and thereby to the full range of questions disclosed in the 
^ [global] situation (Tracy 1983, 65).
Despite some attention to the pluralistic realities in the global situation, Tracy leaves 
much room for his practical theology to engage in dialectic with those who are much 
more similar than those who might be understood as representing the pluralistic 
context of communities that are authentically other.
Van der Ven and Browning, in particular, seem aware of the need for a 
pluralistic dialectic in their practical theology. Van der Ven, in the preamble to his 
methodology, signals the importance of this dialectic in the application of his 
normative principles, while Browning does the same in the emphasis on other 
communities of experience. Both authors provide incentive to seek the voices of 
those who are other as a requirement of their methodologies. Thus far, the criteria of 
practical theology under discussion in this paper can be held to be theological, 
experiential, hermeneutical, and dialectical. But, before this study moves to construct 
a definition of practical theology, there is one more attribute to consider.
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Practical Theology as Teleological
The term teleological conveys an understanding of the character of being as 
directed toward an end or shaped by a purpose — used of natural processes or of 
nature as a whole conceived as determined by final causes or by the design of a divine 
Providence. While three out of four of the practical theologians cited in this section 
provide for the necessity of a teleological turn, Tracy (1983) does not. In principle, 
he suggests that it is possible for the final collaborative step of a practical theology to 
be the development of a personal and or social Christian theological ethic yet he 
neither requires it nor seems sure that it will occur (Tracy 1983, 78).
However, both Browning and Fowler may be seen as having definitions with a 
teleological purpose. Browning’s teleology points toward social and individual 
transformation, while Fowler’s is concerned with the ongoing modification and 
development of the ways the church shapes its life to be in partnership with God’s 
work in the world.
Finally, in the development of his methodology, van der Ven speaks with the 
most clarity regarding a telos for his practical theology (1993, 66-76). In the chapters 
that precede the explication of his steps he observes that the telos of his practical 
theology is the basileia symbol in the praxis of Jesus. For van der Ven this symbol 
“forms the meta ethical basis fi'om which questions about the success and failure of 
[practical theology] can be adequately examined.... The ethical principles of 
freedom, equality, universality and solidarity are motivated also by the basileia 
symbol which is the centre [sic] from which the limits of [practical theology] must be 
pushed back” (1993, 73).
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Even though the four authors cited in this section do not reach consensus on 
the need for practical theology to be teleological, all four at least recognize the 
possibility of the role of teleology in a practical theology. Therefore this study adds 
teleological to the list of criteria of a practical theological exercise. With this review 
of five selected aspects of practical theology (theological, experiential, hermeneutic, 
dialectical and teleological) as offered by the four noted authors, this study now 
moves to develop a definition of practical theology that supports this research project 
going forward.
D. The Development of a Working Definition 
As was noted in Chapter One, a practical theological framework is used to 
guide this study. The definition proposed for this study relies heavily on Tracy 
(1983), with much attention paid to Chopp, van der Ven, and Browning and a subtle 
addition based on the work of Fowler. The definition of practical theology that 
supports the research in this study is the following: practical theology is a mutually 
critical correlation of the interpreted praxis and theory of the Christian sources and 
the interpreted praxis and theory of other communities of experience with the specific 
aim of guiding its action toward normative and eschatological individual, ecclesial 
and societal on-going transformation.
Tracy’s Definition of Practical Theology as Foundational
In the article “The Foundations of Practical Theology” in Practical Theology: 
The Emerging Field in Theology, Church, and the World, Tracy offers justification
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for each phrase of his definition of theology. He then proceeds to use this work as 
foundational to his definition of practical theology. The working definition noted 
above relies heavily on Tracy’s work. It adopts his mutually critical correlation and 
the task of interpreting both praxis and theory. Regarding the use of a mutually 
critical correlation, Tracy writes that it brings about the “full logical spectrum of 
possibilities” (1983, 63). He suggests, in this type of activity, any option is logically 
possible in principle and only the facts, as understood by the parties, can decide the 
issues in a case.
By taking on Tracy’s mutually critical correlational activity the working 
definition signals the importance of the search for truth that is a part both of the 
correlational and the hermeneutical activity. In addition the fundamental role of 
hermeneutics is also noted in the definition’s insistence on the interpretation of both 
praxis and theory.
Adjustments to Tracy’s Definition
However, aware of Chopp’s concern (1987, 121), the working definition of 
practical theology for this study must propose a way to borrow from Tracy’s work in 
such a way that the definition does not exclude marginalized voices or make the 
common human experience of those whose praxis informs practical theology the 
common human experience of a narrow band of humankind. It achieves this goal by 
applying van der Yen’s normative principles and eschatological aim as its teleology. 
By requiring that the working definition of this study move toward normative and 
eschatological transformation, the definition points toward the freedom, equality.
universality and solidarity for all people as understood through the concept of the 
basileia sjmibol of Jesus.
Additionally to instantiate the pluralistic dialectical turn required by Chopp 
and suggested by van der Ven, two of Tracy’s phrases have been exchanged with 
ones borrowed from Browning. In the first instance Tracy’s (1983) use of the phrase, 
“Christian fact,” (1983, 64) has been replaced by Browning’s (1996) “Christian 
sources” (1996, 36). This is done in response to van der Yen’s desire for all stories 
(e.g., not just the classically understood Christian story) to find room Avithin the 
normative principles. While Tracy’s use of the term fact to suggest that the Christian 
story and its symbols, texts, persons, etc., are documented and can be imderstood, if 
this definition of practical theology (a) hopes to be open to any and all manner of 
possible meaning and truth in the correlational enterprise, (b) plans to engage fully 
the normative principles offered by van der Ven, and (c) intends to be dialectic in an 
authentic marmer, it may be prudent to consider the possibility that the term fact has a 
deleterious effect. Browning’s use of the word source is applied to the working 
definition as it seems to coimote the same sense of something that is known, has 
history, and reliability but, does not immediately privilege it as the fact or as a pre- 
critically determined truth.
In the second instance the definition opts for Browning’s use of the phrase 
“communities of experience” (1996, 38) as opposed to Tracy’s “contemporary 
situation” (1983, 64) which does not suggest clearly who might be included and who 
might be excluded from the contemporary situation. By using Browning’s other 
communities of experience the definition signals the definitive importance of other
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(cf., Cobb’s and Hough, 1985) and thereby strengthens the possibility that the 
definition of practical theology will pay attention to Chopp’s (1987, 121) call for an 
authentic pluralistic dialectical turn.
Another alteration to Tracy’s definition is a slight shift that is intended to 
reference the practice-theory-practice model of Browning and highlight the 
importance of experience (i.e. practice) in the working definition. By placing praxis 
prior to theory in the working definition the importance of a starting place in the lived 
and explicated practices of a community is commimicated. Like Browning (1996), 
the definition understands that all praxis is theory ladened and all theory is praxis 
ladened however, it also shows and assents to the preference to begin, as Browning, 
Fowler, and van der Ven do, in the experience and practice of individuals and 
communities concerned with the tasks of practical theology. Finally, in a nod to 
Fowler (1999), the transformation that is promulgated is, as Fowler suggests, held to 
be ongoing in nature.
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Component Agreement in the Study’s Definition of Practical Theology
The definition proffered and explicated above supports the research conducted 
in this study in the following five ways:
■ The piupose of this study is to determine whether or not theology can 
collaborate with psychology in the preparation for and in the actual 
delivery of mental health care without abrogating its sources of authority. 
As such, the study seeks to understand the theological nature of the 
collaboration and whether, if at all, theology has been able to maintain its 
distinctive roles and sources of authority as it seeks truth (practical 
theology as theological).
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The concrete experience of the clinicians associated the Center
the primary source of data for the study. As suc^W,cal 
dieology of this study rises out of the expenence of the clinicians 
(practical theology as experiential).
The specific task of interpreting and
lives of the clinicians of participating in a clinical setting where theomgy 
Ld psycLogy actively collaborate is a hcrmeneufical task (practrcal
theology as hermeneutical).
Tn^srtloav and nsvchology have been and are engaged in a dialectical 
Ix:htge "g for ?L appropriate relationship between the two m the 
deliver? of mental health care. This study takes up whether, and if so 
how, a^ialectical exchange has occurred and if it has had an effect o 
faith lives of the clinicians (practical theology as dialectical).
Th^ tjiiidv also asks whether and if so how the clinicians’ faith lives have 
teen chmged by their interaction with the Center. Specifically, ^ 
Sl^ has ten engendered in the lives of the "te
that which has teen engendered has any congruence with nomative and 
eschatological on-going transformation (practical theology 
teleoloeical).
This review of the work of Browning, Fowler, Tracy and van der Ven 
suggests that among the various approaches to practical theology, commonalities do 
exist (i.e. practical theology is theological, experiential, henneneutical, dialectical and 
teleological). In addition the guidance provided by these scholars suggests that the 
project taken up in this study may be considered as a practical theological project.
be important that Chopp’s (1^87)
been fully pursued in this research project ^ f  E^eopaU^ The
the study come from a predommantly w i e, upp consider how a more diverse group would
II, The Relationship between Religion and Psychology
Current literature on the relationship between psychology and religion reveals 
that the two disciplines share common roots but became antagonists as they took 
divergent paths. In an effort to understand the relationship between psychology and 
religion, this study examines the following topics: (a) common beginnings of religion 
and psychology, (b) a time of schism, (c) an impetus for reunion between the two 
disciplines, (d) contemporary challenges, and (e) the effect of integration on 
clinicians’ lives.
However, before proceeding, it is important to define several terms commonly 
used in this discussion. First, this study must define the term used to describe the 
intersection of psychology and religion. Various researchers, among them Vande 
Kemp, suggest that this relationship has evolved to the point that it may be considered 
a formal and legitimate specialty within the field of psychology (1996, 77). The term 
she and others (e.g., Gorsuch, 2002; Pargament 2002b; Miller, 2000) use to describe 
this emerging specialty is integration. Gorsuch defines integration as the process 
“when two or more disciplines are brought to bear on the same issue so that the 
decisions about that issue reflect the contributions of both disciplines” (2002, 6). For 
purposes of clarity, the term integration is used throughout much of this study^ to 
describe the field that emerges when psychology and religion are jointly brought to 
bear of the issues raised in the therapeutic setting.
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^ This footnote presages an argument that will be addressed in Chapter Five. Based on the 
data obtained from the participants in this study the author of this paper intends to suggest the use of 
the word collaboration in lieu of the word integration to represent the relationship between the
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Second, a much more complicated issue arises around the use of the terms 
religion and spirituality. While a more thorough discussion of this is taken up in the 
suh section of this chapter entitled “Contemporary Challenges,” it is important to 
signal the issue in these early pages. The researcher for this study is keenly aware 
that the literature upon which this chapter rests does not apply the terms religion or 
spiritual, or their cognates, in a precise or standard maimer. However, for the 
purposes of this chapter the terms spiritual and religion, and their cognates, are used 
in accordance with the ways the authors cited use them. Beyond this chapter, 
however, the terms religion and spiritual (and their cognates) are in large part 
replaced by the term, theology. An excursus regarding the selection of this term is 
presented in the “Contemporary Challenges” portion of this chapter.
A. Religion and Psychology; Common Beginnings 
Historically the tasks of the care of the mind and of the soul were inseparable 
and considered to be the work of spiritual leaders. Native American shamans, 
Mexican curanderos/curenderas, and religious people who administered rites at 
sacred places (e.g. Lourdes) were sought for assistance in the cure of the mind, soul, 
andhody (Miller and Thorensen 2000, 3). Thielman asserts that religion and healing 
have been intertwined since the earliest recorded history. Further, he avers, in the 
ancient world healing of all kinds seems to have taken place within a religious context 
(1998,4).
partners engaged in the integrative delivery of mental health care. More about this discussion will be 
made available in Chapter Five.
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Andrews observes that in early antiquity the care of the mind and the care of
the soul were linked in another way. He suggests that one of the oldest forms of
therapeutic treatment can be found in the advocating of ethical values and principles,
in particular justice (1987,9). Indeed, Andrews notes.
The very concept of psychotherapy was bom of Plato’s attempt to remedy the 
emotional problems surrounding the economic and military decline of his 
native Athens with an explicit and practical code of moral values.... [’While] 
he did not use the word psychotherapy ... there is hardly a page in Plato’s 
work that is not concerned with justice, a word he uses to mean the systematic 
application of ethical disciplines to amplify the healing power of the intuitive 
mind, what he called man’s rational sour (1987, 9-10).
Thielman also points to ways in which Plato cormects the role of mental and
physical healing with the realm of the soul. Quoting Entralgo, Thielman observes,
“In Plato’s view, it was a poor physician who treated only the body without attention
to... the soul. As a result, even though diseases of the soul might be caused by
bodily humors, proper words were capable of healing” (Thielman 1998, 5).
Moreover, Vande Kemp supports an understanding of the historical link
between religion and psychology as she offers an etymology of the word psychology.
Underscoring the metaphysical aspects of the word she notes, “When the Latin term
psycholgia was first used by Mamie in approximately 1524, it referred to one of the
subdivisions of pneumatology, the science of spiritual beings and substances (Vande
Kemp 1996,72).
Early modem psychology is also thought to have had much in common with 
religion. Gorsuch opens his article “Psychology of Religion” by observing that the 
founding fathers of American psychology were deeply interested in religion (1998, 
202). William James, Stanley Hall, and Edward Starbuck were among the
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psychological pioneers who promoted the importance of the relationship between 
psychology and religion (Wulff 1997,26-27). That psychology and religion share a 
common ancestry in the care of souls (Moon et al. 1993,26) is summed up by Vande 
Kemp as she points to the “inextricable link” between the two disciplines in the early 
days of psychology (1996, 72) and the latter days of religion.
Finally, in the opening chapter of his work Psychology of Religion: Classic
and Contemporary Wulff observes,
The historical continuity of religious traditions and contempora^ 
psychological views can also be expressed in terms of the functions they have 
served. Traditionally, questions about the nature of human existence have 
been answered within the religious framework. The vital task of ordering and 
comprehending both personal and social life was accomplished largely 
through the teachings and ceremonies that form a major part of the world’s 
religious traditions. Today, many of these questions and tasks are directed 
instead to psychologists. It is they who are now expected to be 
knowledgeable about human nature, to give counsel to the troubled, and to 
make meaningful the entire course of life, from birth to death. Not 
infrequently it is the psychologists who take on the problems of good and evil, 
of morality and social responsibility. As psychotherapists, they often become, 
in effect, both confessors and spiritual directors (1997, 12-13).
While the literature suggests that the earliest beginnings of psychology and 
religion were intertwined in many ways, the final portion of Wulff s quote portends a 
shift in the relationship. When he notes that in the contemporary setting many of the 
questions that would have been answered in religious settings are now directed to 
psychologists, he signals a significant change. London suggests whether by choice, 
circumstance, or default of religious institutions, psychotherapists have become 
today’s secular priests (Sperry 2001, 5).
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Gorsuch (1988), Larrimore (2000), and Thielman (1998) attribute much of 
psychology’s ascendancy to its categorization as a scientific discipline. However the 
growing propensity to turn to psychology for the care of the soul created a schism in 
the relationship between the once inextricably linked fields of religion and 
psychology. It is to this schism that this study now turns.
B. Religion and Psychology: A Time of Schism 
Ellenberger proposes that the schism between psychology and religion can be 
traced to the 1775 clash between the physician Mesmer and the priest/exorcist 
Gassner.
“Gassner was a priest whose fame in healing through exorcism was fatefully 
pitted against the psychological methods of Mesmer in a contest to treat the 
same client. Gassner’s loss symbolized the split of religions from 
psychotherapy, and the denigration of religion in the psychotherapeutic 
context. This denigration was further reinforced by Freud and later Ellis and 
others. In short, religion was viewed at best as irrelevant and at worst as 
detrimental to mental health.” (Sperry 2001, 6)
Whether or not Gassner’s defeat truly opened the door to a schism between 
theology and psychology, Thielman notes, “The scientific revolution of the 
seventeenth century and the social and intellectual ferment of the eighteenth century 
brought with them changes that affected thinking about [mental disorders] at a variety 
of levels” (1998,10). By the nineteenth century these changes had caused religious 
matters to become divorced from the care of the mind and replaced by the “radical 
secularism of psychoanalysis.” Though some, like the religionist Oskar Pfister, 
attempted to stem this tide they were defeated by theories held to be scientifically
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superior. Many of these theories were promulgated by Pfister’s famous conversation
partner, Sigmund Freud (Thielman 1998,14).
As society moved from the pre-Enlightenment focus on the sacred and the 
mystical to a successively secular focus on the rational, the modem, and the scientific, 
religion became less relevant and socially useful (Hill et al. 2000, 58). In America, 
during the latter part of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century, the care 
of the mind and the care of the soul were effectively divided. The care of the mind 
moved fi-om its spiritual/religious moorings into realms of positivistic and empirical 
sciences. The discipline of psychology distanced itself more and more from its 
metaphysical beginnings, positioning the field squarely within the scientific realm 
(Gorsuch 1988,205). Religion and science (i.e., psychology) came to be considered 
by the academic, scientific, and medical communities as separate realms of thought 
and distinct arenas of action (Larrimore et al. 2002,69).
McMinn and McRay suggest that.
The concept of the healing power of interpersonal relationships once grounded 
within the historical context and value system of the church has been labeled 
the discovery of modernity and ... redefined in a secular context. 
Subsequently, practices that had a religious or spiritual focus have ... been 
considered irrelevant or even detrimental to the therapeutic process. From its 
birth in Descartes’ philosophy of doubt, through the influence of Lockean 
empiricism, through the almost universal impact of Darwinian theory, to the 
unabashed atheism of Freud, psychology has established a legacy leading to 
an antagonism between spiritual methods of healing [the soul] and the science 
of psychology (1997, 102).
As the twentieth century continued its march forward, religion, once linked to 
psychology, was understood as a discipline of “irrational thinking and emotional 
disturbance” (Ellis 1980, 637). Other scholars such as Leuba, Vetter, and Skinner
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used the weight of the growing importance of science to undermine further the
relationship between religion and psychology. According to Wulff, Leuba was
convinced that “traditional religious teachings and institutions [had] perpetuated
momentous evils and ... only scientific knowledge ... not naive interpretation of
mystical experience [could] effectively direct the search for ethical values and
transforming inspiration” (1997, 27). In particular the rise of the behaviorist school
of psychology stood in opposition to any relationship between psychology and
religion. Vetter, one of the proponents of this school, suggests that religion - and
those who practice it - possesses no factor that would recommend its relationship to
psychology. Quite to the contrary he avers that
“One glance at any of the current anthropomorphic deities ... is sufficient to 
demonstrate to all but those hopelessly indoctrinated during their helpless 
infancy, that these gods were created by man when he was not yet well 
informed. A careful look at the behavior of religious leaders ... reveals that 
their wisdom is bounded on all sides by human shortcomings. Rather than 
lifting human beings above petty self-serving interests, dogmatic faith has 
inspired wars of religious bigotry, savageries such as the Inquisition, and the 
resolute opposition to any genuine advance of human knowledge.” (Wulff 
1997,124)
Skinner, another proponent of the behaviorist school of psychology, held that the 
notion of god was just “the archetypal pattern of an explanatory fiction, of a miracle 
working mind of the metaphysical” (Wulff 1997, 130). For Skinner all religious 
behavior is but a response to some knowable and explainable natural stimuli.
Finally, the most significant voice in the schismatic break between religion 
and psychology was possessed by Freud. One of Freud’s first statements on the 
matter of religions is that.
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Religion is at bottom nothing but psychology projected into the external 
world.... A personal God is, psychologically, nothing other than an exalted 
father.... Biologically speaking, religiousness is to be traced to the small 
human child’s long-drawn-out helplessness and need of help; and when at a 
later date he perceives how truly forlorn and weak he is when confronted with 
the great forces of life, he feels his condition as he did in childhood, and 
attempts to deny his own despondency by a regressive revival of the forces 
which protected his infancy. (Wulff 1997, 277).
In the wake of the society’s move toward modernization, rationalization, and 
secularization and under the weight of voices like Freud’s and psychology’s interest 
in being seen as a pure, empirically based science the historic relationship between 
psychology and religion became increasingly strained until finally, to all appearances, 
it dissolved.
C. Religion and Psychology: Impetus to Reunion 
However, as the twentieth century moved into its second half, change 
appeared on the horizon. Psychology, now accepted in the university as a scientific 
discipline, no longer saw the need to defend its boundaries against religion at all 
costs. Indeed, many within the sub-field of the psychology of religion reasserted the 
old notion of a substantial link between the two fields.
The following section addresses five circumstances that presented themselves 
in the twentieth century and recommended the reunion of psychology and religion. 
The circumstances to be examined are: 1) religion and the contemporary American 
context, (2) current client interest in the availability of integrative mental health care, 
(3) current research on the effect of religion on mental health, (4) issues regarding the
clinician and integrative mental health care, and (5) the response of academic and 
professional organizations to the emerging field of integration.
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Religion and the American Context
According to the data (e.g., Hill et al. 2000, 57-58; Hoge 1996,23), if 
religious involvement in America continues along the trend lines established in the 
latter half of the twentieth century, it is unlikely to be without influence or constancy 
in the lives of Americans in the years to come. While other Westernized industrial 
nations have followed patterns of religious decline as predicted in models of 
secularization, the United States has not. For instance, Americans have maintained 
their overall church involvement since the 1960s without measurable change (Hoge 
1996,23). In fact, Hoge proffers that religion is as alive as ever in the American
context (1996, 38).
Research conducted by the National Survey of Religious Identification 
supports this assertion. It indicates that approximately 90% of Americans identify 
with a religion (Shafranske and Maloney 1996, 565). Additionally, other surveys 
(e.g., Gallup 1994; Hill et al. 2000; Shafranske 2000) indicate that 94% of 
respondents assent to a belief in God (Hill et al. 2000, 52), 88% suggest that religion 
is very important or fairly important in their lives (Shafranske 2000, 526), 75 /o 
believe in the divinity of Jesus (Hoge 1996, 31), 75% hold to a belief in the afterlife 
(Hoge 1996, 31), 71% hold membership in a household of faith (Hoge 1996, 26), and 
63% indicate that religion has the ability to answer all of today’s problems
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(Shafranske 1996, 149). Based on this data Shafranske observes that the influence 
exerted by religion on the American landscape is an undeniable fact (1996, 149).
As a significant sociological fact, Shafranske proposes that religion provides 
meaning, affiliation, and support for many individuals; support they are unlikely to 
seek or obtain elsewhere (1996,149-150). Moreover, Moon et al. suggest that 
America’s religious involvement has had an exponential impact on and spawned an 
explosion of interest in religious and spiritual matters (1993, 24). As a measure of 
this interest, the authors take note of the literal shelf space popular bookstores devote 
to the proliferation of titles ranging from “the occult to Christian mysticism” (Moon 
et al. 1993,24). Shafranske and others indicate the religious nature of America is 
enduring, quantifiable, and formative in the way the landscape of the nation is shaped 
and maintained.
Clients and Religiously Oriented Mental Health Care
Prospective psychotherapy clients are neither immune to the data noted above 
nor to the cultural context in which such data have been collected. Shafiranske and 
Maloney suggest, “If the data... are correct, there is a strong likelihood that clients 
will bring with them a significant religious component when they come for 
psychotherapy” (1996, 566). Several authors seem to agree with this statement. 
Sperry states that.
There is no reason to believe that the present trend of seeking to incorporate 
the spiritual dimension ... will diminish soon. Rather the trend is likely to 
increase in intensity as our personal and work lives become more harried.... 
As a result, more clients will actively seek assistance from clinicians
regarding various spiritual emergencies and concerns about spiritual practice, 
complex ethical dilemmas and so forth. (2001,193).
Larrimore et al. observe that most patients desire to be offered basic spiritual 
care by their clinicians (2002, 69). Research conducted by Bergin and Jensen shows 
that a majority of the general population would prefer an approach to psychotherapy 
and counseling that is at least sensitive, if not sympathetic, to a spiritual perspective 
(Tan 1996, 366).
Worthington has pointed out that “psychotherapists will have to deal with 
religious issues in psychotherapy much more in the next 30 years, partly because 
religious people have become more vocal about their religious beliefs and practices ..
. and many have demanded explicitly religious therapists or counselors from their 
own distinctive religious groups” (Tan 1996,366). For Tan religiously committed 
clients, especially Christian clients, seem to prefer and are increasingly willing to 
request more explicit forms of religiously oriented therapy that includes the use of 
spiritual resources like prayer and sacred texts (i.e. scripture) (1996, 367).
Quackenbos et al. found that 35% of people in a random sample preferred 
religious counseling, while 79% felt that religious values should be discussed in 
therapy (1985, 291). Richards notes that many clients can be successfully treated 
only if their religious beliefs and spiritual concerns are sensitively addressed in 
therapy (West 2001, 174). And Bergin and Jensen proffer that for religiously 
oriented clients secular approaches to psychotherapy may provide an alien framework 
and thus not be helpful (Bergin, Payne and Richards 1996, 305). However, what is 
most profound regarding this demand for integrative care is that by their choices
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clients seem to acknowledge what psychology is only tentatively willing to assert: 
that there is a salutary relationship between religion and mental health care outcomes.
While the data noted above suggest that clients are more likely to request 
religiously sensitive psychotherapy, Hall and Hall point out a related trend:
“Numerous studies have shown that highly religious clients of several religious 
orientations were reluctant to seek conventional psychological help” (1997, 87).
Going further, based on prior studies they also state that “highly religious clients 
appear to fear having their values changed and being misunderstood or misdiagnosed, 
and that the former, though not the latter fear, was well founded” (Hall and Hall 1997,
87).
Many clients in the American context seem to believe that religion does 
improve or make more appropriate the delivery of mental health care. In addition, 
they are more vocal about requesting integrative services. What is more, when such 
services are not forthcoming, some research points to the fact that clients may not 
take advantage of other available services. The seeming preference of religiously 
oriented clients for mental health care that draws from psychology and theology 
seems to beg the question whether or not integrative mental health care is effective. 
The next section investigates this question.
Current Research on Integration of Religion and Psychology
Levin and Chatters set the stage for a positive discussion regarding the 
relationship between religion and mental health. They observe that “While remaining 
a generally obscure area of research, over 200 published studies have investigated
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religious differences in a wide range of health outcomes and have examined the 
effects of dimensions of religiosity on health status indicators and measures of disease 
states.... In large part, results from these studies have been consistent in indicating a 
salutary relationship between religious involvement and health status” (1998, 34).
However in his article, “Religious Commitment, Mental Health and Pro-social 
Behavior: A Review of the Empirical Literature,” Gartner suggests “mixed and even 
contradictory findings” are yielded by research on the relationship between religion 
and mental health (1996,187). He notes that it is easy to be confused by the 
conflicting reports and the inconsistent suggestions regarding religion’s effect on 
mental health.
Shafranske also suggests that the available research provides both a “yes and 
no” response to inquiries into the positive relationship between religion and mental 
health. He observes that “religious beliefs, affiliations, and practices may be adopted 
by individuals that serve constructive purposes, in the service of healthy adaptation or 
destmctive aims, resulting in maladjustmenf’ (1996, 9). Pargament agrees:
“Although religion appears to play a beneficial role in the lives of many people, it can 
also be a potent source of distress, perhaps even a umque source of distress” (2000b, 
242). Others (e.g., Larrimore 2002, 71; Shafranske and Maloney 1996, 562) concur 
that the relationship between religion and mental health is neither all positive nor all 
negative but clearly confusing.
Bergin, adding another report regarding the inconsistencies in the extant body 
of research literature, also found inconclusive results in a meta-analysis conducted 
across the results of 24 studies (Gartner 1996, 187). As stated by Gartner, Bergin
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reported that the studies “distributed themselves much as one would predict by 
chance: 23% manifested a negative relationship between religion and mental health, 
30% found no relationship, and 47% found a positive relationship” (Garter 1996,
187). Garter goes on to cite other studies where the results were equally as 
inconclusive, prompting more than one reviewer to “assert that the data provide little 
or no basis for positing any relationship between religion and mental health (1996, 
307).
In order to understand better the relationship between religion and mental 
health, to make sense of Levin and Chatters insistence that salutary effects are 
present, and the numerous inconsistent research reviews; we turn again to Gartner. In 
particular, he asserts that one can accept the inconsistent findings and still agree that 
the relationship between religion and mental health is generally positive ?/one takes 
into consideration the methodological complexities that underlie the studies.
In a review of approximately 200 studies Gartner seeks to focus not simply on 
the findings but on the methodologies that lie beneath the findings. His extensive 
review suggests religion is positively associated with physical health, mortality, 
suicide, drug use, alcohol abuse, delinquency and criminal behavior, divorce and 
marital satisfaction, well-being, and depression when the data for the studies was 
obtained through the use o^hard variables. Further, Gartner finds religion positively 
associated with psychopathology as it relates to authoritarianism, tolerance of 
ambiguity, suggestibility and dependence, self-actualization, and temporal lobe
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epilepsy when the data are obtained through the use of soft variables}^ Soft variables 
are defined as paper and pencil personality tests, while hard variables include real life 
behavior events that can be directly observed, reliably measured, and are of 
unquestionable validity (i.e., physical health, mortality, suicide, drug use, etc.)
(Gartner 1996,201). Given Gartner’s review a theory can be surmised that provides 
both an enhanced way of understanding the inconclusive results of the studies and the 
willingness of some in the field of integration to point to the salutary affects of 
religion on mental health.That theory is that religion may have a salutary effect on 
mental health as measured by real life behavior and observations (i.e. hard values) as 
opposed to paper and pencils tests (i.e. soft values).
In the face of Gartner’s work, several scholars strongly suggest that sufficient 
research has been conducted to support the beneficial aspects of the relationship 
between religion and mental health care outcomes (c.g., Gorsuch 2002, Koenig, 
McCullough, and Larson 2001; Sperry 2001; Boehnlein 2000; Hickson et al. 2000; 
Richards and Bergin 2002; Griffith and Griffith 1999; Miller 2000; Koenig 1998,
Batson, Schoenrade, and Ventis 1993).
Specifically, the following researchers have produced evidence that supports 
the salutary affects of religion on mental health. Pargament and Brant opine that
Upon further review of the literature Gartner found ambiguous or complex relationships 
between religion and over all health, anxiety, psychosis, self esteem, sexual disorders, 
intelligence/educational attainment, and prejudice (Gartner 1996, 187).
" While Gartner’s work provides one theory for using methodological applications to 
understand inconclusive results yielded by research on the relationship between religion and mental 
health, additional theories are posited based on the work of Allport and Ross and the development ^d 
use of the Intrinsic/Extrinsic Motivation Scale and on the development of Tan’s implicit and explicit 
delivery of integrative mental health care (Allport and Ross 1967; Tan 1996).
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religion offers a response to the problems of human insufficiency (1998,125). 
Larrimore et al. (2002) note a frequent positive association between positive 
spirituality and mental and physical health and well being (2002, 69). While 
Shaffanske (2000) observes that “religious involvement has been shown to be 
associated with quality of life and serve as an epidemiologic protective factor (2000, 
525), Brawer et al. suggest that “within the last decade, religion and spirituality have 
been associated with higher rates of well being and adjustment, reports of increased 
life satisfaction and lower levels of suicide, substance abuse, and anti-social 
behavior” (2002, 204). Finally Larson and Larson note that “clinical research that 
looked at the relationship between religious commitment and health (both mental and 
physical) found a preponderance of indications that religious commitment either 
protected against illness or aided recovery and coping (1991,5).
While the current state of research on the relationship between mental health 
and religion does suggest positive trends, issues remain to which the field must attend 
if it hopes to continue to grow and develop. One such issue revolves around the
While this chapter has set out positive aspects of the relationship between religion and 
mental health, it is important to note issues that must be addressed if the field is to be able to move 
forward While the scope of this project does not allow for a more thorough discussion of these issues 
more information can be obtained from the following literature: (a) for an on-going evaluation of 
religious orientation scales see Gorsuch (1988); Hall, Tisdale and Brokaw (1994); and Kirkpafrick ^d 
Hood (1990)- (b) on the precise nature of definitions for terms such as spirituality, religion, and faith 
see Hill et al.’(2000); Pargament (2002a and 2002b); (c) on increased clarity regarding the use of smgle 
and multiple index religious measures see Larsen and Larsen (1991) and Shafi^ske and Gorsuch 
(1984); (d) for additional data gathered on cohorts not typically studied see Fukiyama and Sevig 
(1999); (e) for increased emphasis on applied data that have direct implications for pastors see 
McMinn and McRay (1997); (f) for increased use of empirically based studies Larrimore (2000); (g) 
for information on attention paid to the area of integration by the mainstream psychological jo^als 
Pargament (2000b); and (h) for more information on integrative work between these religious leaders 
and psychotherapists see Richards and Bergin (2002).
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role of the clinician in the delivery of mental health care. If religion has a salutary 
effect on mental health, then it follows that a “consideration of how such beliefs, 
values and practices can be approached therapeutically to enhance clients well 
being” (Bergin, Payne, and Richards 1996, 300) is a logical next step. The specific 
ways in which these identified beliefs, values, and practices are used in the delivery 
of mental health care becomes the task of the clinician. The next section takes up the 
role of the clinician as a participant in the relationship between religion and mental 
health.
Clinicians and Integration
Do therapists attend to religious issues in treatment? Given the demonstrated 
importance of religion to mental health as seen above, it is important to inquire as to 
how seriously therapists take religion in delivering treatment. In 1914 Leuba found 
that psychologists were generally the least likely of all scientists to believe in a God 
who answers prayers (Shaffanske 1996,151). In 1977 Beit-Hallahmi concluded that 
“contemporary American psychology seems to consider religion marginal 
(Shaffanske 1996,153). However, in 1990 Shaffanske and Maloney and Bergin and 
Jensen found that the attitudes psychotherapists held “toward religion may not be as 
different ffom the general publics as previously assumed” (Shaffanske 1996,153). 
Shaffanske mamtains that psychologists no longer seem to hold religious views 
entirely in a negative light. In fact, he notes, 53% of the respondents in a study 
conducted by Shafranske and Maloney indicate that religion was valuable and 65% 
reported that spirituality was personally relevant (1990a, 73).
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In a 1990 study Bergin and Jensen found that 80% of psychotherapists 
claimed some type of religious preference, 77% attempted to live according to their 
religious beliefs, 68% agreed with seeking a spiritual understanding of the universe 
and one’s place in it, 54% considered themselves religious, and 41% regularly 
attended religious services (Bergin, Payne and Richards 1996, 305).
Additionally, Shaffanske recalls that 90% of the persons sampled in his 1990 
survey indicate that they were raised within a particular religion (1996,154). Though 
this figure is in contrast with the statistic that only 50% are still engaged with a 
religious institution Shafranske concludes that religion and spiritual issues are of 
importance to clinicians (1996,154).
However, as discussed above, psychology as a discipline spent many of the 
latter days of the nineteenth and the early days of the twentieth century eschewing its 
relationship to religion. Even if psychotherapists have been found to be more 
religious than previously thought, what would recommend them to acknowledge this 
fact in a professional setting? The values (religious and otherwise) of 
psychotherapists were invited into the professional setting, in large part, by the work
of Bergin.
Prior to 1980 psychotherapists were unwilling to acknowledge their religious 
values. When one considers that the Freudian influence was still strong, that 
psychotherapists had been trained to see their values and beliefs as no more important 
to the clinical task than their auto mechanics’ beliefs to car repair (Bergin 1991, 396), 
and that they were taught the presence of values and beliefs in the clinical setting was
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inappropriate and dangerous, it is no wonder they were unwilling to acknowledge 
them.
However, in 1980 Bergin challenged this notion. Over the next several years 
he debated and discussed the role of values (including religious values) in the 
therapeutic setting as they relate to mental health care outcomes. Bergin proposed six 
theses regarding the clinician’s values and the delivery of mental health care. The
theses follow.
Values are an inevitable and pervasive part of psychotherapy.
Not only do theories, techniques, and criteria reveal pe^asive value 
iudgmeL, but outcome data comparing the effects of diverse technique 
shot that non-technical, value-laden factors pervade professional change
Tw^broad classes of values are predominant .
professions. Both exclude religious values and both estabhsh goals for 
change that frequently clash with theistic systems of be ief 
A significant contrast exists between the values of mental health
nrofession and those of a large proportion of clients.
In light of the foregoing, it would be honest and ethical to ^^^^^ge 
that we are implementing our own value systems via our professional 
wk ^t more explicit about what we believe while also respeettng
the value systems of others. . ,
Our obligation as professionals is to translate what we
intuitively into something than can be openly tested and evaluated. (1990a,
97-102)
Bergin suggests that the open and explicit stating of the clinician’s values is of 
the utmost importance. He even goes so far as to state the impossibility of a “value- 
free” clinical exchange. This, he notes, is due to the fact that every clinician, whether
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consciously or unconsciously, brings his or her values into the therapeutic setting and
13
uses them either critically or uncritically (1990a, 97).
Ellis, in responding to Bergin, suggests that while Bergin’s work is
“empirically confirmable and probably VEilid ... [it]... does not properly represent
the views of probabilistic atheist clinicians like myself... who may well constitute
the majority of modem psychotherapists” (1980, 635). Ellis suggests that
Devout, orthodox, or dogmatic religion (or what might be called religiosity) is 
significantly correlated with emotional disturbance.... Religiosity, therefore 
is in many ways equivalent to irrational thinking and emotional disturbance... 
. The elegant therapeutic solution is to be quite unreligious and have no degree 
of dogmatic faith that is unfounded or unfoundahle in fact.... The less 
religious they are, the more emotionally healthy they will tend to be (1980, 
637).
Twelve years after his initial response to Bergin, Ellis softened his view. He 
has since suggested that the effect of values on religious data may result in some 
possible benefits in the delivery of psychotherapy. In 1992 Ellis wrote, “I no longer 
believe that religion creates emotional disturbance but now believe that what I call 
religiosity - which I define as the devout, dogmatic, believers [sic] in any theological 
or atheistic creed — tends to lead to neurosis (Ellis 1992b, 38). His 1993 comments 
point out, “T think I can safely say that the Judeo-Christian Bihle is a self help book 
that has probably enabled more people to make more extensive and intensive 
personality and behavioral changes than all professional therapists combined. 
(McMinn 1996, 5)
For another perspective regarding the clinician’s inability to bracket his or her values and 
remain 100% neutral in the therapeutic setting cf. West 2001, 176.
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The power and import of the change facilitated by the Bergin/Ellis dialogue 
cannot be imderestimated. One gauge of its importance can be measured by the sheer 
number of citations attributed to it in the psychological literature. Beginning with 
Bergin’s groundbreaking article “Psychotherapy and Religious Values” (1980a), and 
continuing through the three follow up articles “Religious and Humanistic Values: A 
Reply to Ellis and Walls” (1980b); “Values and Religious Issues in Psychotherapy 
and Mental Health” (1991); and “Psychotherapy and Religious Values” (1992) 
approximately 300 citations are noted in the psychological literature as measured by 
Psyclnfo}^
In 1991 Bergin himself noted, “When I published [the] article on 
psychotherapy and religious values 10 years ago the reaction was unusual in that I 
received more than 1,000 comments and requests for reprints (1991, 394). Although 
a few critics arose (e.g., Ellis 1980; Walls 1980), and there was not a consensus on 
specific details, the essential themes received widespread support” (Bergin 1991, 
394). Because of Bergin’s initial and subsequent work professional opinions 
regarding the presence and utility of values in the clinical setting began to shift. The 
dialogue regarding religious values on the part of the client and on the part of the 
clinician was opened for discussion in new and deepened ways, so much so that 16 
years after the original article Bergin could assert that the interest regarding the place
Psycinfo is a web based database of psychological literature, which contains citations and 
abstracts for journal articles, books, and book chapters in the fields of psychology and related 
disciplines. The database is comprised of records, one for each article, book, or book chapter. Each 
record consists of a number of fields containing specific types of information. Psycinfo can be 
accessed via the following website address, http://webpub.alleghenv.edu/dept/psvch/Psychlnfo.htm.
of value issues in psychotherapy had only accelerated (Bergin. Payne, and Richards 
1996,297).
Clinicians who had been trained historically to enter the therapeutic setting as 
tabula rasa (Richards and Bergin 2002, 45) were now discovering the importance and 
the utility of their values (including religion) to their work. Professional 
psychological associations that had avoided including religion as a viable topic of 
inquiry now moved to urge colleagues to recognize religion as a topic and to obtain 
training in order to do so well (APA, 1992).*^ Finally, publications regarding the role 
of values and religion began to appear and scholarly research was accepted for 
presentation in peer reviewed journals.
In addition, Bilgrave and Deluty note that the earliest world view of a 
clinician (e.g., that world view formed when they were young children) may in fact 
serve as the trunk onto which later epistemological structures are grafted. This, they 
suggest, may accoimt for a scientifically trained (i.e. psychologically trained) 
clinician’s ability to maintain an interest in and even a predisposition toward the use 
of a theological framework in the delivery of mental health care (Bilgrave and Deluty 
2002,253 - 254).
Finally, before concluding this review of the literature as it relates to 
clinicians, it is important to note that the role of the clinician bears on the relationship 
of religion and mental health care in another way. According to Shafranske, “the 
approach clinicians bring to understanding the religiosity of their clients is primarily




based on personal convictions rather than on graduate education or clinical training 
(1996,160). Cohen adds to this notion when he observes that “all in all, the prime 
determinant of a religious therapist’s clinical style in working with religious issues 
appeared to be his own therapy experience. Those clinicians who dealt most 
extensively with religious concerns in their own therapy, tend to address these issues 
more directly with their religious patients” (1994a, 315).
The research presented in this section suggests that clinicians are more 
religious than once thought, have gained an awareness of the role of values and 
religion in the delivery of mental health care, and may in part provide therapy based 
more on personal rather than on professional experiences. Given this review it will 
be important for this study to return to the role of the clinician in the delivery of 
integrative mental health care. This topic is addressed in subsequent chapters of this 
study.
Institutional Development and the Field of Integration
While prior portions of this chapter have considered changes in the intent of 
clients and clinicians as relates to the relationship between religion and mental health, 
in this section the changes in academic and psychological institutions are addressed. 
In 1992 the American Psychological Association (APA) chose to amend its Code of 
Ethics to recognize religion as an important aspect of culture and diversity and as a 
legitimate topic of focus in mental health care, thereby granting some measure of 
legitimacy to the field of integration on a professional level. Principle D of the 
Association’s code was changed to read as follows:
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Psychologists accord appropriate respect to fundamental rights, dignity, and 
worth of all people. They respect the rights of individuals to privacy, 
confidentiality, self-determination, and autonomy, mindful that legal and other 
obligations may lead to inconsistency and conflict with the exercise of these 
rights. Psychologists are aware of culture, individual, and role differences, 
including those due to age, gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, 
sexual orientation, disability, language and socioeconomic status. 
Psychologists try to eliminate the effect on their work of biases based on these 
factors, and they do not knowingly participate in or condone unfair 
discriminatory practices. (Bergin, Payne, and Richards 1996, 307).
In addition, the APA altered its Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code 
of Conduct Section 1.08 to state
Where differences of age, gender, race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, 
sexual orientation, disability, language or socioeconomic status significantly 
affect psychologists’ work concerning particular individuals or groups, 
psychologists obtain the training, experience, consultation, or supervision 
necessary to ensure the competence of their services, or they make appropriate 
referrals. (Bergin, Payne, and Richards 1996, 307).
Along with the change put forward by the APA, professional organizations 
were formed and or expanded (e.g., Christian Association for Psychological Studies, 
Division 36 of the APA, American Association of Christian Counselors), university 
degree programs were developed or enlarged (e.g.. Fuller Theological Seminary, 
Rosemead Graduate School of Psychology, Baylor University doctoral program of 
Psychology, Boston University’s doctoral program in Counseling Psychology and 
Religion), journals proliferated and grew in stature (e.g. The Journal of Psychology 
and Judaism, The Journal of Psychology and Christianity, The Journal for Scientific 
Study of Religion, Counseling and Values; International Journal for the Psychology 
of Religion; Association of Mormon Counselors and Psychotherapists Journal; The 
Journal of Psychology and Theology; Journal of Transpersonal Psychology; The
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Journal of Religion and Healthy, and scholarly publications, many of them research 
based, were put forward in an effort to expand the knowledge base of those interested 
in the field (e.g., Gorsuch 2002; Koenig, McCullough and Larson 2001; McMinn and 
Phillips 2001; Miller 2000; Sperry 2001; Swinton 2003; Boehnlein 2000;
Chamberlain and Hall 2000; Griffith and Griffith 1999; Walsh 1999; Koenig 1998; 
Zinnbauer et al. 1997; Richards and Bergin 1997; Bullis 1996; McMinn 1996; 
Shafranske 1996; Wulff 1997).
Tisdale observes that.
Practitioners interested in addressing religious or spiritual issues in treatment 
have an imprecedented amoimt of resources from which to choose to aid in 
this endeavor. A number of books have been published in the last decade, 
many by the American Psychological Association, detailing the ethical, 
clinical, and empirical considerations to evaluate when including a religious 
or spiritual component to treatment. The sharp rise in publications on this 
topic followed on the heels of changes to the Ethical Principles of 
Psychologists and Code of Conduct which added religion as an area of human 
diversity, and the revision of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual which 
included religious and spiritual problem as an issue that may be the focus of 
clinical attention. These resources and changes have been welcomed by those 
interested in such aspects of care, and may have (implicitly or explicitly) 
granted permission to practitioners to break the taboo and silence around 
religion in clinical practice (2003, 262).
While, as Tisdale notes, this bounty of resources may have granted practitioners 
permission to practice integrative mental health care, as is discussed in the next 
section, challenges still loom on the horizon.
Ill
D. Religion and Psychology: Contemporary Challenges 
Though data grew regarding both the salutary effect of religion on mental 
health and the support for the integration of religion and psychology in the latter two
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decades of the twentieth century, contemporary potential pitfalls must be addressed 
lest they inhibit the ongoing dialogue and development of the field. Tan articulates 
nine ethical considerations attendant to the delivery of integrated mental health care 
that require on- going investigation and enhancement.
■ Imposing therapist religious beliefs or values on the client, thus reducing 
client freedom to choose.
■ Failing to provide sufficient information regarding [integrative] therapy to 
client.
■ Violating the therapeutic contract by focusing mainly or only on religious 
goals rather than therapeutic goals.
■ Lacking competence as a therapist in the area of converting client values 
ethically or conducting religious psychotherapy appropriately.
■ Arguing over doctrinal issues rather than clarifying them.
■ Misusing or abusing spiritual resources like prayer and Scriptures, thus 
avoiding dealing with painful issues in therapy.
■ Blurring important boimdaries or parameters necessary for the therapeutic 
relationship to be maintained.
■ Assuming ecclesial authority and performing ecclesiastical functions 
inappropriately, when referral to ecclesiastical leaders may be warranted.
■ Applying only religious interventions to problems which may require 
medication or other medical and/or psychological treatments. (1994, 390)
Though these nine topics deserve the attention of the field, space and time 
limit what can be addressed in this study. Therefore, three areas salient to this study 
are addressed below: (a) precision of the definitions used, (b) legitimacy of religion 
as a partner in integrative mental health care, and (c) training opportunities for 
clinicians.
Religion as a Partner in Integration as a Source of Challenge
According to Gorsuch integration occurs when two or more disciplines are 
brought to bear on an issue such that decisions about the issue reflect the
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contributions of both disciplines (2002, 6). However, he cautions that if and when 
one discipline seeks to reduce the other to simplistic principles that bear little 
resemblance to the rich and multifaceted meanings resident in the original concept, 
integration cannot happen (Gorsuch 2002, 64-65). It is this reductionist trend on the 
part of psychology toward religion that creates a challenge for the on-going 
development of the field of integration.^^
By in large, both psychological and religious participants in the field record 
that religion has not been treated as an equal partner in the work of integration.
Though many scholars recognize the salient contribution religion has made to the 
field of integration,*’ Jones observes when religion and psychology attempt to work 
in an integrative manner religion is neither considered a peer or a partner (Jones 1996, 
115). Instead, Jones explains, psychology acts upon religion in a unidirectional 
fashion with “psychology being unaffected in any substantial way by the interaction” 
(1996,114).
While this study focuses on the ways in which psychology has reduced religion to illusion 
(Freud, 1927), the result of natural forces (Leuba, 1925), the musings of infantile minds (Vetter, 1958), 
or as a traditional means of controlling behavior (Skinner, 1971), it is important to note there are 
instances where religion has acted in a reductionist way toward psychology. The scope of this project 
does not allow for a thorough examination of theology’s reductionist attitude toward religion.
However, for those who wish to pursue this topic see the Only (1999).
Scholars have identified the following topics as germane to this discussion. For further 
information, please note the studies cited: (1) religion as a resource for explaining and resolving 
problematic situations, enhancing a sense of the self as empowered or efficacious, providing meaning, 
direction and personal identity (Chamberlain and Zika 1992, 139); (2) religion as a way to understand 
human nature, anchor a person in positive universal values, provide access to a broad range of coping 
mechanisms (Hall and Hall 1997, 86); (3) religion as a factor in the reduction of alcoholism, 
suicidality, drug abuse, delinquency and criminal behavior and as a promoter of longevity and over all 
well being (Gartner 1996,201).
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Pargament and Park, agreeing with Jones: “psychologists have not generally 
considered spiritual [or religious] motivation as a legitimate function in its own right. 
The search for the sacred has been reduced instead to a psychological, social, or 
physiological process. Unfortunately, the umque nature of religious experience may 
be distorted as a result” (1995,18).
Some years after this statement in an article entitled “Is Religion Nothing But: 
Explaining Religion Versus Explaining Religion Away”, Pargament continues,
“There is an important difference between explaining religion and explaining religion 
away. Certainly religion can he analyzed on a variety of levels ... but this 
understanding does not invalidate the sigmficance of religion as a legitimate 
phenomenon of interest.... A psychologist’s perspectives can shed light on religious 
life. However, the reverse also applies; religious world views and practices can offer 
new perspectives on psychology” (2000a, 243).
Pargament warns the field of psychology that it must avoid reductionism in its 
relationship to religion, not only because it disrespects religion’s role as a peer and 
partner but because it negates psychology’s opportunity to benefit from religion’s 
singular and unique ability to serve as a point of reference for the sacred (2000a,
239). Pargament writes, “It may sound a bit odd, but I believe it is the case that we 
have not paid much attention to the search for the sacred in the psychology of 
religion. We have tended to reduce the sacred phenomenon to other psychological, 
social, biological, or evolutionary motives and drives. But the search for the sacred 
is, I believe, a legitimate search in its own right, one that cannot be reduced to other 
processes” (2000a, 13).
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McMinn and McRay (1997) as well as Cohen (1994a), among others, hold out 
hope that the relative inequality of the relationship between the two disciplines may 
be ameliorated. McMinn and McRay (1997) maintain that first the inequity must be 
recognized. Then, the epistemological strengths of both fields must be acknowledged 
and assented to by all participants (McMinn and McRay 1997,103). Further, this 
new horizon may be reached only when the benefits derived from both disciplines are 
celebrated and brought to bear on the needs and issues brought by the client and met 
by the clinician in the therapeutic setting. Cohen suggesting that the forging of this 
new horizon is possible but challenging, takes the position that “psychoanalysis and 
religion are clearly not saying the same things. Indeed, in many respects, they 
continually pose points of significant tension. But is it precisely in this tension state 
of dfrintegration where we find the possibility for new ways of understanding and 
growing [towards integration]” (1994a, 323).
In a chapter titled “Future Directions” Koenig signals that the generative 
growth in interest, research, and publications has granted the field of integration a 
newly acquired degree of legitimacy (1998, 95). The authority that derives from this 
new status must not be squandered. Instead new directions and goals must be 
collectively and clearly set out, including the firm establishment of religion as a 
legitimate partner in the integrative activity so that the field may continue to grow and
develop.
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Training Opportunities for Clinicians as a Source of Challenge
In its Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct Section 1.08, 
the APA instructs clinicians in the following manner, “Where differences of age, 
gender race, ethnicity, national origin, religion, sexual orientation, disability, 
language or socioeeonomie status significantly affect psychologists’ work concerning 
particular individuals or groups, psychologists obtain the traimng, experience, 
consultation, or supervision necessary to ensure the competence of their services, or 
they make appropriate referrals.” (Bergin, Payne, and Richards 1996, 307). As is 
made clear in this statement, clinicians are required to obtain training in order to 
perform their duties within their competencies (cf. Hall and Hall 1997,95; Richards 
and Bergin 2002, 164).
While many scholars support acquisition of training (e.g., Swinton 2003;
Sperry 2001; Lu 2000; Jones 1996; Shaffanske 1996; Pargament 1995; Larson and 
Larson 1991), only a few have designed curricula that directly takes up the integration 
of religion and psychology. Following up on a study by Bergin; Brawer et al. report 
on the availability of training in their 2002 article “Training eind Education in 
Spirituality and Religion within APA Aeeredited Clinieal Psyehology Programs.” 
They note.
Despite its recent resurgence in popularity, religion/spirituality as atopic is 
neither mainstream nor well represented in psychology. Authors have 
suggested that religion is underrepresented in psychology textbooks and that a 
bias against religion exists in moral development research. This state of 
affairs eonfirms Bergin’s observation that training in the clinical professions is 
almost bereft of content that would engender an appreciation of religious 
variables in psyehological functioning. Race, gender and ethnic origin now 
receive deserved attention, but religion is still an orphan in academia (Brawer 
et al 2002,204).
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Ip- A review of the literature supports the findings of Brawer et al. Targ observes
that only 12% of psychiatric training programs regularly provide didactic material on 
any aspect of religion (1999,485). Kelly underscores the paucity of available 
training programs in his study of 325 heads of counselor training programs. While 
approximately 90% of the respondents in his study believe that religious and spiritual 
issues are somewhat to very important in the preparation of the counselor, religious or 
spiritual issues occur as a course component or significant non-course component in 
fewer than 25% of the programs that focus on integration (Kelly 1994,13). Hall and 
Hall also support the data pointing to the paucity of graduate training programs: “with 
tile exception of graduate schools that specialize in integration (e.g. Graduate School 
of Psychology at Fuller Theological Seminary, George Fox University, Rosemead 
School of Psychology Biola University, Wheaton College), little training in the 
implicit or explicit acknowledgement of religion and use of religious techniques is 
available” (1997,95).
However, a study by Moon et al. indicates that religiously oriented institutions 
are also slow to develop and implement curricula focused on integration. Based on a 
survey of 87 directors of graduate training from religiously oriented institutions.
Moon et al. foimd that techniques focused on the use of classic Christian spiritual 
disciplines were “rarely incorporated into the curricula” (1991, 25).
Richards and Bergin, while acknowledging the inadequacy of available 
programs (2000,164), still urge clinicians to obtain training. As a starting point they 
suggest clinicians engage with the body of professional literature and the few 
university programs that are available. They also outline essential educational and
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training standards for professional psychotherapists. Their list includes the following 
points:
■ The foundation of effective religious and spiritual counseling is 
multicultural attitudes and skills. Therapists should therefore study and be 
trained in multicultural coimseling.
■ Therapists should read several good books on the psychology and 
sociology of religion and on religious and spiritual issues in counseling 
and psychotherapy.
■ Therapists should read current scholarly literature about religion and 
spirituality in mainstream mental health journals and in specialty journals 
devoted to these topics.
■ Therapists should take at least one workshop or class on religion and 
mentd health and spiritual issues in psychotherapy.
■ Therapists should acquire specialized knowledge about religious traditions 
that they frequently encounter in therapy.
■ Therapists should seek supervision or consultation (or both) from 
colleagues when they first work with clients from a particular religious 
tradition or when clients present challenging religious issues the therapist 
has not encountered before.
■ Therapists should seek supervision or consultation (or both) from 
colleagues when they first begin using religious and spiritual interventions 
in their work or whenever they use new, untested spiritual interventions 
(Bergin and Richards 2000, 166)
Shafranske and Maloney (1996) and West (2001) also offer thoughts 
regarding possibilities for advanced training. For Shafranske and Maloney an ideal 
curriculum for the attainment of integrative clinical competence would include (a) 
values in psychological treatment, (b) a psychology of religion component, (c) a 
comparative religion component, (d) a working with religious issues component, (e) 
experiential clinical training, and (f) viable, empirical research (1996, 576-582).
Alternatively West maintains if clinicians desire to move toward integrative 
clinical competence 'without enrolling in a university program they should
■ Examine their own prejudices and biases around spirituality and religion, 
both positive and negative.
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■ Familiarize themselves with some of the literature around spiritual 
experiences, pastoral therapy, and spiritual direction.
■ Explore religion from a culture other than their own; including attending a 
religious service.
■ Address the assessment issues involved, including when a spiritual 
experience might have psychotic elements to it, when a client needs a 
spiritual referral and to whom to refer the client, and the part played by 
spiritual emergence and spiritual emergency in some people’s spiritual 
development.
■ Develop a sense of some of the main maps and theories of spiritual 
development.
■ Study implicit and explicit spiritual forms of counseling.
■ Clarify the differences and overlaps between spiritual direction, pastoral 
care and counseling or psychotherapy, including non-Christian forms of 
spiritual care.
■ Be engaged in their own form of spiritual development.
■ Have appropriate supervision arrangements in place. (2001,17-18)
While the landscape of traiining remains quite spare, the acknowledgement of 
the issue and the gradual development of curricula (e.g., Cashwell and Young 2004; 
Tisdale 2003; Schulte et al. 2002; Curtis and Glass 2002; Targ 1999; Ingersoll 1997) 
does argue for improvement in this area.
Definitions as a Source of Challenge
The evolution of the field of integration continues to struggle under many and 
varied weights (e.g., it is still unrecognized as a legitimate field by some within the 
academy and considered to be the orphan research area in psychology; it has a 
substantial anti-tenure factor and is under represented in scholarly journals).
However, one of the most challenging aspects facing the discipline is implied by the 
name of one of the subjects that comprise the field (i.e. religion). The absence of any 
prescribed regularity in the definition and usage of the concepts religion and religious
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(or spiritual and spirituality) provides for significant inconsistency in research and in 
the literature attendant to the field.
Wulff asserts that a satisfactory definition of religion has eluded scholars even
until the present moment (1997, 3). Wilfred Cantwell Smith suggests the use of the
word religion is ... inadequate to convey any genuine understanding of what is done,
felt or transcended because the word is so freighted with incompatihle meamngs
(Wulff 1997, 3). Instead of religion, Wulff asserts, contemporary men and women
prefer to apply the concepts of spiritual or spirituality. However, even these concepts
are held to he of limited utility because they convey meanings ranging from the more
traditional notion of “one whose life is ordered by the Holy Spirit” to one who
18meditates or reflects with a sense of wholeness or oneness (Wulff 1997,4).
In their study on Religiosity, Meaning in Life, and Psychological Well-Being 
Chamberlain and Zika observe, “Relations obtained in these studies confirm previous 
research findings of modest positive associations between religiosity and 
psychological well-being. However, as previous researchers have noted the strength 
of the relationship can depend on how well-being is measured, how religiosity is 
measured and the nature of the group involved” (1998,145). They go on to assert 
that a fundamental confounding issue in their work and in work of others is the 
inconsistent manner in which terms like religious and religiosity are defined and 
construed (1998,145).
Wulff provides an intriguing chart listing over 100 nouns that are currently modified by the 
word spiritual in recent publications (1997, 6).
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Levin and Chatters agree and report that research on religion and mental 
health reveals important implications for mental health research and practice: namely 
that while the work in this field is abundant it is not of high enough quality. They go 
on to suggest that this “results from a number of different circumstances, including a 
lack of theoretical clarity in defining distinct religious dimensions” (1998, 45).
Hill et al. concurs and maintains that, “The discussion to this point [on 
conceptualizing religion and spirituality] highlights a changing religious and spiritual 
landscape. Whereas the current diversity of opinion regarding religiousness and 
spirituality has the potential to enrich and broaden our imderstanding of the 
constructs, the inconsistency among the various conceptions and definitions [of 
religion and spirituality] can have negative implications for clinical applications and, 
in particular, for research” (2002,65).
Zirmbauer et al. reach the same conclusion. They observe “In the past 20 
years, interest in religiousness and spirituality has increased and a large number of 
social scientists have attempted to define, study, and theorize about these two terms..
.. Still the ways in which the words are conceptualized and used is often inconsistent 
in the research literature. Despite the great volume of work that has been done, little 
consensus has been reached about what the terms actually mean” (1997, 550). The 
imprecise ways in which the terms religion and spiritual (and their cognates) are used 
does not bode well for the development of the field. A short excursus regarding how 
the terms are defined and used in the field follows.
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If one were to develop a history of the terms religion and spiritual it would be
long, complex, rich, and beautiful. A review of data contained in The Barnhart
Concise Dictionary of Etymology suggests the following for these salient terms.
Religion. Borrowed from the Latin religionem, respect for what is sacred. 
Derivation of the Latin may be from relegere, which means to go through or 
to read again. There is also in popular etymology a connection with religare, 
to bind fast, in the sense of place an obligation.
Spirit. Animating or vital principle, breath of life. Borrowed from old French 
espirit and directly from the Latin spiritus which means soul, courage, vigor, 
breath, related to spirare to breathe. The original uses of spirit are mainly 
derived from passages in the Vulgate, in which Latin spiritus is used to 
translate the Greek pneuma and Hebrew ruah.
Spiritual. Spirituele. Of, relating to, or consisting of spirit, relating to sacred 
or religious matters; borrowed from the old French spirituele and directly 
from the Medieval Latin spirituals, of or pertaining to breath, wind, air, or 
spirit.
While etymologies might provide a clear and coherent initial understanding of 
the terms religion and spiritual, the clarity achieved would soon be lost as one 
engaged with the literature in the field of integration, which is awash in a myriad of 
definitions. Miller for instance, in his work Integrating Spirituality Into Treatment 
defines, religion narrowly as an organized social entity (2002, 6), and spirituality as a 
multidimensional space in which every individual can be located (2002, 6). Richards 
and Bergin in^ Spiritual Strategy for Counseling and Psychotherapy define spiritual 
as “that which is concerned with or affects the soul; or is of, from, or relating to God 
(2002,12-13). Religious, on the other hand, according to the same authors, is 
“having or showing belief in and reverence for God or a deity; or is concerned with 
teaching religion.” (Richards and Bergin 2000, 13).
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Shafranske’s seminal work Religion and the Clinical Practice of Psychology 
has only one entry in the subject index under religion, definition and one entry rmder 
spirituality, definition. Both entries are included in Mahrer’s contribution to the 
book. In his article titled “Existential-Humanistic Psychotherapy” Mahrer notes 
“religion may be taken as referring to beliefs, values, and practices of various 
established religions ... and spirituality may be taken as referring to some kind of 
relationship between the person and a higher force, being, power, or God” (1996,
435). Mahrer goes on to state, “However, I acknowledge that there are multiple 
meanings to these two terms and that how I define religion or spiritual is far different 
than many other respectable meanings of the words” (1996,435).
In Koenig’s Handbook of Religion and Mental Health no definition of 
spirituality or religion is referenced in the subject index; neither is one easily found in 
the introduction or opening chapters. However, throughout this valuable work 
Koenig and his colleagues ponder and apply the meanings of these two terms on 
almost every page in kaleidoscopic ways (cf. West 2001,175). In Integrating 
Psychology and Spirituality Gorsuch does not propose a definition for religion at all 
but offers the following for spirituality: “Spirituality is the quest for understanding 
ourselves in relationship to our view of ultimate reality, and to live in accordance 
with that understanding (2002, 8).
Finally, emblematic of this conundrum is an article by Hill et al., 
“Conceptualizing Religion and Spirituality; Points of Commonality Points of 
Departure.” While the authors discuss ways definitions for religion and spirituality 
may be devised, near the end of the article they suggest, “Developing a set of criteria
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for defining and measuring spirituality and religion (or religiousness) that can be used 
in future research may be an important initial step. Such criteria may then become a 
benchmark by which a definition or measure being considered for a particular study 
can be assessed” (2002, 65). The authors of this article never take the next step and 
construct a definition for either term.
This maze of definitions and ideas about definitions for the terms religious 
and spiritual (and their cognates) is only further complicated when the titles of the 
articles and books noted above is reviewed. Some, as can clearly be seen, use both 
terms others select and use only one. However, in each of the documents cited, both 
terms are applied throughout, often without precision, explanation or clarity. It is this 
circumstance that presents a problem for the field of integration in general and this 
study in particular; whether space in this document should be used to justify specific 
definitions for terms. Even if terms are defined and delimited the reader may still 
misconstrue them to correspond to their own experience. Santayana, the twentieth 
century American philosopher, poet, literary and cultural critic admits, “Religion is 
human expereince, interpreted by human imagination” (Davis and Messner 1994,
473). And contemporary Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel acknowledges, “’Some 
religious people abolish hatred because they’re religious. Others are fanatical, and 
they invoke hatred because they are religious. I believe religion could be a marvelous 
way of humanizing society. Others believe that religion is here to serve fanatics, to 
punish, to chastise, to torture, to torment” (Davis and Messner 1994,476).
As Santayana and Weisel imply, religion is an intensely personal matter.
Were this study to take up a discussion of the words spiritual or religion, similar
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conditions would persist.*^ Therefore, because of the freight attached to these terms 
(and their cognates), the author of this paper proposes to use a single word to serve as 
an umbrella term for religion, spiritual, and their cognates.
The idea for this term is offered by the work of McMinn (1996), who in 
Psychology, Theology and Spirituality suggests that theology as a concept is related 
to religion and in academic circles may be less freighted and therefore a more useful 
nomenclature. The author of this study concurs with McMinn with regard to this 
issue but goes farther to suggest that his argument may be expanded such that the 
concept of theology may adequately serve as a term to cover both religion and 
spiritual.
In order to support this point this section reviews the definition of theology 
posed in this study. Theology, according to Neville, is “the conceptualization of the 
assumptions and assertions that are made, can be made and ought to be made about 
divine matters in order to know as much of the truth as possible” (1991b, 1). Also, a 
review of the definitions of religion and spirituality reveals the following salient 
meanings of these two terms:
■ Sacred (divine mattersO
■ God/Divine being (divine 
matters)
• Relationship with God 
(divine matters)




Active (Neville’s theology 
requires an active process)
Beliefs (assumptions)
Practices
Religious matters (divine matters)
Cf. Principe 1983; Swinton 2003.
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The parenthetical commentary noted above suggests a relationship with 
aspects of Neville’s definition, and while the parenthetical additions do not provide a 
one to one match with the list of terms, they do provide sufficient coherence with the 
component meanings of religion and spiritual. As such, Neville s usage of the term 
theology may serve as the overriding concept for the purposes of this paper.
Therefore, after the conclusion of Chapter Two, the term theology is used along side 
psychology to connote the two fields that are engaged in a process of collaboration as 
relates to the delivery of mental health care.
E. Religion and Psychology: Integration and the Effect on the Lives of Clinicians 
The transitive verb to affect is often held to mean, “to act upon, to produce an 
effect upon, or to produce a material influence upon.” When one asks how 
participating in integrative rnentad health care acts upon, produces an effect upon, or 
produces a material influence upon the lives of clinicians; the literature in the field 
provides scant data.
A review of recent and widely acknowledged works in the field of integration 
(e.g., Griffith and Griffith 2002; Richards and Bergin 2002; Gorsuch 2002; Sperry 
2001; Swinton 2003; West 2001; Miller and Thorensen 2001; Mahrer 1996; Miller 
2000; Richards, Rector and Tjeltveit 2000; Wulff 1997; Becvar 1997; Bergin, Payne 
and Richards 1996; Lovinger 1996; Shafranske and Maloney 1996; Shafranske 1996; 
Tan 1996) indicate that much attention is paid to clinicians as a primary factor in 
integrative mental health care. However, the topics covered in these publications tend 
to focus on what a clinician ought to know, do, and be in the integrative process.
thereby ignoring the effect this work has on the clinician. Examples of the ways in 
which the literature approaches the clinician’s tasks of knowing, doing and being are 
noted below.
What the Clinician Needs to Know
Regarding what a clinician needs to know, Richards, Rector and Tjeltveit 
(2000,135,140) and Bergin, Payne, and Richards (1996, 302) observe that clinicians 
must be aware of their own values and the roles that they play in the clinical setting. 
Lovinger (1996,358) and West (2001,17, 85,130) take up the discussion of the role 
of counter-transference and what clinicians should know as it relates to the positive 
and negative aspects of this phenomenon. Griffith and Griffith (2002, 39), West 
(2001,131) and Shafranske and Maloney (1996, 580) indicate that clinicians should 
know about the various ways others participate in their own religious settings.
Griffith and Griffith (1999, 31), Richards and Bergin (2002,124), West (2001, 
18) and Bergin, Payne, and Richards (1996,313) all weigh in on the importance of 
the clinicians’ knowledge with regard to avoiding any semblance of proselytizing or 
forcing their beliefs on clients. West (2001,17) suggests that clinicians should be 
cognizant of the maps and models of spirituality and spiritual development such that 
they can understand the ways in which clients “language” spiritual issues. Richards 
and Bergin (2002,145) encourage psychotherapists to become facile with the 
intricacies of multicultural counseling; and Miller and Thorensen (2001,10) urge 




What the Clinician Need to Do
However, the attention paid to clinicians in the literature does not end with 
what the therapist should know. Scholars writing in this area also posit what scholars 
should do. Bergin, Payne, and Richards state bluntly that, if clinicians are going to be 
good integrative mental health care workers they must actively work to become more 
comfortable with their own spirituality (1996, 305). Richards and Bergin (2002,124) 
and Rizzuto (1993,420) advocate that clinicians conduct spiritual or religious 
assessments of clients. Tan (1996, 367), Shafranske and Maloney (1996, 580), Miller 
(2000,256), West (2001,110), Bergin, Payne, and Richards (1996, 308) and six full 
chapters of Richards and Bergin (2002) instruct clinicians on how to use specific 
strategies and techniques in the delivery of integrated mental health care. Swinton 
(2003), Sperry (2001), Lu (2000), Jones (1996), Shafranske (1996), Pargament 
(1995), and Larson and Larson (1991) all encourage clinicians to obtain the necessary 
training to deliver integrative mental health care well. Richards and Bergin ask 
clinicians to avoid advertising their specific brand of religion or spmtuality m the 
way they dress, decorate their offices or by the symbols they use (2002,124). And 
West advises clinicians to participate actively in a spiritual journey (2001,108) or 
discipline (2001, 86) in order to be able to understand and relate better to their clients’
spiritual journey.
Who the Clinician Needs to Be
Finally, the literature points to who the clinician should be in order to 
participate in integrative mental health care. Griffith and Griffith advise the clinician
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to be sensitive to the spiritual and religious needs of the client (1999,45). Becvar 
(1997,47) and Cox (1997, 518-519) advocate therapists should be transcendent as a 
part of their work with clients. Tisdale suggests clinicians regard themselves as 
instruments in the process of mental health care (2003, 264). Richards and Bergin 
share an insight regarding the clinicians’ role as a meta-empathetic, believing that 
God can guide them as they journey with the client (2002,136). Mahrer recommends 
that a psychotherapist be aligned with the client so that he or she is positioned to join 
the client in attending to the third entity, that which is “out there (1996,436-437).
And finally, Griffith and Griffith maintain that clinicians should be “wonder-full” 
(1999,34), present, and awake as they relate to the client and his or her story (1999,
4).
Participating in Integrative Psychotherapy and the Resulting Effect on the 
Clinician
Though the data noted above are important for the development of the 
clinician within the field of integration, they do not answer the question of how the 
clinician is different after having actually participated in the delivery of integrative 
mental health care. While a limited number of resources investigating how 
spirituality, spiritual discipline, and personal religion affect the clinicians’ 
professional work and personal lives is available, even these resources go only so far.
Cox contrasts imminence and transcendence in psychotherapy, with imniinence “speaking 
of the here and now and the troubles and failures that occur simply [because] we exist as human bemgs 
in the here and now. Imminence is the harbinger of anxiety” (1997, 510). Transcendence, Cox avers, 
is the ability to see the world in terms of faith and hope, that which is to come and that which has the 
ability to be. Transcendence is “to go beyond the limits of, to be superior to, and to surpass....
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Three compilations that speak to the frustrations, hopes, challenges, and 
triumphs of psychotherapists’ lives are made aveulable by Firestone (2003), Dryden 
and Spurling (1989), and Sussman (1995). Each author, or authors, offers the 
narratives of prominent psychotherapists who represent stages along the career 
ladder, varied cultural (including religious) traditions, different psychological schools 
of thought and life goals. Each of these books takes up questions regarding what 
challenges and inhibits, what frustrates and hinders, and what enables and sustains the 
psychotherapists in their work. And, while it is not a main focus of any of these 
treatments, many of the powerful accounts included in these books propose that 
spirituality and religion play a part in the professional and personal lives of 
psychotherapists.
Sullivan (1998), and the final chapter of Sperry (2001) add to this literature 
and more directly focus on the effect of spirituality and religion as preparation for the 
life-direction and professional work of the 11 men and women whose stories they 
share. Sperry (2001) offers descriptions of 6 prominent psychotherapists who 
incorporate the spiritual dimension in their personal and professional lives. The 
reader gets a very candid view of personal and professional convictions and practices 
that psychotherapists have about the spiritual dimension and its influence not only on 
their professional work but on their personal lives (Sperry 2001,167-168).
Sullivan’s work is a result of his reading of the literature, his own experience 
in the profession, and his project to describe with depth and to meamngfully interpret
Transcendence is the harbinger of hope” and the power to believe that which is not now can be (1997, 
511).
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particular psychotherapists’ experience of how their own spirituality is utilized in 
their clinical work (1998, 21). He writes with the assumption that spirituality is a 
very important dimension of many people’s lives, which can potentially be utilized by 
psychotherapists to facilitate healing and growth with clients (1998, 21).
As interesting as are the documents noted above, and as much as they offer an 
expanded understanding of the professional and personal lives of psychotherapists, 
rarely do they or any other literature in the field of integration take up a crucial issue 
that some clinicians may be transformed; not because they bring spirituality and 
religion into the therapeutic setting but because they have participated in a therapeutic 
setting that is open to and embraces spirituality and religion as constitutive of an 
integrative process.
That the literature does not yet note the specificity of “how” clinicians are
transformed by work in integrative mental health care settings is one thing; however,
that it does not take up the discussion at all is another, more sobering, issue. It is
possible that clinicians may be affected by their work in integrative settings and a
deeper understanding of the transformation might provide data of importance to the
field. Cox points to this possibility in the following statement:
[T]he messenger is the message.... The transcendent psychotherapist is 
personally in the process of transcending, always unfinished, but continuing to 
be [a] finished product. This message is clear to all who come in contact with 
that therapist.... Here in lies another important message. Psychotherapists 
do not develop techniques for patients. They develop styles of life, 
communication, and energy that are vibrant and living.... The transcending 
personhood of the therapist is the key (Cox 1997, 518-519).
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Cox’s addition of the “ing” suffix to the term transcend suggests action or an 
on-going process. It is an understanding of this action, this on-going process of being 
transformed, that seems to be absent in the literature. Reasons why this absence may 
be unaddressed are taken up in the next section of this paper.
The Absence of Information on the Affect of Participating in 
Integrative Mental Health Care on the Lives of Clinicians
West (2001), agreeing with Cox (1997), continues the discussion of the effect 
of practicing mental health care in general as the process relates to the personal 
development of the clinician. He notes that models of therapist training and 
development “tend to de-emphasize or even ignore the role of personal change, 
focusing primarily on the therapist’s development as a practitioner” (West 2001, 86). 
But, West emphasizes “the therapist is not a fixed, unchanging person who simply 
acquires therapeutic skills and then becomes increasingly effective in the practice of 
therapy. The process of personal change continues well beyond” (2001, 86-87).
The question is why has the literature not taken better note of this effect on the 
clinician? Several answers can be conjectured. One plausible response is that the 
field of integration is still in a nascent stage and as such is concerned with the basic 
apparatus of a new discipline such as the development of appropriate techniques. An 
analysis of the subject matter addressed in texts used in the field of integration (i.e. 
Shafranske 1996; Miller 2000; and Richard and Bergin 2002) supports this notion. 
Combined, these three books contain a total of approximately 1,300 pages, allotted by
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percentage in descending order, to the following areas; techniques/specific issues 
that arise with clients 59.4% (722 pages), history and context of the field 23% (299 
pages), appendices/references 8.3% (108 pages), future research/training issues 
5.46% (71 pages), and other (e.g., introductions, etc) 3.84% (49 pages).
Another reason postulated for the absence of information on the effect of 
clinicians’ participation in integrative mental health care is that the field is still 
defending its right to be a field. Griffith and Griffith (1998, 5), Swinton (2003, 8) and 
Becvar (1997,1) assert positions similar to that of Richards and Bergin who note the 
following, “The philosophical and theoretical biases against the spiritual perspective 
adopted by early psychoanalytic and behavioral leaders, and other leaders, became 
deeply embedded in the psychological and clinical thought during the first half of the 
twentieth century. The continuing influence of these assumptions is perhaps the 
major reason why religious and spiritual perspectives have not yet been more fully 
integrated into the modern-day, mainstream professions of psychology and 
psychotherapy.” (2002,33).
Still another explanation for the lack of attention may be an insufficient cohort 
of clinicians, who feel prepared to discuss the topic. As an example, Shulte et al. 
(2002,127) and Curtis and Glass (2002, 3) point to the challenge inherent in 
obtaining training in the field of integration by identifying the fact that most faculty 
of graduate psychological training programs feel insufficiently experienced to teach 
integration. Further, and maybe as a direct result, Shaffanske and Maloney observe
Cf. Browning 1996, 34.
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that many clinicians feel they are neither folly trained nor equipped to deliver
integrative mental health care (1990, 75).
Therefore, one could propose that many clinicians may be unwilling to talk 
about how participating in the process has affected them because they are not sure 
that they are yet participating to the best of their ability. A further ominous note 
portends that the needs of this current cohort o^previously trained therapists is not on 
the horizon of integration scholars. Miller signals this important and disturbing 
notion when he ends his recent and acclaimed edited volume with an emphasis on 
training those clinicians who are to come: “What matters most is to prepare future 
psychotherapists to work in a competent, professional and ethical manner with clients
who vary greatly in spirituality” (2000,261).
These and other various phenomena may account for the lack of data 
regarding the effect of an integrative praetice on the lives of participating clinicians.
The Effect Produced and the Influence on the Clinician
The effect of participating in integrative mental health eare on the lives of 
clinicians is worthy of investigation. A clearer understanding of not how clinicians 
bring spirituality and religion to the integrative task, but how clinicians who 
participate in such tasks are transformed by their participation will shed light on 
training structures, incentives or disincentives for clinicians to practice in this way, 
and generally add to the literature on integration.
III. The Theological Concept of Sanctification
As was noted in Chapter One, this study addresses whether or not an effect, 
and if so what effect, may be engendered in clinicians who participate in the training 
for and delivery of integrative mental health care at the Center. Pargament (2000a) 
suggests that one effect of engaging with religion and or spirituality (an aspect of 
integrative mental health care) in daily life is that common aspects of life (e.g., work 
relationships, objects, etc.) may be made sacred. Hence, as this study is concerned 
with how clinicians are affected by participating in integrative mental health care, it 
may be useful to consider the concept of sanctification as something that may occur 
in the setting of the Center.
This section of the literature review addresses the concept of sanctification 
from a biblical perspective provided by Kittel’s (1967) The Theological Dictionary of 
the New Testament, a psychological perspective provided by Pargament, and a 
theological perspective provided by Neville. These three sources were chosen to 
establish a textual understanding of the concept of sanctification and to bring together 
the wisdom of the two resources (i.e. psychology and theology) that are at play in the 
delivery of integrative mental health care. Data developed in this section will be 
useful in the analysis of the research questions presented in Chapter One.
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A. The Bible and the Concept of Sanctification
The total number of times the words sanctify, sanctified, sanctifieth, 
sanctification, and sanctifying are used in the King James Bible^^ totals 141.
According to Strong’s Brief Dictionaries of the Hebrew and Greek Words (1890) 
each of the instances can be derived from a single Hebrew word (for all Old 
Testament usage) and from two Greek words (for all New Testament usage): the 
word used in the Old Testament to convey all of the cognates of “sanctify” is
” {({didsi^hlkaw-dash). Translated this word may be understood as “holy” or 
“sanctify” and means (a) to be clean (ceremonially or morally); (b) to appoint, bid, 
consecrate, dedicate, hallow; (c) to keep, prepare, proclaim, purify, sanctify as holy.
As to the usage of the word sanctify and its cognates in the New Testament all 
instances can be derived from the “dYia^io” (hagiazo lhag-ee-ad ' -zo) or 
“dyiaapog” ( hagiasmos/ hag-ee-as-mos). Respectively, these words may be defined 
as (a) to make holy, that is, (ceremonially) purify or consecrate; (b) to venerate: to 
hallow, be holy and, (c) a rite, process, or state of purification. Therefore, our 
beginning understanding of the biblical usage of these terms suggests that their 
meanings may include referents to concepts such as holiness, consecration, purity, 
and dedication.
In the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (1967) adds to our 
understanding of the Old Testament concept sanctify suggesting that the Hebrew
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All biblical references in this section of Chapter Two are taken from the King James Bible.
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root^^ word ” is closely linked with cultic activity. “Anything related to the
cultus, whether man, God, things, space or time, can be brought under the term”
(Kittel 1967, 89). Regarding the Greek word, dyiaopog here understood as the verb 
to sanctify,, Kittel notes that this term “belongs almost exclusively to the biblical 
Greek or Greek influenced by the Bible (1967, 111). He continues, “Christ’s atoning 
sacrifice is very clearly depicted as a means of sanctification in Hebrews.... In 
Hebrews [Christ] achieves sanctification for the sanctified by his offering (Hebrews 
10:10)... There is a clear connection between the concept of atonement and that of 
sanctification” (Kittel 1967,112).
Regarding the Pauline corpus Kittel suggests that Paul focuses on justification 
as a function of God in Jesus, and sanctification as the resulting “divinely affected 
state” of humanity (I Corinthians 6:11)^^ (1967,112). Turning to another epistle,
Kittel points to I Peter 3:15^^ and suggests, “Christians are summoned to the 
sanctification of Christ.... The presupposition here is that [Christians] are holy, so 
that Christ dwells in them as His temple, and will not suffer any impurity.... 
[T]herefore, purity of heart is a condition of sanctification” (Kittel 1967,112).
The word was borrowed from the Canaanite language (Kittel 1967, 89).
2'* “By the which will we are sanctified through the offering of the body of Jesus Christ once 
/ora//.”(Heb 10:10).
“And such were some of you: but ye are washed, but ye are sanctified, but ye are justified 
in the name of the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God.” (1 Cor. 6:11).
“But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts: and be ready always to give an answer to every 
man that asketh you a reason of the hope that is in you with meekness and fear.” (I Pet 3:15).
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In Kittel concludes the entry on sanctification by noting that it is in Christ that
sanctification is made possible (I Corl :30)
And it is by him or by the Spirit that it is come into effect in Christians, so that 
the [sanctification] affected by the Spirit is the living form of the Christian 
state.... If atonement is the basis of the Christian life, [sanctification] is the 
moral form which develops out of it and without which there can be no vision 
of Christ. The term [sanctification] is always distinguished from [its 
cognates] by the emphasis on the moral element (1967,113).
Given this explication of the term sanctification and its cognates, this study 
understands the Bible’s use of this word to encompass, broadly speaking, a dedicated 
holy process of moral preparation, conferred onto members and elements of the cultus 
that have been justified and made holy by the atoning work of Christ.
B. Pargament and the Concept of Sanctification 
In an article by Pargament, Mahoney, Swank and Swank, we find 
sanctification imderstood as the process of perceiving an aspect of life as having 
divine significance and character (Mahoney, Pargament, Swank and Swank 2003, 
221-222). In an earlier work Pargament maintains “objects, attributes, or qualities 
[can] become sanctified by virtue of their association with or representation of the 
holy (1999a, 12). He observes further that when a person holds an object, person, etc. 
as sanctified, the object etc., takes on a transformed state. This transformed state 
allows the object, etc. to be held in higher regard, protected, and more vigorously 
maintained. Pargament continues, “the search for meaning, community, self, or a
“But of him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us wisdom, and righteousness, 
and sanctification, and redemption.” (1 Cor. 1:30).
better world is likely to be transformed when they are invested with [sanctified] 
character” (1999a, 12).
Further, in responding to an article by Emmons and Grumpier (1999) 
Pargament (1999b) suggests that, “The sanctification of God, self, and world, as I see 
them, are interactive, potentially facilitative processes. Just as sanctification of the 
self may lead people to see the world in a new light, the sanctification of various 
aspects of the world may lead to a redefinition of the self, and both processes may be 
vehicles through which people experience the divine” (Pargament 1999b, 40-41).
Embedded 'within the above noted quote is the sense that sanctification may be 
a facilitative process and possess some ability to attract. It appears Pargament holds 
that sanctification may begin, for instance, in one place or person and subsequently 
affect related places and persons. While the biblical explication which precedes this 
section states that sanctification is a process that is opened to human kind by the 
atoning, justifying work of the Christ; Pargament offers an intriguing notion 
regarding what may happen after the process has been opened. He avers it may be 
possible for sanctification to attract and facilitate the movement of other persons and 
or things into a position to be opened to the sanctifying process.
For Pargament sanctification is thus a process that imbues many different 
things (e.g., objects, persons, relationships, time, or space) with the sense of divine 
significance and character. This process may have the ability to attract and facilitate 
the sanctification of other things. And, those things that are sanctified take on special 
transformed meaning for those who see them in this altered state.
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C. Neville and the Concept of Sanctification 
In Behind the Masks o/Got/Neville asserts, “Christianity distinguishes 
sharply between salvation and sanctification. Salvation is the activity of God that 
undoes the bondage of sin to renew the covenant.... Sanctification is the human 
effort leading toward perfection, supported by grace but under human responsibility 
(1991a, 116). In other words, God’s grace in Christ sets humanity free from sin, and 
then it is humanity’s responsibility to live more and more like Christ.
In order to better apprehend Neville’s notion of sanctification, we should 
understand that (a) the nature of God’s relationship to God’s creation is covenantal, 
(b) the contemporary status of that relationship is broken, (c) the hope for this 
relationship is restoration, (d) the dual aspects of sanctification are personal and 
social, and (e) the telic nature of sanctification is to become more and more like God 
and live in an increasingly harmonious relationship with Jesus and God s creation. 
Each of these sections is taken up in what follows.
God and God’s Creation
For Neville the “the human condition is that we are created in an ideal and 
normative covenant relationship with one another, with nature, and with God 
(1991b, 52). According to Neville, this covenantal relationship with God is 
comprised of four ideals which when taken together represent the Logos of God. The 
four ideals are: form, components, existential finality, and value (1991b, 56-58). The 
covenant can be understood in its component parts as.
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■ Form. An ideal of righteousness, a commitment to justice and 
righteousness.
■ Component parts of creation. An ideal of piety, a commitment to respect 
and appreciate the powers of nature.
■ The existential reality of creation. An ideal of faith and hope, which 
allows humans to accept the actuality and contingency of circumstance.
■ Value. An ideal of worth, which each part of God’s creation has and to 
which hvunans are obliged to be faithful.
These ideals of the Christian covenant are conjoined and cohere in the concept of 
love. For Neville the normative essence of the covenant is love, both humamty’s love 
of the creation and love of the Creator (1991b, 59).
The Broken Covenant
In his chapter “The Human Condition: Sin,” Neville calls sin the perversion of 
the covenant. Sin is often equated simply with “immorality or breaking the moral 
order” (1991b, 64). But, if we connect the four parts of the Logos to what is broken 
by sin, Neville observes, we uncover the components of sin: (a) unrighteousness (i.e., 
acting immorally and turning away from the relationship to God and humans), which 
undermines form; (b) impiety (i.e., an arrogant rejection of God’s ordered world), 
which undermines components; (c) faithlessness (i.e., a lack of faith in the world as 
temporal and God as infinite), which undermines actual existence; and (d) despair 
(i.e., a failure of hope, or an inability to believe that humans, through God, can make 
the best of temporality), which undermines human value. These four elements of sin, 
Neville notes, are themselves the rejection of the four forms of the Logos, which is a 
rejection of the basis of God’s covenant, love (Neville 1991b, 72)
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Neville posits sin as the choice humans make in rejecting the divine love of 
God. By participating in unrighteousness, impiety, faithlessness, and despair, humans 
break their cosmological connection with the created order. Also, by participating in 
sin, humans become other than what God created them to be, thereby changing their 
very God-created ontological nature.
The Promise of Restoration
Salvation for Neville is an activity of God, “that God might undo the bondage 
of sin” (1999b, 116) and set humans “to be in harmony with the creation and with the 
covenant, which is part of creation” (1999b, 21). The right logic of salvation is to 
want it first, then to come to Jesus for it, and to repent of sins as you receive it. This 
is salvation, and this God accomplishes in Christ (Neville 1999b, 21).
Neville proposes that “the first job of Jesus is to save us from our sms” (2001, 
230), which is the act of justification.^* In being sent by God for this task, the 
originator of the covenant, God in Jesus, intercedes, changing humans’ ontological 
state. Neville says all humans may receive this renewed state, as “Christ [died] for 
every sinner.... Anyone who has faith [in Christ] is redeemed” (Neville 2001,232). 
This change in humanity’s ontological state, however, is only the first step.
The second step to salvation is humanity’s participation in a process of 
sanctification. Christians celebrate the glory of God and God’s part m human 
salvation, Neville says, but “as a matter of human responsibility, the topic of salvation
^ This paper does not address the theological concept of justification, which precedes 
sanctification.
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is small notice. The topic of sanctification, rather, is at the heart and soul of Christian 
existence” (Neville 1991b, 117).
Extending his explication of salvation, Neville avers that if Jesus’ first 
purpose is to save us from our sins, then his subsequent tasks are to “lead us in a way 
of life appropriate for redeemed sinners, to enable us to live the truth of God, and to 
bring US to God so that the full vitality of our life is God’s life. In classical terms 
[these three steps] comprise sanctification” (2001, 230). For Neville the promise of 
restoration exists in humans’ acceptance of God’s gracious action in Jesus. With the 
help of the Holy Spirit, humans begin the work necessary to bring about cosmological 
change in self, others, institutions, and the natural world. Sanctification is humanity’s 
opportunity to “reconstruct the covenant insofar as is possible in [our very] 
neighborhoods” (Neville 1991b, 117). Then according to Neville, humans can “be at 
home in a cosmos where [humans] inevitably fail but are accepted nonetheless and 
can thus get on with life” (1991b, 123).
Dual Facets of Sanctification
For Neville the two facets of sanctification, personal and social, are 
inextricably linked with neither having logical priority over the other (1991b, 15). 
“Sanctification is rather one thing, the restoration of the covenant in oneself, in one’s 
relations, in the institutions of society, and in the natural world with which people 
interact. Personal sanctification is necessary to the pursuit of social justice in the 
large sense, and the pursuit of justice (e.g., social sanctification) is necessary for the 
life of prayer and discipline” (Neville 1991b, 115).
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Personal sanctification invites and guides the individual to become more and 
more like God, living out the perfected covenant of God, which is love. Neville notes 
five steps to personal sanctification (a) taking on the mind of Christ, (b) 
understanding the life to be sanctified, (c) continually reflecting and praying in order 
to join the mind of Christ, (d) belonging to and supporting a Christian community, 
and (e) making the process of sanctification personal, deliberate, and habitual (1991b,
118).
Because for Neville “the sanctification of the self cannot be separated ... 
from personal and cooperative activity to sanctify the environing society and nature 
(1991b, 122), the second facet of sanctification, “social sanctification” rises out of the 
covenant’s call for not only the human relationship with God but that relationship 
with all of the created order. For Neville) the principle inherent in social 
sanctification is that all social systems in which humans play a role conform as nearly 
as possible to the ideals of the covenant in the Logos (righteousness, piety, faith, and 
hope) (Neville 1991b, 123). Social sanctification brings about a change in the 
institutions of society so they may fulfill the great shalom of the Creator to be holy 
expressions of the restored covenant and to benefit all with whom they interact 
(Neville 1991b, 123-124).^^
though time and space do not allow for an explication of the following point here, 
Neville takes up an interesting conversation regarding the competing excellences of parts of creation 
and the resulting tensions and a way in which these tensions may be moderated, Neville 1991b, 103.
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The Telic Nature of Sanctification
To restate briefly, Neville understands justification and sanctification as two 
parts of salvation (1991b, 75), which he posits as “the restoration of the broken 
covenant” as well as “the recompletion of the creation of the human sphere and its 
neighborhood” (1991b, 75-76). Sanctification is ‘’’’human effort leading toward 
perfection, supported by grace but under human responsibility” (Neville, 1991b, 116). 
Given the relationship between salvation and sanctification, the telic nature of 
sanctification rests in humanity’s participation in recreating the ideal form of creation 
in its own, particular locale through lives of righteousness, piety, faith, and hope. The 
telos of sanctification lies in salvation’s promise that God loves God’s creation 
unconditionally and salvation’s hope that God’s creation will love God and all of 
God’s created order in precisely the same way.
IV. Conclusion
The literature reviewed in these pages sheds light on the topics of practical 
theology and the relationship of mental health and religion and suggests some of the 
salient aspects of the theological concept of sanctification. Each of these topics bears 
on the research questions posed in Chapter One and the findings presented in Chapter 




The primary method of investigation utilized in this study is a 
qualitatively-designed case study approach. Gilbert (2001) suggests that qualitative 
research has the greatest potential for entering “into the worlds of others in such a 
way as to allow the researcher to see life through their eyes” (2001, 9). Patton notes 
that this type of design is well suited for eliciting data from complex, information rich 
cases (2002, 343). He also suggests that this type of data gathering is most 
productive for the elucidation of the subject’s “meaning world” (2002,1). The study 
explores (a) whether or not the resources of psychology and the sources of theology 
can be brought together in an equitable and collaborative manner in the delivery of 
mental health care and, if so, how; (b) whether theology can maintain its critical 
sources of authority as part of the collaborative activity with psychology and, if so, 
how; (c) whether the presence of theology affects the mental health care that is 
provided under the auspices of the Center and, if so, how; and (d) whether the faith 
lives of the clinicians are affected by their participation in the training, and or the 
delivery of integrative mental health care, offered by the Center and, if so, how.
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Each clinician who participated in this research project had completed a 17 to 
19 week training program designed and provided by the Center prior to their 
interview for this study. The initial portion of the training program took place 
between September and mid January of the fall in which the individual clinician first 
volunteered to work at the Center (i.e. 2001,2002, and 2003). From September 
through mid January the current cohort of new clinicians (i.e. those who had joined 
the Center in September of that year) met together on the second, third, fourth, and 
when available the fifth Monday of each month. These sessions comprised the basic 
training program of the Center. Then, on each first Monday night of the month, all of 
the clinicians from all of the cohorts met for a combined training session. After mid 
January all clinicians from all cohorts continued to meet on the first Mondays of each 
month through June. This on-going training provided opportunities for clinicians 
from other cohorts to work together, develop new professional relationships, and gain 
a broader understanding of the breath and depth of the clinical abilities of the 
combined cohorts of clinicians associated with the Center.
As it is not the direct purpose of this study to evaluate the Center’s training 
program, the complete curricula for the fall of 2001,2003 and 2003 are not included 
here. However, appendix B provides a typical fall semester training curriculum (i.e. 
taken from the fall of 2003). For those persons interested in more detail on the 
Center’s training program, please see the forthcoming publication The Bridge in 
Copley Square (Jacque, forthcoming).
The clinicians’ responses to open-ended questions, presented for the first time 
on the day of the interview, provided the primary source of data for the study. A
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secondary source of data was provided by the clinicians’ personnel files (e.g., essay 
responses, a journey of faith statement, professional credentials, and resume data).
Patton notes that the “conversation interview” process is a focused, informed 
process that results in deepened communication with the interviewees and increased 
concreteness in the interview questions and responses (2002, 342). He also suggests 
that responses to open-ended questions, while harder to analyze than data gathered in 
quantitative studies, provide the interviewer with the singular opportunity to capture 
authentic points of view without predetermining those points of view through the 
prior selection of questions or categories (Patton 2002,21). He further maintains that 
qualitative research is appropriate when the researcher wishes to inquire into the 
unmediated experience of the interviewee and to seek to understand the meaning he 
or she makes of the experience (2002, 33). Each of these points supports the 
application of a qualitative design for this study.
II. Subject Participants
Twenty-eight clinicians were or had been associated with the Center during 
the time of this study. All 28 were invited to participate in the study. Of those 
invited, 22 (78.6%) agreed to be interviewed.' Of the 22 clinicians interviewed 21 
(75%) provided useable data. Technical difficulties with the audio tape of subject 22
' Of the 6 clinicians who were not interviewed for this study 1 has relocated to Maine and is 
no longer seeing clients of the Center, 2 were out of the country during the interview period, 2 did not 
respond to the initial inquiry or follow up phone calls, 1 is enrolled in a doctoral program and has ^en 
a leave of absence from the Center and 1 declined to be interviewed because her personal and work 
schedules have not allowed her to accept any of the clients referred to her by the Center.
precluded her involvement in the study. A summary demographic profile of the 
participating subjects is noted in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - AGGREGATED DATA FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY
Gender Race Age Denomination
Female 17 Black 4 Under 30 2 AME 2
Male 4 Hispanic 3 31 -40 4 Baptist
2
White 14 41-50 6 Catholic 2
51 -60 2 Congregational 1
Over 60 7 Episcopal 12
7th Day Adventist 1
Unitarian 1
III. Participant Selection Procedure
In September 2003 a letter was sent to the home address of each of the 28 
clinicians associated with the Center requesting participation in the research study 
(appendix C). Subsequent to the receipt of the letter a follow up phone call was made 
to ascertain whether or not the clinician was willing to participate. When a clinician 
was unable to participate, chose not to participate, or did not reply to the request to 
participate, a final follow up note was sent to thank the clinician for considering the 
offer and for their valuable contribution to the Center. For the 22 clinicians who 
chose to participate in the study the follow up phone call was used to schedule an 
appointment.
Once the list to be interviewed was completed a packet of information was 
sent to all participating clinicians. The packet included a confirmation of the 
participant’s scheduled interview and location. In compliance with university 
protocol the packet also included an informed consent form (appendix D). This form
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provided the researcher’s name and contact information, contact information for the 
researcher’s advisors, a description of the study, a statement informing participants 
that the study was voluntary, information regarding how the data would be handled, 
and information regarding where to address any questions that the participants might 
have regarding their participation in the study. The signed consent form was 
collected after the completion of the interview. An executive summary of the final 
analysis of the study will be made available to all participants and the Executive 
Director of the Center.
Clinicians also completed a brief demographic profile at the conclusion of the 
interview (appendix E). Collected data included age, gender, race, denominational 
affiliation, licensure, level of participation in his or her church, place of employment, 
highest level of education, and the approximate number of clients seen under the 
auspices of the Center.
IV. Data Collection
Interviews were conducted in a single session at the convenience of the 
interviewee in a location of their choosing. Locations ranged from the clinieian s 
home, to the Boston University School of Theology, to the clinician’s place of 
employment. Because of xmforeseen circumstances 2 of the 21 interviews took place 
as phone interviews. The duration of the interviews ranged from 75 to 90 minutes. 
The author of the study also conducted follow up phone calls and emails with 12 
clinicians for clarification on specific items.
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Each interview was conducted based on an interview guide (appendix F).
This allowed for a natural, conversational flow and the opportunity to follow up on 
areas identified in the interviewees’ responses. The topics included the clinicians’ 
understanding of how, if at all, theology has been brought to bear on psychology and 
whether or not participation in this process affected their faith lives.
After each interview was completed, and before any anadysis was conducted, 
the researcher made notes in a research journal commenting on the affect of the 
clinician, the effect of the setting on the clinician and on the interviewer, and any 
particularly important or germane thoughts, insights, or ideas raised during or after 
the interview as related to the overall research project. This was done to aid the 
researcher in interpreting the data and the setting of each interview at a later date. 
Each interview was tape recorded and a fiill transcript was prepared by a private 
transcriber. The transcribed interviews were shared with each interviewee. A note 
was sent with each transcribed interview thanking the participant for their 
involvement in the study, requesting that they make any corrections to the transcript 
they felt appropriate, and that they return the corrected transcript to the researcher. 
Of the 21 transcripts sent to clinicians, 6 were returned with additions or corrections.
V. Content Analysis 
A. Procedure
Data from all 21 interviews were entered into NVivo, a qualitative analysis 
application software developed by QSR International. This application software is 
designed to aid users in handling non-numerical and unstructured data such as is
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found in case studies. NVivo offers tools to assist interpretation and coding of data 
and allows the researcher to search for patterns of coding and to theorize about what 
is seen and understood as patterns become clearer and clearer. Collected data were 
analyzed using elements of Seidman’s data description, analysis, and interpretation 
methods.
Data Description
The participants’ responses were reviewed first for the overall scope of 
information shared by the clinicians. As the data were reviewed the researcher made 
notes in a research journal regarding reoccurring phrases, unique excerpts, and the 
general flow of information contained in the interviews. According to Marshall 
(Seidman 1998,100) this allows the researcher to bring to the data a personal sense of 
what is important and to report excerpts and segment meaningful pieces of data early 
in the process. Marshall goes on to encourage the researcher to use a sense of 
judgment and to spend energy engaging with and responding to the interview texts 
through meditation and journaling, as opposed to agonizing over a premature level of 
semantic analysis
This process of interacting with the data, or as Seidman terms it “describing 
the data” (1998,102), allowed the researcher for this study to investigate connecting 
threads and patterns of meaning. As this investigation proceeded nascent patterns 
began to emerge. However, as Seidman notes, it was important for the researcher not 
to lock in definite meanings and categories prematurely (1998,108). Therefore, after
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the data were initially reviewed, subsequent reviews occurred so that early 
information could be more formally organized.
Data Analysis
Seidman suggests in the analysis stage that the researcher: (a) organize 
excerpts into early and fluid chunks or codes, (b) search for deeper levels of 
connection and meaning among the data segments, (c) recognize and note data that 
may be considered as outliers, (d) create a second level of codes, (e) engage in a 
dialectical process with the second level of codes, (f) define and articulate the process 
of reducing the second level of codes into a more condensed level of categories, (g) 
move to another or a final level of categories that will allow the researcher to more 
clearly identify the meaning embedded in the words of the participants, and (h) define 
the final code categories (1998, 107-110).
Following Seidman’s suggestion the following coding levels were established.
■ First level: Preliminary codes
■ Second level: Secondary codes
■ Third level: Primary categories
After several reviews of the data eighty-three preliminary codes were 
established. Preliminary codes were reviewed for common coimections and then 
strategically combined into 36 secondary codes (appendix G). For example, all 
references entered into the preliminary codes designated “Jesus,” “God,” and “the 
Holy Spirit” were combined into a secondary code called "The Transcendent.”
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Secondary codes were then reviewed for their relationship to the research 
questions. Of the 36 secondary codes 31 provided insight into one or more research 
questions and then were considered to be primary categories (appendix G). Primary 
categories were then arrayed under each research question or questions for which they 
provided pertinent data.
Data Interpretation
In the interpretive stage Seidman encourages the interviewer to ask herself 
what she has learned from studying the transcripts, marking and labeling them, and 
organizing and reorganizing codes and categories. Specifically he avers, researchers 
should ask, “What connective threads are there among the experiences of the 
participants they interviewed? How do they understand and explain these 
connections? What do they understand now that they did not xmderstand before they 
began the interviews? What surprises have there been? What confirmations of 
previous instincts? How have their interviews been consistent with the literature? 
How inconsistent? How have they gone beyond.” (Seidman 1998,110-111)
Seidman also proposes that the last stage of interpretation is to ask what 
meaning can be made of the work of the research project. These steps will be 
undertaken in the final chapter of this study.
B. Protection Against Bias
According to Stiles protection against bias or the assurance of the
trustworthiness of data is of the utmost importance in qualitative research (1993,
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601). He goes on to suggest that trustworthiness, concerns “whether the 
investigator’s report conveys what you would have seen if you had been observing” 
(Stiles 1993, 602). Finally, he notes, “In recognition of these issues, certain 
procedures seem to be evolving into standards of good practice in reports on 
qualitative research. These include disclosure and explication of the investigator’s 
personal orientation, context, and internal processes during the investigation, along 
with intensive engagement with the material, iterative cycling between observation 
and interpretation, and grounding of the interpretations” (Stiles 1993, 602).
In order to protect against bias Stiles suggests a set of procedures. The 
following subsections of this chapter indicate how this project conforms to Stiles 
suggested procedures.
Disclosure of Orientation
As noted in Chapter One, the researcher for this study is the former executive 
director of the Center. She is also the foimder of the Center. She engaged in the 
development and initiation of the Center because as a pastoral associate of an urban 
church she knew the intimate and xirgent need for parishioners to have access to 
quality mental health care which recognized their faith as a tool in the therapeutic 
process.
Additionally, as an ordained Baptist minister with a background in counseling, 
she believed that clinicians who knew and were willing to articulate their faith in God 
could bring to the delivery of integrative mental health care an authentic concern for 
the faith life of prospective clients. Finally, the researcher for this study had served,
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before her departure from the Center, as a de-facto chaplain for the cohort of 
clinicians. This means she was often intimately involved in the details of their 
personal lives as they chose to share them with her. As such, she had gained a 
significant understanding of how faith fimctioned in the personal lives of several of 
the clinicians.
Each of these circumstances bears on the researcher’s ability to interpret the 
data drawn from the participants’ interviews. The data suggest that the clinicians 
interviewed for this project were well aware of the person to whom they were 
speaking and had, long before the interview, chosen a way in which they would relate 
to the researcher. Therefore, the way in which the interviewer and interviewee 
related to one another during the interview may have had more internal consistency 
because of the longevity of the relationship.
Additionally, because the researcher is no longer employed by the Center and 
currently lives in another region of the country, it is possible that during the 
interviews some clinicians may have either aired all of the things they might have 
said to the interviewer but did not during her tenure, or that they would not tell the 
entire story of their experience of the Center for fear of making the researcher feel no 
longer needed or now very much needed. All of these dynamics, and possibly many 
others, should be understood in any reading of the findings or the analysis of this
report.
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Description of Internal Processes of Investigation
Stiles suggests that the interviewer of a qualitative research project must 
outline how she has been affected by the research project (1993,602-605). While the 
researcher for this project is still actively digesting and processing the impact of this 
project on her work and life, the primary effects have been as follows: (a) pride in the 
on-going passion the clinicians feel regarding their work at the Center, (b) awe at how 
the Center has affected not only the professional and personal but the spiritual lives of 
the clinicians, (c) gratitude for the opportunity to engage with and in the project of the 
Center, and (d) confidence in the direction of the Center as it moves forward under 
new leadership. Overall the researcher for this project is encouraged that the 
questions regarding the possibility of collaboration between the fields of theology and 
psychology have been answered in the affirmative and that they have been answered 
conditionally. The conditional answer suggests that the Center is still evolving and 
that there is room to grow and improve.
Engagement with the Material
As was noted above, the researcher immersed herself in the data going over it 
numerous times; first in hard copy and then with the aid of the NVivo computer- 
based software program. Hard copies of the data were prepared in several iterations 
including (a) each clinician’s individual interview, (b) data divided into the 83 
preliminary codes and each subsequent reduction of codes to categories, and (c) 
primary categories as they relate to individual research questions. Additionally, 
NVivo made possible searches by individual words, phrases, field notes, memos, and
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codes. Finally, data were diseussed on an on-going basis with dissertation advisors, a 
former consultant to the Center, and graduate school colleagues.
Cycling Between Interpretation and Observation
Stiles suggests one way of cycling between interviews and observations is to 
prepare transcripts and make them available for interviewees (1993,605). As soon as 
the interviews were transcribed the researcher sent them to the participants and 
requested that they make any corrections or enlarge their thoughts if they felt that 
would provide a more aecurate account. Any corrections or enlargements were to be 
placed in bold type so that the researcher might add them into the software program. 
Creswell calls this reliability step “member ehecking” (1998, 202).
Finally, approximately onee a month begiiming with the first interview (i.e. 
September 2004) and continuing through the early stages of the preparation of this 
dissertation (approximately mid Mareh 2005), the researcher listened to the audio 
tape of each subject’s interview. This allowed her to re-immerse herself in the 
emotion of the interviews, especially as related to the appearance of tears on the part 
of 12 out of 21 elinieians. Interpretations of the data were enriched by eaeh return 
from interpretation to observation and baek again.
Checking Interpretations
The researeher for this project hired a theologically trained psyehotherapist to 
read the raw data (i.e. participant interview transcripts) and to discern his own pattern 
of meaning. The researcher flew to Boston to meet with the consultant on two
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occasions and spent a total of eight hours with him reviewing and comparing his 
findings and the findings of the researcher. This exercise proved fhutful on three 
counts. One, the researcher and the consultant arrived at very similar results 
regarding the activities of the Center that engendered an effect on the faith lives of the 
clinicians (i.e. the importance of community, work as vocation, and spiritual 
development). Second the consultant contributed the term sanctification as a possible 
outeome of the clinicians’ participation in the activities of the Center. And finally, 
the consultant provided an opportunity for the researcher to discuss the project with 
someone who knew the Center, as the consultant had served as an advisor for the 
Center in 2003 and 2004.
C. Validity of Data
Many qualitative researchers, including Stiles (1993), report the process of 
triangulation as the most often applied method of showing validity (e.g., Seidman 
1988; Cuba and Lincoln 1989; Stiles 1993; Wolcott 2001; Creswell 2001; Patton 
2002). Stiles describes triangulation as simply “seeking information from multiple 
data sources, multiple methods, and multiple prior theories or interpretations, and 
assessing convergence” (1993,608).
This study applies the concept of triangulation in three ways. Clinicians’ 
applications to volxmteer for the Center included responses to three essay questions. 
The questions were (a) why do you want to volrmteer with the Center, (b) how will 
this activity intersect with your personal faith journey, and (c) how does your 
particular location within your faith shape the way in which you offer therapy. Data
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from these responses provided information that was triangulated with data drawn 
from the clinicians’ interviews. The two sources of information were compared for 
consistency in responses regarding the clinicians’ personal faith journey and the 
relationship between their faith and their clinical practice of psychotherapy.
The second source of triangulation drew on the assistance of the consultant 
noted in the previous section. This consultant reviewed the data derived from the 
clinicians’ interviews and independently identified patterns of meaning. As was 
noted, the consultant and the researcher met, reviewed the consultant’s comments, 
and discussed the coherence and dissonance between the consultant’s and the 
researcher’s findings.
Finally, the Center invited the researcher to present her findings to the 
clinicians at the May 2,2005 Monday night training session. Fifteen of the 21 
clinicians interviewed for this study were present along with five clinicians who were 
not interviewed. The researcher presented a power point presentation and invited the 
clinicians to respond regarding the overall data, the researcher’s findings and 
analysis, and their sense of the applicability of the data to the Center’s development. 
Each of the 20 clinicians in attendance that evening supported the researcher’s 
findings and analysis. Overall they noted they were inspired by the presentation and 
proud to be associated with the Center. After the meeting the power point
^ The consultant raised two topics that are not taken up in this study. The first topic focuses 
on the clinicians’ sense of the Center as inside space” where outsides (i.e. those who have not gone 
through the training sessions) are not easily welcomed. The second topic relates to the various degrees 
the clinicians were able to and chose to employ religious symbolism and language. Both of these 
topics are worthy of future study.
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presentation was made available electronically to those clinicians who attended and
those who were not in attendance.
CHAPTER FOUR
REPORT AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
I. Introduction
The task of this chapter is to report and analyze data obtained from interviews 
with the 21 clinicians who participated in this study. All data noted in quotes is taken 
from interviews with clinicians. Individual names of clinicians are not disclosed in 
accordance with the agreement between the interviewer and interviewees as noted in 
the informed consent form (appendix D).
As was noted in Chapter Three interview data was analyzed with the 
assistance of the NVivo software system. All data were arranged into preliminary 
codes and then combined into secondary codes. Secondary codes that provided data 
pertinent to one or more of the research questions were considered primary 
categories. Each primary category was organized under the research question or 
questions for which it supplied relevant information. Arrayed in this way the primary 
categories yielded responses to each of the four research questions, which are noted 
below in tables 2-6. For the sake of clarity, prior to the beginning of each sub­
section the appropriate research question will be restated.
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II. Report and Analysis of Research Question One
The first research question asks, can the resources of psychology and theology 
be brought together in an equitable and collaborative manner in the delivery of mental 
health care and, if so how. The answer to this question is, yes. The 21 clinicians 
interviewed for this study report that theology and psychology collaborate very well, 
well, or conditionally well.
Of the 21 clinicians who participated in the study 14, or 67%, observed that 
collaboration was going forward either well or very well. Seven, or 33%, of the 
clinicians indicated that collaboration was going forward, but with conditional 
success. None of the clinicians provided data that suggested either that collaboration 
was not taking place imder the auspices of the Center, or that it was taking place and 
failing.
Table 2 compares the profiles of those clinicians who indicated that the 
process of collaboration imdertaken at the Center was progressing well or very well 
with those who indicated that this process was going forward with conditional 
success.
TABLE 2: PROFILE OF CLINICIANS BY ASSESSMENT OF COLLABORATION
i
1 CLINICIANS WHO SEE 
COLLABORATION AS 
GOING WELL OR VERY 
WELL




10(59%) # of Women 7 (41%)
4(100%) # of Men 0
6 (86%) # of Clinicians of Color 1 (14%)
8 (57%) # of White Clinicians 6 (43%)
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Table 2 indicates men and clinicians of color are more likely to see the 
collaborative efforts of the Center as progressing well or very well. Women and 
white clinicians are more likely to see the Center’s efforts at collaboration as 
conditionally successful.
The seven female clinicians (six white clinicians and one clinician of color) 
who indicated the Center had not collaborated well or very well represent one third of 
the participants. A review of their interviews suggests five issues^ that they identify 
as responsible for the conditional success of the Center’s collaborative activity.
■ No Statistical Proof. In two instances clinicians discussed the lack of 
statistical proof as it relates to the Center’s ability to assert its success m 
the field of collaboration. Both women had been or were working m fields 
where this type of quantifiable proof was regularly expected.
■ Insufficient Comfort with the Experience of Collaboration. A second 
reason participants felt the Center had not collaborated well or vety well 
related to the belief that some of clinicians were not yet sufficiently 
trained in and or comfortable with the field of clinical integration. In 
particular one clinician suggested that the Center should not see itself as 
truly successful until those who had “graduated” from its training could 
meet some standard or expectation of agreed upon excellence.
■ Persistence of an Imbalance between the Sources of Theology and 
Psychology. Three clinicians (including the one clinician of color) noted 
there was insufficient training on, and therefore a resulting inability of 
clinicians to equitably use, the resources of the two disciplines. For these 
clinicians it was the persistent seeming imbalance in the way clinicians 
used the resources of theology and psychology in the delivery of mental 
health care that led them to believe the Center had more work to do before 
it could accord its collaborative activities a higher status. The one 
clinician of color who is included in this portion of the study focused on 
the seeming lack of some clinicians’ ability to use the Bible in their work
at the Center.
' As noted, based on the four items, some clinicians offered more than one comment 
regarding the Center’s ability to collaborate well or very well.
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■ The Role of the Bible. Four clinicians voiced concern regarding the role of 
the Bible in the work of the Center. Some of their concerns grew out of an 
ambivalence regarding whether or not the more violent and misogymstic 
interpretations of the text could be overcome so that the text might serve a 
useful purpose.
■ The Nascent Nature of Collaboration. Three clinicians observed that the 
process of bringing theology and psychology together in the delivery of 
mental health care was sufficiently new that the Center should not expect, 
at this early stage, to be able to evaluate its collaborative activities as more 
than conditionally successful.
While all 21 of the clinicians observed, to one degree or another, that 
collaboration was taking place under the auspices of the Center, each was also able to 
identify ways that inhibited collaboration from its fullest implementation and ways 
that enabled collaboration as practiced in the context of the Center.
This study now turns to a report of data regarding barriers to and procedures 
that enable collaboration, as noted by the clinicians. This information adds to an 
understanding of the possibility of the collaboration between theology and 
psychology by addressing those circumstances that inhibit as well as promote 
collaboration. In addition, these findings will prove helpful in the recommendation 
section of this study.
Clinicians noted ways in which the resources of psychology and theology 
were successfully brought together and circumstances that served to hinder the 
collaboration of the two disciplines. Table 3 identifies the sources that hindered and 
the ways that enabled the collaboration of theology and psychology. Each of these 
items will be taken up in more detail below.
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TABLE 3: THE COLLABORATION OF THEOLOGY AND PSYCHOLOGY
SOURCES THAT HINDER 
COLLABORATION
WAYS THAT ENABLE COLLABORATION
The perceptions of some theological leaders.
The openness and interest of the clinicians in the 
process of collaboration.
Lack of training in and experience with using 
theological skills, materials, etc.
The Center is seen as a source of sustenance out
of which clinicians draw support to engage in 
collaborative work.
Perceived lack of balance in the clinicians’ 
willingness or ability to utilize both fields.
Concrete space where clinicians can actually
practice collaboration between the fields and the 
resulting integrative mental health care.
Perceived negative response on the part of the 
psychological community regarding 
collaborating with theology.
The opportunity to obtain concrete techniques 
and tools that aid in the collaboration.
1 Lack of commitment on the part of the clinician
I to fully engage in collaboration.
The presence of clients who desire, and the 
opportunity to engage with them in the delivery 
of, integrative mental health care.
A. Barriers to Collaboration
Clinicians see barriers to collaboration rising out of those erected based on 
theology’s response to collaboration, those erected equally by theology’s and 
psychology’s responses, and those erected by psychology’s response to collaboration.
Theological Barriers to Collaboration
The clinicians noted two barriers as erected by theological sources; those 
erected by theological leaders and those erected by theological material.
Theological Leaders. In each of the following examples barriers erected by 
theological leaders were seen by the clinicians as diminishing the possibility of a 
professional, collaborative relationship between clergy and clinicians. Clinicians 
associated with the Center seem to view the loss of the possibility of this relationship 
as a significant barrier to collaboration.
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One clinician (# 10) recounted an occasion when a pastor commented that he 
provided therapy in the same way as a clinician would and, while he was not paid for 
such services, the clinician was. This comment was made in an inaugural meeting 
where therapists and pastors had come together to consider how they might work in 
concert in an affluent suburb of Boston. The clinician who reported this incident 
noted that it was just this kind of disrespect for the training and skills of clinicians by 
clergy that creates animosity between the fields and negates an ability to collaborate 
effectively.
Another therapist (# 16) suggested that prior to pastors being classified as 
mandated reporters in the state of Massachusetts they were likely to hide behind the 
“veil of the confessional.” In doing so, she reported, theological leaders privilege the 
sanctity of the pastor-parishioner relationship as opposed to using it to work with 
parishioners to address issues such as child abuse, domestic violence and sexual 
misconduct. This type of behavior, reluctance on the part of the theological leader to 
address psychological issues, was identified by the clinician as a barrier to 
collaboration.
One other therapist (# 18) noted that religious leaders were often suspicious of 
the therapeutic disciplines and saw them as antithetical to a religious way of life.
This particular therapist recounted an experience when he told a church leader of his 
desire to pursue psychology as a career. The response of the religious person was to 
wonder aloud if a Christian could rightfully engage in such “worldly” pursuits and 
remain true to his Christian heritage. Clinician #18 noted that this view of
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psychology as held by the religious leader had the effect of setting up barriers to 
collaboration.
Theological Material. During the course of the interviews a number of 
clinicians voiced concern regarding their ability to use theological materials in an 
effective manner in the course of therapy. For instance, Clinicians #4 and #6 reported 
that many clinicians who were imfamiliar with working with religious themes would 
likely feel less comfortable bringing up religious material or responding to it when 
the client brings it up. Both noted that this may lead to topics of importance 
remaining uncovered or unaddressed in the clinical setting.
Another issue related to the clinicians’ use of theological material focused on 
differences in the clinicians’ and the clients’ theological “positions”. Clinician #12 
suggested that when the client’s theological perspective was antithetical to that of the 
clinician, the therapist must rely on resources that support an open and non- 
judgmental stance. While this is not an atypical response for a well trained therapist. 
Clinician #12 noted the absence of experience in dealing with theological material 
may charge this type of situation with imfamiliar energy. This type of situation may 
lead to the clinician avoiding the client’s theological material, resulting in another 
instance of this material being left unaddressed.
Moreover, both Clinicians # 2 and #4 expressed their difficulty in working 
with persons whom they regard as, or who present themselves as, “ftmdamentalists.” 
Clinician # 2 suggested, “Some of the situations which come to us which I find very 
difficult to deal with [are] because it’s from a different tradition or the people come to 
us with very fundamentalist beliefs.” Clinician #2 continued her thought by
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suggesting that while it was a challenge to work with persons who hold such beliefs, 
she recognized it would be beneficial for her to learn more about this way of being a 
faithful person.
Related to the desire to learn more, or not. Clinician # 8 provided one possible
reason clinicians might not broach theological topics in therapy. Regarding
psychologists in particular she opined,
Psychologist[s]... don’t like not knowing ... or they don’t like their clients 
to know that they don’t know something.... So I think that I can see that [as] 
being an uncomfortable thing [if their clients know more about spirituality 
than they do. For instance]... if they haven’t thought about [theological 
issues] or ... still kind of struggle with [them]... themselves, [then]... their 
openness with clients ... that’s the part [where] they don’t want to go. They 
don’t want to go there so they may not be open to [a theological] discussion.
Another source of a possible barrier, as seen by the participants in this study, 
rose out of the clinician’s fear of mishandling or misunderstanding theological 
material. Clinicians #2, #3, #7, #8, and #17 mentioned that they did not feel as if they 
had a sufficient grasp on biblical literature to find it an immediately available and or 
helpful tool in their work with clients. Clinician # 2 noted her love of psalms, 
prayers, hynrns, and religious poetry but suggested the Bible generally was a source 
of difficulty for her. She feels, “the gosh dam Bible is just too fiill of complications, 
contradictions, impediments. And even if you get to the 139th psalm, that wonderful 
psalm ... the last eight verses ... are about hating and smiting.”
Clinician #17 observed that with her first client at the Center her use of 
scripture was limited because she did not feel an affinity with the way her client 
might have used texts; “I felt a little bit of a disconnect in terms of their faith I may
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have been more drawn to scripture if I felt that there was more of a similarity. And I 
don’t know whether that’s good or bad.”
Finally, Clinician # 6 suggested that many of the clients she had been assigned 
under the auspices of the Center were boimd by a theology that judged them so 
harshly that they were “constricted and tortured ... by their spiritual discipline or 
what they had grown up to believe. They feel that they are not worthy, that they have 
to repent in some way [even] to be held or to be in God’s presence.” Her interview 
goes on to point out that this type of theology may increase the difficulty for 
parishioners to seek assistance because they feel so faulted, imworthy, and sinful.
Theological or Psychological Barriers to Collaboration
While both of the above noted barriers originate in the context of theology, 
clinicians were able also to identify at least one barrier that may originate in either 
discipline. In spite of the Center’s goal to provide a balance between psychology and 
theology, two clinicians noted explicitly, and two others implicitly, that a perceived 
lack of balance between the two fields served as a barrier to effective collaboration at 
the Center.
In particular. Clinician # 2 noted that the presence of the theological
dimension had begun to overshadow, to some degree, the psychological dimension in
the delivery of mental health care. This clinician reported that
I’m struggling right now because one of the things that has been of concern to 
me [is] and I think it continues even more strongly now, my concern that 
we’re losing the clinical.... We need to beef up the mental health, the actual 
expertise that we all have and use to really imderstand ... it does help 
sometimes even to use the DSM diagnostic things. Because I think that [DSM
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IV is] imperfect, but [it does] have a way of... describing people’s 
experience. And I have become concerned.... It feels as though... we seem 
to be concentrating more ... on the spiritual. And while [the spiritual and 
psychological are] obviously integrated, I think the clients we re seeing and 
the kinds of difficulties that they have, we really need to concentrate on really 
knowing what we’re doing in real psychotherapy terms. So I’m saying that 
partly because I think that the spiritual... underpinning, inter penetration, is 
important. I think we do have to integrate it with the more purely 
psychological for want of a better term. I mean, it’s sort of like if I go to a 
heart surgeon, it’s real nice if he’s a real believer and a nice guy and believes 
in God and all of that stuff. But... I want him to be a... good heart surgeon 
when he’s operating on my heart. We have to focus on this because the 
Center is too important to lose.
Another clinician, #17, also commented on the perceived inability of the 
clinicians associated with the Center to move back and forth effectively between 
psychology and theology. In describing an experience of one of the training sessions 
she attended she noted,
I think in terms of really integrating it feels like the conversations [we had in 
our training sessions] would go one direction or the other, that we would kind 
of get in a very psychological diagnostic kind of conversation or you know 
more something relating to scripture or theology or someone’s faith. And so 
what it means to integrate maybe that is that there is a back and forth and it s 
always a part. But I think there is some work to do to have a balance and to 
make sure that we’re looking at all aspects of the person.
Two other clinicians raised similar issues regarding the difficulty inherent in 
maintaining an overall balance between the two disciplines. Clinician #21 felt she 
had more facility with theology and noted that she utilized her psychological training 
as a second source strategy, while Clinician, #11, observing the professional struggle 
between the two disciplines indicated that [collaboration] “is difficult and I think that 
it requires an enormous level of openness to the other, because [psychology and
theology] are very other in some ways, as disciplines. And both of them have their 
own ways of thinking of themselves as being on the top of the pile.”
The two preceding sections identify instances where theology may cooperate 
in constructing barriers to collaboration. However, by and large the clinicians 
identified most of the barriers as being erected on the psychological side of the 
collaborative act. This study now turns to the therapists’ thoughts in this area.
Psychological Barriers to Collaboration
The clinicians’ responses regarding barriers constructed by psychological 
resources clustered around the following topics; (a) lack of training and experience, 
(b) negative responses from psychology, and (c) lack of commitment on the part of 
the clinician.
Lack of Training. Many therapists noted that the training they received in 
their graduate programs did not equip them to address a relationship between 
theology and psychology. For example, Clinician #11 observed, “I was always 
interested in the intersections of the therapeutic and the religious/spiritual/theological. 
I wanted to write my master’s thesis on the topic. Unfortunately in those days ... I 
would have probably not found a big welcoming reception.” Some therapists even 
suggested that during graduate school they encountered an environment that fostered 
a hostile relationship between psychology and theology. Clinician #18 noted, “Based 
on the professors that I had, based on the people that I was trained with, I think that 
they would have laughed at me if I had mentioned religion or spirituality.” Another 
clinician (#3) suggested that the predominance of “St. Freud” dramatically limited
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students’ willingness to bring up their religious beliefs or questions for fear of being 
cast aside as less intellectual and less rigorously minded.
Several clinicians commented on the lack of discussion in their graduate 
coursework regarding any positive aspect of theology. Regarding her graduate 
training one clinician (#20) observed, “To have an understanding ... or a yearning 
[for] something larger than the science in which we were involved was seen as 
pathological. And so when my own faith life progressed from childhood Sunday 
school experiences into adult life and to the existential struggles of what it means to 
be alive and to make a difference ... all of those things were not the purview of 
psychotherapy or any theory that I was schooled in.”
A second area where the lack of training translated into a barrier to 
collaboration was a resulting level of inexperience in the clinicians’ ability to address 
theological themes. Most clinicians noted that even though they had an inclination to 
engage in integrative therapy, before coming to the Center, they had not been in a 
setting where they felt supported in acknowledging the appropriateness of integrative 
therapy or in purposefully using theological symbols, language, or interventions. 
Three clinicians talked about the difference in their clinical practice “pre and post” 
their experience with the Center. One clinician (#3) noted, “Prior to coming to the 
Center ... I would ... never have ... said; here’s one of my treatment interventions. 
I’ve got everybody praying for you. [Instead] in a sort of gently mocking way, I 
would say to clients prior to Trinity, T’ll light my candles for you. It’s my little 
Catholic thing. I’ll light my candles for you’... but, I always felt like I had to 
disguise it in a joke so that it would not give offense.”
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Clinician #20 revealed that prior to her work at the Center she had been 
extremely guarded about her own belief that religion might have a salutary effect on 
mental health and had been unwillingly to bring it up with clients. Another clinician 
(#14) observed that when she encountered a client who was actively engaged in 
talking with God she was able-post her involvement with the Center- to address the 
client and work with these issues in a safe, professional, supervisory situation. She 
noted that prior to serving at the Center, “I know for sure I never would have never 
told the supervisor [about the client’s conversations with God]. It would not have 
been appropriate and it would have been dangerous for the client. Had 1 told [of] 
some of the visions this woman was having, some of the spiritual places she needed 
to go ... how we could develop it and see where God was speaking to her.... I think 
definitely she would have been labeled psychotic; and she was not. “
One other clinician (#12) suggested that nowhere in her graduate school 
education or prior internship experiences had she been encouraged to work with 
clients around theological issues. In fact, when asked how she had been advised to 
see theological issues, this clinician said she had been told that theological issues are 
issues to be worked around.
Negative Responses to Collaboration. Another recurring theme underlying 
psychology’s challenge to collaboration was captured in reports of the discipline’s 
negative attitude toward theology. One recently graduated clinician (#1) observed 
that psychology is threatened by the growing interest in theology and spirituality. She 
suggested that when a field is threatened it expends its energy building boimdaries to 
protect itself, rather than spending its energies to discover what might be gained
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through interaction with the other field. When asked why psychology might feel 
threatened this same clinician claimed that theology seemed to speak to the inner
desire to make meaning and grasp understanding that may exist outside of intellectual
and scientific reasoning. This, she asserted, seemed to elevate theology s meamng
making system above that of psychology, hence engendering the possibility that
psychology might feel threatened by theology.
Another clinician suggested that psychology’s hostility toward theology is
especially evident in some cultural contexts. She reports,
I know it’s often in psychology and I see it in the courts ... [where] people 
who are from different cultures and have different spiritual beliefs [are] 
somehow ... judged as [having a] mental illness or ... [that] they’re 
psychotic.... Or... they have these experiences where they have di^ogues 
with their ... higher power ... like somehow that is a sign of mental illness or 
... they’re either too religious or ... it’s always [seen] in a negative way. So 
for that to change then, it would be seeing these things as ... genuine ... and 
not as a sign of something dysfunctional. So [psychology would] definitely 
need to change [and learn to] interpret... people’s spirituality [as a] positive 
experience (Clinician #8).
Several clinicians offered the opinion that psychology’s hostility may stem 
from what one therapist (#2) termed as “physics envy”, which she understands as 
psychology’s data driven desire to be seen as a scientific discipline, devoid of 
mystical or religious symbolism. Another clinician (^18) proffered that psychology s 
interest in being counted among the “pure sciences” had to do with its desire to be 
exact, another reason it might be hostile to the inexactness of theology. This clinician 
(#18) continued, “And so if [psychology is] only thinking about what the data shows 
and what the data supports ... if s hard to open up and think about [theology] ... 
because when you’re thinking [about data] faith has no place.
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One result of psychology’s negative attitude toward theology is the presence 
of either fear or shame in the lives of clinicians who have an interest in bringing the 
two fields together. Among the clinicians interviewed for this study 4 admitted that 
in their pre-Center days they were able only to bring the two fields together in 
clandestine ways. One clinician (#3) remarked that he used to make jokes about 
“lighting candles” for his clients. His theory was if he mocked his religious actions 
before the client, he could deflect any offense of the client by appearing to joke or to 
be gently shamed by the action.
Another clinician (#5) began her response regarding the possibility of the two 
fields collaborating by asserting that she had never brought them together prior to her 
work at the Center. Then, just a few sentences later, she acknowledged that she had 
always had a strong sense of God’s presence in her work but could not acknowledge 
it for fear of being disregarded by her supervisor and more senior colleagues. Two 
other clinicians (# 12 and 17) actually used the phrase “closeted” when describing 
their behavior prior to their work at the Center as if they were forced to hide the fact 
that they allowed the fields of theology and psychology to collaborate in their clinical 
practice in some dark and closed space.
Lack of Commitment on the Part of the Clinician. Another area raised as a 
factor hindering collaboration between theology and psychology was a lack of 
religious commitment on the part of the clinicians. Based on the clinicians 
responses, this lack of commitment seemed to stem from a lack of exposure to, 
training in, or understanding of a possible role for theology in the delivery of 
integrative mental health care. One clinician (#19) noted, with tears in his eyes, if
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the ... mental health worker ... is not committed to the integration it doesn’t happen.
Even if the [client] brings it in, if [the clinician] is shut off as the provider of 
service, we are not tango-ing. It takes two to tango.
One other clinician (#11) strongly stated when therapists are not committed to 
engaging clients in an integrative manner, “I think the clinicians just don’t hear the 
[theological material] at all and they respond on a more superficial level.” A third 
clinician (#12) suggested when therapists are not committed to working with 
theological material the client suffers. When asked what happens to the client when 
this material is omitted the clinician reported, “Well, I think that there [is] a lot lost. 
Because so many of the people really do have a world view shaped by their 
spirituality. And so it would almost be like something was taken out, something 
missing.”
Clinician #5 commented that “collaboration [can only] happen when ... 
whoever presents the psychology ... has embraced the theology and the concept of 
God ... and the power of God within that [client]. If the [clinician] doesn t believe 
or include ... this way of walking then I don’t think [collaboration] can happen”. 
Finally one clinician (#4), when asked what would happen if the therapists affiliated 
with the Center gave up their active engagement in the collaborative act, asserted, “I 
think we’d close up a whole avenue for people, I want to say an avenue of salvation, 
we’d be depriving [our clients] of something that we have to give them.”
Barriers to collaboration, even in the intentionally integrative space created by 
the Center, are real. However, overall the clinicians saw the Center as making 
progress in installing circumstances that promote collaboration between psychology
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and theology. The following section identifies the circumstances and ways in which 
the clinicians saw collaboration as being enabled in the context of the Center.
B. Enabling Collaboration
As reported by the clinicians, the Center was enabled in its collaborative
activity by: (a) the clinicians’ interest in and openness to collaboration, (b) providing
the clinicians with a sustaining environment, (c) providing a concrete space where
collaboration could be practiced, (d) inculcating techniques that enable collaboration,
and (e) the clients who came to the Center expecting to receive integrative mental
2
health care. A discussion of these circumstances follows.
Openness and Interest of the Clinicians
The clinicians who volunteer at the Center do so because they are interested in 
understanding and developing skills to deliver integrative mental health care. 
Clinician # 8 remarked, “I think that [collaboration between the fields] was ... 
something that everybody was interested in exploring and we did not have a good 
place ... to [explore it]... before the Center”. Another clinicians (# 18) suggested.
It was something that was “burning to get out” of the hearts of the clinicians.
^ A mere comparison of the number of pages devoted to “barriers to” and “benefits of 
collaboration might lead to an assumption that the clinicians focus, in their comments, equally on 
barriers and benefits. However, this is not the case. Approximate equal space is devoted to the 
barriers to collaboration because they represent the areas upon which the Center must focus as it seeks 
to strengthen its ability to deliver integrative mental health care.
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Yet another (#20) indicated her interest in and openness to the field by 
identifying the connection between theological sources and her work as an addictions 
specialist. She observed,
If you take a severe diagnosis like alcoholism, which, for many years, in the 
mental health community was really almost the diagnosis of a leper and 
realize that the recovery did not come out of mental health, it came out of 
grace and through the movement of Alcoholics Anonymous finally. But even 
before that, that there was a Higher Power that could lift somebody out of 
what was a relentlessly trapping disorder later called a disease. And what I 
now know, my draw to that was that it’s transformational and you can’t will 
it; and when, as a mental health person, you use your skills but what you 
really do is watch it happen. It’s like a butterfly coming out of a torturous 
cocoon and flying free; and no amount of psychological theory has ever been 
able to liberate that most destructive condition, and it came out of “I believe”, 
giving over to God and being released from an oppression and a prison that 
nobody wanted or willed themselves to be in our out of.... I wanted to know 
more about [this]; I needed to know more ... to be a better clinician.
Several other clinicians indicated that their openness to the field of integration 
had to do with a desire to engage the whole person of the client in the therapeutic 
setting. Mind, body, and soul, on more than one occasion, were spoken of as a unity 
and not as a threesome. Many clinicians observed that when they were blocked fi'om 
engaging the client at the level of soul and spirit, an entire route of access into the 
nature of the person’s being was cut off and lost as a possible platform of healing. 
Clinician # 2 reminded the researcher, “But [left] brains ... ain’t all we have. We’ve 
hearts [and spirits]. We’ve right brains too. We’ve bodies”.
One other clinician (#19) suggested that the Center operated like an 
incubator. He went on to suggest that his fellow clinicians were “bom” ahead of their 
time and needed a safe place where they could thrive and develop into competent 
integrative psychotherapists. What is more, he noted, the clinicians were aware of
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this need and motivated to seek out a place where they might gam access to the safe, 
nurturing environment he describes as an incubator. According to this clinician, the 
Center served that purpose in his growth and development. This clinician’s 
comments provide a helpful segue into the next circumstance that promoted 
collaboration in the context of the Center.
The Activity of Integration as a Sustaining Source in the Lives of the Clinicians
Three clinicians talked about the Center’s training program as akin to a 
worship experience in their lives. One (# 11) noted that “[The Center] has become 
my faith community for a long list of reasons.... This is going to sound a little 
weird, but it’s a lot more meaningful to me to attend one of those meetings and/or to 
be seeing a client than it is to be going to a worship service.” This clinician went on 
to observe that she felt a kinship with the community of clinicians at the Center and 
was sustained by a presence and focus on a common, unifying goal, which was very 
much about God’s work.
Another (#6) indicated that the Center gave her a community of tens instead 
of thousands with whom she could pray, meditate, reflect, and focus on God. 
Through tears this clinician reported that her work with, and presence in, the 
community of the Center nourished her. Still a third clinician (#20), again through 
tears, noted that her work with the Center provided a way of being authentically who 
she was in the world. This particular clinician suggested that her work at the Center 
had given her the ability to move through the world with her “inside and outside 
selves matching.” Specifically she observed,
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There is ... lightness is not the right word because this is very heavy work, 
but the ability to be truly authentic in having a faith life that is known and at 
least acknowledged.... [I am] able to move and be identified in the world as 
a faithful person with a belief system centered around God, doing what is then 
God’s work, not you know, the insurance company’s work ... [this allows 
one] to operate with a relief of being seen for who you are and what s really 
important to you.... I got [this] through the Center.
Clinician (#13) remarked that by virtue of the Center’s training activities he 
had been deepened and his understanding of the importance of community expanded. 
He continued by saying, “It was ... really important to me [to be] around people that 
really valued and honored ritual and valued more contemplative things, [it] was really 
important for me ... It kind of expanded my image and power of God.”
Other clinicians (# 4, #9, and #17) commented that the work they undertook at 
the Center made them feel congruent, imified, and whole. One colleague (#8) said 
she no longer had to compartmentalize herself and had the new found freedom of 
bringing all of herself into the therapy room. She summed up her reflection by saying 
how good this new way of doing therapy made her feel.
While some clinicians celebrated the sustaining power of investigating 
integration in a conducive, commimal, and even worship like setting and conducting 
therapy as fully authentic and non-compartmentalized persons, others spoke about the 
personal support received by virtue of participating in the activities of the Center. 
Clinician #17 remarked,
I feel like [the work of the Center is] as much about me and that’s kind of 
almost dangerous when you’re talking about clinical work .... But I ^nk 
there is a nice way of focusing on your personal growth and your spiritual 
growth [in the training] and that [learning to collaborate is] a process and I 
feel like I expect to get something out of it in a way that I expect differently in 
other contexts, in other environments. So the excitement is I’ll have an
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opportunity to do this work and to grow professionally, but I expect to grow 
personally. So I think that that is part of the excitement. And the connection 
to the other therapists ... and being a part of the group and the training and 
seeing people that I know ... that I look forward to seeing again.
This same therapist continued, “In meetings there was an aspect of prayer 
time and at meal time ... coming together ... and a fellowship that I think is key, I 
mean, in my mind in terms of the relationships that I think really does support the 
integration. We didn’t really just jump into a... meeting... we kind of eased into it. 
And I think that that does allow people to be in a little bit of a different space. 
Finally, another therapist (#18) offered the following notion of how the Center 
helped to sustain the clinicians.
I saw a whole bunch of [clinicians] come together, some who ... were 
struggling with who they are as children of God. And I saw the work of the 
Center first of all showing the God in all of those people. Helping those 
people to see that they are in fact children of God and that they have gifts that 
God has poured in them that they have to use to help build and help support 
and help do all those clinical things that we say are important. And I’ve seen 
the therapists change. I haven’t been there in a little while, but from when I 
was there regularly I saw the therapists’ lives change ... including mine.
What I remember of the work is that I would go home feeling uplifted and 
affirmed because of the kinds of things that we did. The meditations and just 
the presence of God that I felt while we were together always uplifted me.
And even though I was struggling to get there most of the time, I felt rich, I 
felt like I was enriched once I left.
The meeting of professional, personal, and spiritual needs all seemed to be 
within the province of the Center’s service to the clinicians. Returning for just a 
moment to the metaphor of the incubator, the clinicians reported that they had found a 
setting where they were nurtured in a safe setting, regarded as important as colleagues 
and learners, held as precious in the sight of God and in the thoughts of others. The 
clinicians seemed bolstered by a community of like-minded persons who were joined
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in a struggle to bring an integrative way of being into their work and their lives. The 
Center, it would appear, sustained its clinicians in many ways.
Provision of Space to Practice Integrative Mental Health Care
For many of the therapists their volunteer work at the Center provided the first 
opportunity to bring the disciplines of theology and psychology together openly, 
purposefully, and safely. According to the clinicians, the Center helped facilitate this 
integration by providing physical and spiritual space in which to practice 
collaboration.
Regarding the issue of physical space, during the first two years of the 
Center’s operation clients were seen in the Sunday School rooms of the Trinity 
Church of Boston.^ Trinity is a large, affluent, downtown Episcopal (Christian) 
church in the Copley Square area of Boston, MA. The Sunday School rooms were 
equipped to support the Godly Play Christian Education Series curriculum. This 
curriculum requires that each room be equipped with a child-sized altar and sacristy 
(i.e. where the wine and communion wafers are kept) and dolls representing the 
stories of the Good Shepherd (John 10) and the Holy Family (i.e. Jesus, Mary, and 
Joseph). Clinicians often commented on the use of such space.
^ The former location of the Center, Trinity Church Parish House has been in a renovation 
phase since September 2003. Since then the Center has been located in an office building across the 
street from the church. While the office space has not attained the status of sacred space, as had the 
church, many rituals have been enacted in the office space to provide a sense of sanctified space. For 
instance, before the office space was fitted out by the management company to meet the needs of the 
Center, all of the clinicians were invited to a pre-construction dedication party. At that event clinicians 
wrote prayers on the walls. These prayers now exist, on the wall, under the paint. After the space was 
completed the clinicians were invited to bring an object they considered sacred. These objects were 
presented and blessed in a ritual and now occupy the current space.
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Clinician #12 observed that by being in Sunday school rooms, “Clients were 
just very aware that we were in church.... I think occasionally a client would sort of 
point at something or... pick up something and say... that makes me think of this. 
And I tbink that was helpful. So I think it sort of... it made the expectation, the 
spiritual is welcome here very clear. I think we need that.”
Regarding the clients’ perspective of space. Clinician #20 remarked. Our 
most economically disenfranchised clients often came dressed in their very best 
church clothes.
They recognized that they were coming to a church and they respect the 
church. To them it is a holy place and so they came dressed as they would on Sunday 
and I think expecting holy things to happen.”
Another clinician (# 12) observed that by virtue of being in sacred space (i.e. 
the church) clients anticipated and even expected that their therapy include spiritual 
ideas and interventions. On occasion, clinicians would even use the sanctuary of the 
historic church, inviting clients to respond to the abundant imagery or reflect on their 
interpretation of the presence or absence of God.
On one particular occasion, a clinician reported (#21) a client had brought up 
the biblical story of a Samaritan woman who had been castigated and ostracized by 
her community (i.e. the woman at the well the Gospel of John, chapter 4), because the 
client felt much like this woman. So, the clinician walked into the sanctuary of the 
church with the client where a portrait of this woman hung. In the portrait the woman 
is engaged in a conversation with Jesus. During the period depicted in the portrait it 
would have been considered scandalous for Jesus to speak to an unaccompanied
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woman and, what is more, to a woman from a despised nation (Samaria). However, 
there in full view, was a portrait of the woman and Jesus engaged in deep 
conversation. The clinician used the sanctuary as safe space to ask the client to image 
what Jesus was saying to the woman and then to imagine what Jesus would say to 
her. This type of interaction would not have happened in as powerful a way, as noted 
by the clinician, without the ability to use the sacred space of the church’s sanctuary.
Regarding the provision of spiritual space one clinician (#1) who often helped 
to set up the space where the Center’s training took place observed. Like our 
Monday night meetings ... you and Arville said ... go and create this space 
downstairs [for tonight’s training session]. Well, we dimmed the lights, we lit 
candles and... somehow that [kind of theological ritual] create[d] a space for 
bringing your authentic self and maybe a quieting down and connection to 
communities.... [This is] holy space, spiritual space, where you... come as you are, 
bring who you are, rest a little bit and rest in each other and rest in God.”
Other clinicians reported that they viewed the Center as a sacred holding 
environment (# 14); as a divine deep well springing up to refresh client and clinician 
alike (# 2); as a safe place where clinicians could struggle while being held (#6); as an 
oasis from the debilitating, singular focus on the cognitive and intellectual (# 18); as a 
place where people are drawn for sustenance (^6); as a place where one need not have 
all of the answers (#14); as a source of hope (#20); as a place where difference is 
embraced (#21); as an example of the Kingdom of God (# 1 and 19); and as a place 
where one’s soul transcends and is changed (#5).
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One other clinician (#21) described the closing ritual of the Center’s weekly 
training sessions in the following way:
All of the tasks of the day and the evening were set aside, finished or not. All 
that was left to do ... [that was] important was what was going on inside of 
us. How we felt... what we had gained. How we had been touched. And, 
then out came those little boxes ... [the ones] where we wrote our thoughts .. 
. gathered the ideas that were like pearls. Then someone prayed ... or ... 
read a poem. We sat in silence holding everybody, together ... and then we 
cleaned up together ... gave each [other] rides home [or] hugs .... And we 
knew you would pray over those little boxes and their pieces of paper.... 
Then, we would see them again next week. Those boxes now are our spiritual 
space [together] even when we are apart.
However, one of the most profoimd reports of the Center as spiritual space 
was offered by Clinician # 5. Through tears she remembered an evening when the 
clinicians gathered in the new space that had been chosen to house the Center during 
a period of construction at Trinity Church. On that evening, prior to the painting of 
the office walls, the clinicians were invited to write sacred words (i.e. prayers, 
scripture, quotes, etc.) on the walls. Regarding the presence of those sacred words 
behind the paint on the walls, this clinician asserted, “God’s words are on the walls.
... They draw people into the rooms.... They whisper to people as they are in rooms
maybe even how to work in those rooms.”
By providing both physical and spiritual space, the Center gave clinicians the 
opportunity to gather together to work toward integration on cogmtive, intellectual, 
spiritual, emotional, professional and personal levels. They were able to weather the 
challenges of moving past the barriers to collaboration and together to forge ahead 
accepting and appreciating the various ways the Center supported the collaboration 
between theology and psychology.
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Provision of Concrete Tools to Enable an Integrative Practice
The Center set out to provide elinicians with (a) training, (b) hands on role 
play experiences and live experience in the delivery of integrative mental health care, 
(c) supervision, (d) consultation, and (e) the opportxuuty to network with other like 
minded colleagues. Training took place on a weekly basis between September and 
mid-January and on a monthly basis between mid-January and June. Supervision and 
or consultations on clinical or theological matters were available for the asking. And 
the opportunity to network grew out of gathering for training and an annual stipend 
available to all clinicians for a continuing education experience of their choice.
According to Clinician #12, “I have [access] to some resources [at the Center] 
that I don’t have access to in the secular setting. There are scripture resources [and 
consultation on them]... general issues of spirituality and psychology of religion, 
those kinds of things.” Another (#12) remarked on the ability to get expert 
supervision in clinical matters from the Center’s clinical director and theological help 
from the Center’s former executive director (the researcher for this project). One 
clinician (#16), in particular, pointed out she is able to receive expert clinical and 
theological supervision from the Center’s second executive director. Dr. Linda Crain 
for whom she is “grateful for the expert help she gave me. And it was not always 
easy because, you know Linda... really makes you see your stuff.”
However, in addition to these resources, some clinicians seemed appreciative 
that the Center had helped to develop a language with which clinicians could discuss 
theological matters without being forced to either abandon their own, or take up 
uncritically another’s, confessional position. Clinician #13 remarked. To bring
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common language to the idea of spirituality ... where it s always been this vague 
thing that no one really [knew] what to do with it, so they avoid[ed] it... was no easy 
task. But [the Center has] really ... tried to create a language, using the people who 
have gone before, who started to do this work, but to create a language within our 
community that really speaks to the experiences, sitting with clients, and the 
experiences we’d like to have.... And, we did it.”
Another unexpected tool the Center provided to the clinicians was the ability 
to see themselves as spiritual beings with spiritual natures, spiritual histories, spiritual 
parents, and spiritual hopes. Clinician #13 contributed the idea that this is really 
what [our work] is all about... a deeper way in which to contribute to life, a 
deepening way to know what’s inside us as spiritual beings. So, to start [with] the 
personal... level, really brings everyone into the room and gives everyone a voice to 
bring their experiences as spiritual beings [to the table].”
Supporting the provision of tools offered by the Center, Clinician #21 
observed, “We got some of... what we needed to be better at [integrative work] and 
some of it we got because we did the work ... and we were changed ... in getting 
[it]. Sort of like building spiritual muscles.”
According to the Center’s therapists, the provision of specific tools also 
provided first, the knowledge that the work of integration is worth the development of 
a set of tools so that clinicians are equipped with more than platitudes and best 
wishes. Second, the on-going development of those tools is based on the evaluation 
of the clinicians, which occurs because the Center is willing to listen to clinicians and 
take in their suggestions. At the Center clinicians are, as a result, not only recipients
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of the tools but crafters of them as well. And finally, the use of the tools in the 
delivery of integrative mental health care not only has the possibility of enlarging the 
clinicians’ skill set but also makes possible the expansion of the clinicians’ 
knowledge of self as a clinician and as a spiritual person.
Presence and Expectation of the Clients
While the engagement of the clinicians in the work of the Center is an 
important factor in enhancing collaboration, another primary factor is the presence 
and expectation of clients who are interested in integrative mental health care.
Clinician # 18 suggested that
Because each of the clients I saw came in with a clinical diagnosis.... 1 
could have worked with them to help them deal with that clinical issue. But 
again 1 think that it would have addressed one part of their problem so to 
speak, it would have addressed one piece of themselves without sort of 
addressing who they really are as people, children of God, you know. My 
clients came in saying look, I’m a Christian, I love the lord with my whole 
heart, and I got these problems. And some of the problems were with God.... 
Maybe they wouldn’t have brought those things out to me had I not showed 
them that it was okay to bring those things out. But those things were central 
to the therapy.
Clinician #9 opined that, “because it’s known when they walk in the door that 
we’re interested in their spirituality, it almost creates a kind of intimacy or natural 
kind of rapport. I think for most... everyone ... [they] feel [a] kind of a relief to 
know that [the clinician is] not going to minimize or demean their spiritual life.”
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Two clinicians of color highlighted the fact that for many African American 
and Latino clients of the Center‘d the use of and respect for religious and theological 
world views was crucial in making a connections with the clients. One Latino 
therapist (#3) observed, “And then I think the other reason [people of color come to 
the Center] is they want to bring all of themselves into that space.... Like for the one 
client, I was telling you [about], clearly he attributes his sobriety to a conversion 
experience. The young Latina that I was seeing believed that it was God who saved 
her through this abusive, neglectful childhood ... that no matter what, she could 
always count on Him in that.” An African American therapist (#15) said that one of 
the reasons African American clients were willing to come to the Center was a belief 
that their spirituality, which has historically been a bedrock of strength for their 
community, would not be over looked or pathologized there.
As noted by the clinicians, the presence of clients who are interested in 
integrative mental health care helped create an environment that enabled the 
possibility and actuality of collaboration.
C. Summary
Overall, the clinicians assert that collaboration is occurring at the Center. 
While there are barriers present, even at the Center, the enablers that are present and 
the ways in which the Center operates provides an environment conducive to the 
collaboration of theology and psychology.
'' As of June 2004 African American and Latino clients represented approximately 75% of all 
clients at the Center.
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II. Report and Analysis Of Research Question Two
The second research question inquired as to whether or not theology could 
maintain its sources of authority (i.e. scripture, tradition, experience, and reason)' as 
part of the collaborative activity with psychology. The clinicians’ responses indicate 
that not only are the sources of theology maintained but, they are essential to the 
delivery of the integrative mental health care offered under the auspices of the Center. 
The following chart identifies the essential role the sources of theology play in the 
delivery of mental health care and the balance of the section expands the data 
provided in the chart.
TABLE 4: THE MAINTENANCE OF THEOLOGY’S SOURCES OF AUTHORITY
CLINICIANS’ RESPONSES REGARDING THEOLOGY’S 
f - ABILITY TO MAINTAIN ITS SOURCES OF AUTHORITY
Scripture. The use of scripture proved essential as an inducement for many of the 
clients of color to take advantage of the services offered by the Center.CllCniS Ul WIUl lU i-aivv ------------------------------ f ------------------—
Tradition. The tradition of being sustained by the transcendent proved to be 
essential to the clinicians’ willingness to engage in and commit to the activities of 
the Center.
Experience. The clinicians’ experience of an engagement with the transcendent 
also proved to be essential to the clinicians’ willingness to engage in and commit to 
the activities of the Center.
Reason. The clinicians’ experience with the Center (including their experience 
with scripture, the transcendent, and being sustained) allowed the clinicians to 
apply reason and discern that the intent of the Center to bring theology and
psycholo^toge^er^as^^facf^l^sMe^^^^^^
A. Scripture and the Expectation of Clients 
Prior to June 2004, ^ 67.3% of the clients who sought services from the 
Center were African American women, most of whom were referred by their church.
^ For more information on the sources of theology see Neville, 1991a, pp. 36 - 46, 
* These are the most current statistics available for the clientele of the Center.
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This cohort also represents the single largest group of clients who received services.
In African American culture the Bible, historically and arguably contemporanly, is 
regarded as an inspired text that urges this community toward wholeness and has an
attractive quality as an essential source of hope.
African American clients who came to the Center expected to receive 
psychotherapy in a setting that did not demean, and in fact chose to honor and utilize 
their faith. The African American clinician (#15) quoted at the end of section I. noted 
that all of the clients she had been assigned under the auspices of the Center were
black. In her work with them she found that
Historically, and at least 1 can speak as an African American woman ... in the 
African American community ... through times of celebration, through 
challenges and adversity ... we historically have relied on spirituality, faith, 
and the Bible to help us endure.... And I think it’s a crucial element in being 
able to provide therapeutic services to the African American commumty.... 
Without the Center’s willingness to focus on spirituality, the Bible, and faith 
we would be missing the boat, missing the mark ... with African Arnericans 
because this is what they already utilize and [it is] crucial to the healing 
process and their growth and development.... [And] I’m not saying that ^1 
African Americans go to church or read the Bible on a regular basis but it is so 
important to them, to us, historically that healing ... [does not] go on ... 
outside of it and it has been important to my clients.
Another African American clinician (#16) described two of her African
American clients (one female and one male) as follows:
They were very clear that they wanted some type of faith-based [counseling] 
and one individual actually came because her daughter referred her. Her 
daughter’s being seen [here] and her daughter actually referred her. And she 
said that... she needed some kind of faith-based services and also because 
she was looking to be able to become stronger within her faith and actually 
apply the Bible more in her life. And she actually works at a mental health 
center so she could have ... gotten [services] anywhere.... She clearly has 
tons of resources but she chooses to come [to the Center] because we are 
faith-based.
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Finally, a third African American clinician (# 18) observed as noted in section 
I. that his clients came to the Center with a certainty that they were “children of God” 
and that some of their challenges are with God. According to Clinician # 18 without 
the ability to see these clients as both children of God and children of God who 
struggle with God, the “Center would not have been able to provide the full 
complement of interventions necessary for their development and growth.
On one occasion, as noted by Clinician #18, the therapist and the client 
requested a consultation with the then executive director (the researcher for this 
study). The client with whom the clinician was working had proposed an 
interpretation of several biblical passages. The clinician suggested, and the client 
agreed, that a conversation with the then executive director might help to place the 
texts in context.’ The then executive director was engaged to provide an exegetical 
resource to the client and the clinician. The clinician reported that the client’s 
appreciation of the Bible and her desire to use it as a source of meaning making was 
important to her therapy. Without this source of theology. Clinician #18 noted, his 
client may not have persisted in her therapy, or may not have been served as 
comprehensively. Given these various observations by the clinicians, when the 
question is posed, are the scriptures as a source of theology beneficial for 
collaboration, the response is yes.^
’ The researcher for this project was invited to the counseling session by both the client and 
clinician. The three party portion of the session lasted no more than 45 minutes. Then the researcher 
left the setting whereupon the client and clinician continued the session.
* It is important to note, because over two thirds of the Center’s clients are Afiican American, 
this theological source (i.e. scripture) takes on great importance. However, more study must be 
undertaken to determine if this holds true for other groups of people.
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B. Tradition as a Sustaining Source in the Lives of the Clinicians 
If tradition, theologically understood, is the historically thick actual practices 
of religious people (Neville 1991a, 40); then the actual practice of relying on God and 
the things of God for sustenance and support may be accounted as tradition. A 
review of the quotes in Section 1. under the explication of collaboration as a source of 
sustenance for the clinicians reveals that the clinicians experience the Center as (a) 
worship space, (b) a source of spiritual food, (c) a venue for deepening relationships 
with God, (d) a place in which one can grow more congruent m one’s self, and (e) a 
place where spiritual growth and professional growth are not separated but are parts 
of a unified whole. These experiences suggest that the climcians experienced the 
Center as a setting where they relied on God and the things of God as a foundation for
participating in integrative mental health care.
The ability to participate in the theological tradition of relying on God and the 
things of God for support and sustenance was identified by one clinician as more 
likely to transpire at the Center than in her own church-based context of worship.
According to Clinician #11
[The Center] has become my faith community for a long list of reasons. .
But you know I suppose it has to do ... this is going to sound a little weird, 
but it’s a lot more meaningful to me to attend one of those meetmp an^or to 
be seeing a client than it is to be going to a worship service.... It s sort o 
become the way I worship, or at least one of them. And the umty of purpose I 
guess is a chunk of why that’s so powerful.... The commonness of P^ose 
[at the Center] is so compelling.... I guess in a way I really do feel that this is 
a calling. It’s a ministry, you know. It’s a vocation. And I have some sense 
that everybody there has some shared sense of that and it so fills me.
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Clinician #14 noted that, only because she was held in the human hands of her 
fellow clinicians at the Center and by the spiritual hands of God could she fearlessly 
move into this uncharted area where we meet the needs of the client using the power 
of the Spirit.”
A third clinician (#5) noticed that her new found openness to being supported 
by spiritual practices and by God as a part of her clinical work allowed her to rely on 
God in her clinical work; “I am not alone when I sit with [the client]. We make room 
for the Spirit of God and I can whisper God help me and God is with me and the 
client right there.” Finally, Clinician #6 remarked that the logo of the Center^ served 
to remind her of how the clinicians were held and how they hold others in the work of 
the Center.
While the concept of the Center as sustaining source is not codified in a 
particular question raised with the clinicians, the wealth of material made available in 
the interviews regarding the Center is noteworthy. As revealed by the clinicians, the 
activities of the Center seem to serve as a way for the clinicians to focus on God and 
the things of God and in doing so to be sustained.
C. Experience and the Openness and Interest of the Clinicians
According to Neville experience brings about theological participation in 
situations such that tradition may be augmented and new ways of engaging 
subsequent experiences may be developed (1999a, 43). One of the clinicians
® The logo of the Center is two hands, cupped and upraised, facing front, holding a heart. See 
appendix C for an example.
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associated with the Center (#20) provided an interesting way of understanding the 
importance of the role of experience as a necessary theological source for the work of
the Center.
And I think that the thing that has happened for me most of all, m iny 
experience at the Pastoral Counseling Center, has been the acknowledgment 
of this ineffable thing called Spirit which I... certainly said a million tunes 
liturgically-I mean, in one worship service after another. I think for the first 
time in my life. I’m getting it; and it is incredibly powerful. [Pnor to my work 
with the Center] I’m not sure I ever understood fully the movement of the 
Spirit.... It’s always been the ... fog, the cloud, the wind, the breeze, 
whatever. I don’t think I’ve given it credence. But now, I feel that it is [the] 
vibrant movement of the Spirit that captures us all so much as we come 
together and do this work. The work of God. I think ... what bnngs .. me 
to tears [she tears] is when the Spirit is fully present with me and you and us, 
it is a feeling of being profoundly grateful and it is a profound draw to move 
further into this work somehow.
This clinician’s quote signaled that her experience of a traditional theological
source, the Holy Spirit, confirmed in her a new way of understanding her life as a 
clinician as one that was drawn by that Spirit into an deepened level of engagement 
with the work of integration. Though this quote is offered by one of the 21 clinicians
associated with the Center, the sentiment is echoed in the words of others.
Clinician # 5 experienced her work at the Center as transcendental. In tears 
she asserted that the work at the Center “is the work that will change our lives.” This 
clinician credits her activity with the Center as being one of the primary influences
that moved her to enroll in a local Boston area seminary.
Two other clinicians’ (#8 and #15) experience with the Center awakened m 
them a desire to know more about other religions and religious settings so much so 
that both have begun exploring worship services in a variety on contexts. Clinician #
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14 said that the work she has undertaken at the Center had resulted in her seeing 
herself in a new way.
I think the way [the Center] has affected me [is that it has been] providing that 
holding environment - there's a different feel than any other community I've 
worked with, and I think it’s because we are naming, proclaiming, and 
nurturing and cultivating and excavating and doing all those wonderful words, 
the relationship with the divine within ourselves first and then within each 
other. So how could that not be precious.... [And now] I can be an agent, a 
wimess for holding ... others ... and for transformation.
In each of these instances a clinician associated with the Center had taken in 
the experience of working with the Center and used it as a springboard to an 
expanded notion of what it meant to be a clinician operating out of a theological and 
psychological understanding. This new found sense of being sent, drawn into, 
transformed, and made curious about the face of God in other venues provided an 
impetus for the clinicians to move into the work of integration in a way that has 
benefits from their experience of the Center. Moreover, based on their experience 
with the Center, clinicians seem to have their sense of being faithful people and 
clinicians expanded such that their lives and their work are illumined by “new light 
and perhaps helpful directions for facing new experiences” (Neville 1991a, 43).
D. Reason and the Center
If reason, as theological source, uses scripture, tradition, and experience to 
discern the “conditions under which claims ... can ... be made plausible.” (Neville 
1991a, 44); then the clinicians had the opportunity to apply reason to determine the 
plausibility of the Center’s ability to deliver mental health care. As noted above.
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clinicians came to the Center predisposed to participate in integrative mental health 
care. However, only through the actual experience of participating in the activities of 
the Center were they able to discern whether or not the proposition that psychology 
and theology could indeed collaborate had any veracity. Through participating in 
training that employed their own individual biblical religious traditions; other sacred 
texts and biblical symbols, and other religiously informed materials-and by offering 
thousands of volunteer hours to the Center-the clinicians were able to discern 
whether or not the Center was capable of delivering integrative mental health care. 
Without exception the clinicians assented to the plausibility that the Center was able 
to do so.
E. Summary
The question posed in this section of Chapter Four asked whether or not 
theology could maintain its sources of authority as part of the collaborative activity 
with psychology. The responses from the clinicians interviewed for this study 
suggest that the answer to this inquiry is yes. In fact, it appears that it is the sources 
of theology that imdergird and enable the very collaborative activity of the Center.
III. Report and Analysis of Research Questions Three
The third research questions asks, does the presence of theology affect the 
mental health care provided under the auspices of the Center and, if so how? The 
clinicians responded to this question with an unequivocal yes. Clinicians noted the
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following effects of theology on the delivery of mental health care. Each of these 
items is addressed below.
TABLE 5: THE EFFECT OF THEOLOGY ON MENTAL HEALTH CARE
Offered the clinicians a new understanding of the relationship between the clinician 
and the client as created equally before God.
Offered the clinicians a new understanding of the possibilities of integrative mental 
health care as something “more than” non-integrative mental health care.__________
Provided the clinicians with deepened insights as to why the clients of the Center, 
who are not typical consumers of psychotherapy, might participate and remain for 
longer periods of time in integrative therapy._________________________________
Provided the clinicians with access to new resources for the delivery of integrative 
mental health care. _________________________________
A. An Innovative Understanding of the Clinician/Client Relationship 
Clinicians observed that the milieu of the Center encouraged them to view 
clients in a manner different from other settings. Clinician #19 noted that both he and 
his clients were imago dei, (i.e. created in the image of God). This understanding 
allowed him to see his clients as worth-full, as precious children of God, and as 
worthy of any assistance that would bring them into a fuller sense of themselves as 
imago dei. Further, this clinician opined that he and his clients were connected by 
their common status as imago dei and, as such, they were compamons along life’s 
journey.
Clinician #18 also reported that he saw his clients and himself as members of 
the common family of God. He noted that he prayed for his clients and their
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circumstances as he would for any other “members of the family.” In particular he 
commented, “On Sunday mornings when I go to the altar [at my church] I pray for 
my family and for their lives. I have added my clients to my heart list, my family list 
and I pray for them too.”
Extending this idea of being created in the image of God, Clinician #11 put 
forward the notion that all clients (and clinicians) were children of God. She noted 
that at the Center this belief was embedded in the care that the client received and the 
clinician provided; so much so that the mental health care became a conduit for the 
clinician to help the client to become more fully what they were created to be, God’s 
beloved children. Specifically, this clinician averred, “Why does it matter if 
somebody is miserable? Why does it matter if somebody is poor? Why does it 
matter if somebody’s oppressed? Well, it matters because they’re children of God. It 
matters because of their infinite worth. What other explanation do you have anyway? 
And it matters because we are part of one community, called to be there for one 
another in whatever way we can be.”
A fourth clinician (#13) added to this discussion regarding the clients’ and the 
clinicians’ common relationship before God when he commented that he and his 
clients were fellow travelers. He noted that clinicians at the Center had as a primary 
task the job of “accompanying” the client on the path to greater and greater wholeness 
and connection with God. “I would say [my task as a clinician] it’s to ... 
accompany. The word accompany ... really came to me, I think, in one of our 
trainings, and it stuck with me.... I think ... in mental health work, in any sort of 
situation where there’s a power differential, [we] need to ... continually remind
T
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ourselves that what we’re actually doing is not leading or helping. It is 
accompanying someone along their journey, along their path to become more holy, 
more like what God had in mind when they were [created].”
B. Integrative Mental Health Care as “More Than”
The presence of theology also enabled clinicians to see the psychotherapy 
offered in the concrete setting of the Center as, “more than.” Clinicians asserted that 
this type of therapy was more holistic, more comprehensive, more balanced, more 
hopeful, more culturally aware, and more respectful. Of this list the single most often 
mentioned characteristic (by 8 of the 21 clinicians) was the characteristic holistic.
According to Clinician #18,
[There is] a whole lot more down in people, much more so than just their 
behaviors and their thinking.... And when we think about holistic 
approaches, holistic work you can help to change a person’s behavior as 
opposed to just their thinking. If you help a person really get a chance to see 
who they are and feel who they are and to feel the spiritual nature that’s 
within us all I just think that it’s so much deeper than just the behavior or just 
the eonsequence. This is the kind of work you ean do at the Center ... 
holistic work ... when the spiritual is also [brought in] as part of your work. 
This is what needs to be done ... in other places.... Because folk are more 
that thinking and behavior.... [We] are souls and spirit too.
Clinician # 6 added to this notion through telling of a client’s need to pray
through song. Because of abuse by religious institutions this particular client could
no longer pray in a more or less standard manner. Her clinician reported that the
presence of the divine in the counseling room made room for the clinician and the
client to engage at a deeper and more fundamental level. The client and the clinician
learned to pray together through the power of song. This participatory praying.
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according to the clinician, provided an opportunity for the client and the clinician to 
be on one accord and to share equally in the entreating of a God who would aid the 
client in her desire to come back, first to her God, then to herself, and finally to the 
church. Accordingly, “It was in the song ... the simple song [we]... found the 
something more to coimect us, to let out the hurt... and to be [together] really 
together, focused in ... the room.”
C. A New Understanding of Why the Client Might Come and Stay 
A third way in which the presence of theology affected the delivery of mental 
health care had to do with the clients who came to the Center. As noted before, most 
of the clients who sought services under the auspices of the Center were interested in 
participating in integrative psychotherapy.*^ Clinicians reported that clients of the 
Center, knowing they were participating in integrative therapy, were (a) more willing 
to engage in therapy because they were aware that the faith aspect of their lives would 
not be diminished or dismissed; (b) able to access theological sources as tools to 
examine a wide variety of issues (c) able to utilize their theologically based system of 
meaning making to foster healing; (d) seemingly more open to remaining in therapy 
for longer periods of time (e) able to make better connections with their clinicians; (f) 
freer to explore avenues of importance in their lives-including their reliance on God,
It is important to note that clients of the Center have the option during the intake to indicate 
whether or not they are interested in participating in counseling that makes use of overt theological 
sources. The word overt is used because clinicians report that they pray for their clients and the 
clients’ circumstances even when the clients do not wish to use spiritual interventions as a part of their 
psychotherapy. However, some of the services of the Center are rendered in state run juvenile 
detention facilities. Because of the governmental nature of these facilities, clinicians are not at liberty 
to broach spiritual or theological topics. The clients must bring up such aspects in their treatment.
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(g) without the need to edit their thoughts about religion and its importance; (h) more 
comfortable seeking therapy, especially if they had been referred by a trusted advisor 
(e.g., the pastor), (i) more likely to feel welcomed in the setting of a church, (j) able to 
see their request for therapy as help to grow stronger as opposed to being fixed; (k) 
seen by the clinicians as sacred souls on a pilgrimage, and (1) less likely to feel 
judged.
As noted above, the clinicians reported the relationship between the client and 
the clinician changed in integrative mental health care. One clinician (#11) spoke 
powerfully to the redesigned and redeemed power dynamic between the client and the 
clinician, “The client and the clinician are as equals in some sense, as equally 
children of God, as equally fellow travelers, as equally sinful, as equally wounded. 
However ... as equally having that of God in us, you know. [This] is a profoundly 
egalitarian position ... for ... people.”
Clients who took advantage of integrative mental health care found an 
encounter that, according to these clinicians, was enabled by the presence of the 
collaboration of theology and psychology. As such, the clinicians noted, the client’s 
care was enhanced in the many ways cited above.
The notion that mental health care is enhanced by the collaboration of 
theology and psychology can be seen in the story told by Clinician # 11 in an incident 
where a husband and wife were in couples therapy focused on the wife’s inability to 
function apart from her husband. Both clients were devoutly Catholic. As the 
clinician explored the religious nature of the household, she learned that the husband 
held the biblical concept of two becoming one flesh (cf. Genesis 2:24) as deeply
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important. That the clinician explored the importance of this theological resource 
with her clients in a respectful, open, balanced, and holistic manner, according to the 
clinician, allowed the psychotherapy to move forward in a particularly positive and 
effective manner. Had the clinician been unwilling to address the theological beliefs 
or been dismissive of the importance of the religious nature of the household, 
according to the clinician, it is possible that the therapy, which ultimately freed this 
woman to function apart from her husband, would have been less effective.
D. Integrative Psychotherapy and the Clinician’s Access to Resources 
Finally, the fourth effect of theology on the delivery of mental health care 
noted by the clinicians was that participating in integrative therapy provided the 
clinicians with an enhanced set of resources and tools. Clinicians reported that they 
(a) found the ability to be themselves more fully in the therapeutic situation, (b) had 
more energy for clinical work, (c) were able to give of themselves more, and (d) were 
able to tap into resources beyond those which are normally provided by psychological 
sources.
One clinician (#3) contended that the delivery of integrative mental health
care.
Reinforces the importance of being truly who I am and not... in a way that.. 
. takes up the room. But particularly for my clients, it’s important that they 
know who I am so that they can trust what I say.... And, you know what, no 
matter how tired I am or how pressed I feel or how many things that are 
hanging over my head ... I don’t feel that when I step into that space. That is
somehow... left behind.........It’s not only all of me in there, but... all of
my resources, and that I’m not spending so much energy checking a resource; 
because I’m saying it’s not supposed to be and here it’s not supposed to be
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and here it’s not supposed to be in here.... I can be free to use all of who I 
am.
According to three additional participants, by participating in this type of 
therapy they were able to bring all of themselves into the room. In particular. 
Clinician #18 observed.
When I work with my clients, I... Paiow] that the real change agent that [I] 
have at [my] disposal is love ... unconditional, positive regard. That is really 
what helps people. So I think that... we can translate that into helping 
people to really see God and to really feel loved, unconditionally by God.... 
Because [clinicians] don’t do it... I know that with all of my tricks I don’t do 
anything personally of myself to impact anybody’s life. It is that I... open 
myself up, as a therapist, as a person, as a whoever, I open myself up to God 
to use me as a vessel so that [God] can show himself and impact the person, 
because that’s really where the change comes.
Another clinician (#2) explained that what she has gained from participating 
in integrative therapy was the ability to rely on the power that comes from “love and 
faith ... [a] belief in something under girding us. The image of a well keeps coming 
up. So, that the work [of the Center] seems to proceed from a source outside 
ourselves; a source larger than ourselves. [Something that] we can tap into.”
Clinician #12 discussed that her work in integrative mental health care had 
helped her to work with many people who, otherwise, she might not have been able to 
serve. Specifically, “Some of the behavior that goes on [in the lives of people in 
therapy] is pretty nasty. [But I] just think about where is this person really coming 
from here? And so you’re sort of backing up and saying, okay. This person is a child 
of God too (Clinician # 12).
Finally, one clinician (#20) credited her work in the integrative field for 
changing the way she works in her private clinical practice. When asked how her
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work at the Center had affected what she formally understood to be non-integrative 
therapy, she replied.
It has absolutely increased my belief in use of intercessory prayer, it has 
compelled me to be more cormected and more interested and more explorative 
in the scriptures, it has made me profoundly drawn to the Eucharist which has 
been a part of my faith’s tradition all my life but now feels to me, you know, 
to the hundred fold more important than it was before. And all of that 
together is this yearning and being drawn toward wholeness and holiness - and 
in this case, h-o-l-i holiness for myself and for those of us who do the work 
and for those of us that were privileged enough to meet on the road of broken 
lives.
A vignette that supports the acquisition of resources by clinicians was told by 
one of the most senior clinicians of the Center (# 4). In describing some of the clients 
she has been assigned under the auspices of the Center she observed that their faith 
was more effusive, stronger, and deeper than hers and that many of the life 
circumstances these clients faced would have caused others to give up. However, she 
noted, “[The clients I served at the Center] they believed in God, they had more of a 
belief in God than I do. I mean, it was a different kind of faith; they were all people 
of color, and primarily Baptist, they would praise the Lord, and [the] Lord [would] be 
with us in the room, and shining all over the place. And I’m not that effusive about it. 
I’m not that vocal about it. But their faith was amazing, truly amazing.” And, what 
is more, this clinician noted that she was both in awe of the faith of these women and 
drew strength from them for her own journey toward being a healer.
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E. Summary
According to the clinicians, it appears that therapy that benefits from an 
integrative foundation results in enhanced mental health care. The client is welcomed 
into therapy in new ways, the clinician is given access to an expanded set of 
resources, the relationship between client and clinician is enhanced, and as one 
clinician (# 19) noted, the room in which the therapy occurs becomes brighter, shifts 
into a holy space, and provides the possibility that everyone in the room will be 
marvelously changed.
IV. Report and Analysis of Research Question Four
The final research question of this study inquired as to whether or not the faith 
lives of the clinicians were affected by their participation in the training for, and or 
the delivery of, integrative mental health care offered by the Center and, if so how. 
Each of the 21 clinicians agreed their faith lives were positively affected. Based on 
the responses of the clinicians, the following items were identified as aspects of the 
Center that had engendered an affect on the faith lives of the clinicians.
TABLE 6: WAYS IN WHICH THE CLINICIANS’ ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CENTER 
ENGENDERED AN AFFECT ON THEIR FAITH LIVES
Gained a new understanding regarding the role and the power of community.
Developed an enhanced relationship with the Transcendent.
Fostered the ability to live a better life.
Embarked on becoming a more confident religious person.
Gained a new understanding of clinical work as vocation.
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Eighteen of the 21 clinicians were asked directly, whether and if so how, their 
faith lives had been affected by their work with the Center. Of the 3 clinicians who 
were not asked this question directly, other interview guide questions were utilized to 
infer a response. * * Of the cohort of 18 who were asked directly, 16 indicated that the 
Center had had more than a moderate effect on their lives. Of the remaining 2 whose 
responses are taken from direct questions, one responded, “I think it has had an 
affect” (Clinician # 9) and the other responded, “Well, it opened me up a little bit 
more” (Clinician # 4).
For clarity’s sake the responses of the three clinicians for whom data was
inferred (Clinicians #1,2, and 3) are noted as follows. Clinician #1, in response to
the question, “How have you been changed by your work at the Center, offered.
Because the divine is on the tips of our tongues ... and [at] the centers of our 
hearts at the Center ... it’s a communal reminder of God kind of doing God’s 
thing ... a communal reminder ... or even a commimal... stirring. So, I’m 
changed by ... God ... and ... want to ... try to create a space for ... God .
.. moving in me to burst forth. And ... because that was ... starting to be 
grounded ... at Trinity - [it has] moved within me in [many] ways .... Now 
[I can ask] how am I going to bring this God movement out... [beyond] 
Trinity.
Regarding the question, how should a clinician who intends to engage in 
integrative mental health care work on her own spirituality. Clinician # 2 responded.
" The 3 clinicians who were not asked this question were not asked because of the direction 
their interviews took and the interviewer’s error in not going back to ask the question at the 
conclusion of the interview. The related interview guide topics used to infer a response to this 
question are as follows: (a) How has this process of reflection affected the way you deliver mental 
health care at the Center as well as in other settings; (b) What would it be like working at the Center 
without reflecting in this way; (c) Could you do your work at the Center without reflecting in this 
way... why or why not; (d) If you did not engage in a process of reflecting on your work in light of 
God and or the other things we have noted, how do you think your work with the Center would 
differ; and (e) Would you please complete this sentence: Because of the process of reflecting on my 
work in light of God, my work at the Center is ....
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Because I think the kinds of questions that come up [in integrative therapy] 
and the kinds of language that comes up ... I mean, it certainly forces you to 
ask yourself what are my beliefs? And what do I do... to deal with [my] 
whole spiritual development. And certainly ... I would say in working at the 
Center, that’s something I’ve become more focused about... my own 
spiritual development and where it is and where it isn’t and trying to do [more 
of] that. And I’m doing more reading and seeing a spiritual adviser.
Clinician # 3 noted that since beginning his work with Trinity he has been more
willing to engage in conversations about who he was, as a Christian, and to welcome
the presence of the divine into his life in a more open and less “closeted” fashion.
Given this data, it can be said that each of the 21 clinicians indicated there had
been an effect on their faith lives due to their participation in the activities of the
Center. The five most salient ways the clinicians’ lives were affected are noted
below.
A. The Five Most Salient Effects on the Lives of the Clinicians 
A review of the data suggests that the clinicians believe their faith lives were 
affected most in the following ways: (a) a clearer understanding of the power of 
community, (b) an enhanced relationship with God/transcendent being, (c) a general 
improvement in the quality of life, (d) an increased confidence in being a faith-filled 
person outside of the Center and, (e) a better understanding of clinical work as 
vocation, ministry etc. Comments on each of these follow.
A New Sense of the Power of Community
Twenty out of 21 clinicians spoke about the power of the community created 
by the clinicians associated with the Center. Many talked about it in multiple ways,
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but overwhelmingly almost all of the clinicians observe that the concrete actuality of 
the community of the Center enabled the work of the integration. This commumty, 
according to the clinicians, was created and sustained during the time spent together 
engaging in the training sessions provided by the Center.
Descriptive phrases used by each of the 20 clinicians to describe the 
community created at and by the Center include the following:
A worship-ful space (#11)
A place of learning and leading (#12) 
A subversive place (#13)
A place of invitation (#14)
A sacred vessel (#15)
A place of accountability (#16)
A place of permission (#17)
A place of refreshment (#18)
A church (#19)
A sacred band of souls (#20)
A place of difference and tolerance
(#21)
A place of communal stirring 
(#1)
A solid place (#2)
A place where God has skin on 
(#3)
A place of transcendence (#5) 
A dangerous powerful intimate 
space (#6)
A place of like minds (#7) 
Open (#8)
A place of communion (#9)
A safe reflective space (#10)
According to the clinicians, the community of the Center was one where 
people gathered around a communal table and were fed with spiritual, physical, and 
professional “food.” One clinician (#6) indicated that this “table” was a banquet 
table, ladened with a sumptuous feast. She suggested that the proclivity of the world 
to rush for “fast food” or fast solutions was overcome at the Center, where clinicians 
stayed at the table, through easy meals and meals filled with struggle, in order to be 
well nourished and strengthened.
This community, as noted by the clinicians, was also one of intention. 
Clinicians chose to be a part of this table and volunteered to bring to it their 
questions, gifts, and abilities. According to Clinician #13, “We’re all coming here to
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provide something and to receive something.” Based on the comments of the 
clinicians, the giving and receiving occurred in the way the clinicians were refreshed, 
uplifted, encouraged, challenged, supported, and helped to develop and grow 
professionally, personally, and spiritually.
The Center is, for the clinicians, a place where people are held: accountable to 
one another, in an incubator-like setting, in a defined and consistent space, which, as 
one clinician noted (#6), makes it safe. Additionally, as noted above, the community 
of the Center also serves as a subversive place, where the ways of delivering mental 
health care are turned upside down and the dangerous attitude of taking on the things 
of God as part of a clinical setting are engaged, tested, and found meritorious. 
According to Clinician #6
Yes. God just keeps putting these challenges out there if we’re awake. And 
He doesn’t like it if we go back to sleep.... There’s also the exhilaration 
which I think is the other thing that really drew me to the Center. I feel so 
much adrenaline right now talking about it because this is what we’re about 
[it] is sort of how we live. It’s short ... [our] time here. It’s not about 
following rules or saying I believe this or I believe that. It’s being fully 
present to the challenge, to the danger and to the gifts that God gives us to 
move through all of this and more.
However some of the most poignantly stated roles served by the community 
of the Center are conveyed in phrases that suggest the Center took on sacred 
proportions. As worship space, as church, as a place where God has skin on, the 
Center became the place where those who gathered did so as a sacred band of souls. 
Clinician # 19 mentioned that, “It was very important I think to have the camaraderie 
among the clinicians. It was church.... [So] you had the souls present, 
welcoming in the presence of the Holy Spirit, of Jesus Christ or whatever higher
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power those different people invoked and we had church. So it certainly marked me 
and was very important because it gave the center a soul and it wasn’t just a place to 
do business. It was a soul turned toward God, waiting for God, feasting on God, and 
moving for God. We are a soul.”
An Enhanced Relationship with the Transcendent
According to the clinicians, an enhanced relationship with the transcendent 
(i.e. God, Jesus, the Divine Source, the Holy Spirit, etc.), is a second source of an 
effect on their faith lives. Seventeen clinicians pointed out this particular effect while 
referring to an increased desire to attend church, study sacred scriptures, an increased 
emphasis on developing and maintaining a prayer life, more faithful attendance at 
church, the decision to seek spiritual direction, or to enter seminary, and the 
generation of a newfound relationship with the Holy Spirit.
One clinician (# 17), a life long Christian, articulated that in her previous (i.e. 
prior to the Center) faith life she did not practice an active personal relationship with 
the second person of the Trinity, Jesus Christ. Yet, by participating in the dialogue of 
the Center, she experienced the deep personal relationship of other clinicians with 
“the Savior” and had thus begun to explore, or at least question, her own beliefs and 
relationships.
Another clinician (#20), as quoted earlier in this chapter, admitted she had not 
fully understood the power of the Holy Spirit. Prior to her work at the Center she had 
considered the Spirit of God as some sort of manifestation of wind, fog, or air. But 
now, having come into and experienced the way of apprehending the Spirit as offered
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by other clinicians associated with the Center, this clinician said, And I think that the 
thing that has happened for me most of all, in my experience at the Pastoral 
Counseling Center, has been the acknowledgment of this ineffable thing called Spirit 
which I got.” Another clinician (#21) describes her new-found experience of the 
Holy Spirit as the “terrible twisting tumult of the power that subverts and then rights 
again” in the work of integration.
The emerging relationship with the transcendent affected the clinicians’ lives 
in many ways. One of the most powerful testimonies to this effect was that of 
Clinician # 20. “Well... for me and this is new for me since the Center... but it’s 
that God needs our hands and our heart in order I’m going to tear up now... in order 
to do God’s will. And that is a constant reminder that both we and the people that we 
work with are really being, not only held in God’s hands and God s heart, but that we 
also are the incarnation, hopefully, of God’s hands and God’s heart in the world. This 
is so profound for me partly because it is so newly articulated at least in my clinical 
work.”
A Better Faith Life
A third effect on the lives of the clinicians’ is the sense that they are able to 
lead better lives. For instance, several clinicians expressed a feeling akin to a 
“lightness” in being able to match their inside personal faith selves with their outside 
professional clinical selves. Clinician #18 recalled that he had previously left the 
field of psychology because he felt each morning as he left for work he was required 
to jump over a huge chasm, which separated his personal-faith self from his non-
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religiously identified professional self. Now, through his affiliation with the Center 
and his engagement in integrative work, he was able to bridge this abyss. So much 
has Clinician # 18 been able to overcome the split in his personal and professional 
being that his attitude toward psychology, as practiced in the context of the Center, 
has made an 180° degree turn.
Offered by Clinician # 11, a second example of how the clinicians’ work at 
the Center has improved their lives is that after her time with the Center the two 
disciplines of psychology and theology inform her life in new and deepened ways.
The attention she now pays to this relationship has allowed her to cherish the 
relationship and benefit from it in expanded ways (e.g., recognizing the place of the 
sacred in therapy and the therapeutic nature of being in the presence of the Sacred 
Spirit).
A third instance of participation in the work of the Center as a source of an 
improved life focused on the clinician’s ability to apply the skills she gained during 
her time with the Center in other venues. Clinician #17 noted after taking a new job 
she was able to reflect on, meditate, and bring the sacred into every day activities, 
which helped her transition into her new job setting. Another clinician (# 6) 
maintained that after the Center she was better able to work with members of her own 
family who did not understand or regard highly her religious leanings. Yet another 
clinician (# 15) suggested she was able to think about her current position as a 
violence prevention professional in a deepened manner.
Finally, a fourth circumstance that emerged regarding the clinicians’ work 
with the Center focused on the clinicians’ ability to move into reflective or meditative
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space as a source of personal strength and growth. Clinicians reported that the habit 
of reflecting utilized at the Center had enabled them to become more conscious of 
themselves as beings who (a) have and must nurture a spiritual self, (b) require and 
can restore balance to their lives and, (c) are precious and divinely created 
instruments that are called to participate in God’s work. Clinician #14 put it like this, 
“[In] sort of... a weird way ... a deeper way you talked about... the therapists [of 
the Center] will be more changed [than the clients]. If that doesn’t say it, we began to 
learn how to take ourselves out of... the violence of busyness,... see ourselves as 
valued instruments of this powerful work.”
A More Confident Religious Person
An alternate title to this section could be a “bolder religious person.” As
relates to this fourth way of enhancing the clinicians’ faith lives, 8 persons
interviewed for this study emphasized that their time with the Center encouraged
them to be more confident or bolder in their expressions of faith. Clinician #21 sadd
that she was now better able to articulate who she was “in Christ” because the
community of clinicians at the Center was so diverse.
Again, that whole piece we just talked about who I am and what I bring and 
my faith walk and faith development... has been helpful to know who I am 
in Christ and what I believe because of the diverse cultures at the center.... 
And in a sense it's helped [me] in a good way because the people that I work 
with at the Center are so different [from me].... They come from so many 
different cultural beliefs and so it [gave] me the opportunity to be in this 
diverse environment but still be an individual and who I am.... So in that 
sense it's helped because it's allowed me to be me and to grow stronger.
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Clinician #12 observed that because of her relationship with the Center, she 
had the opportunity to develop insights regarding who she was as a person of faith. “I 
think it’s really sort of reinforeed some things for me. And sometimes I’ll come out 
of the session with this little tiny insight that really makes a difference for me about 
sort of really reinforcing what I do believe and making me think about it. Because we 
... just sort of believe it as opposed to thinking about it.”
Based on his experiences of the Center, Clinician #19 now has a new mission. 
“Even the atheist types that I ran into [in my secular job setting] I could talk about 
holding onto something larger than they and they got it. So I think that at the real 
basic, basic neuron level most people are aware of something larger than they. They 
are out of or in toueh with it and I think that part of my mission since eoming here, to 
the Center is to make the volume a little louder; make them [others not at the Center] 
more aware, conscious of the divine that is all around us.”
Other clinicians commented that their experience with the Center had forced 
them to think about their childhood memories of church and to address both lapses on 
their and the church’s part as well as their current worship situations.
In three instances elinicians’ (# 3, #17, #18) experiences with the Center 
encouraged them to be vocal with non-Center professional colleagues regarding their 
faith stance and the importanee of considering the integration of theology and 
psyehology in the elinical setting. One other clinician (# 5) suggested her experience 
with the Center eneouraged her to considering leaving her current career of 20+ years 
and embarking on an entirely new chapter in her life (i.e. entering seminary). She
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observed that she was able to do so because she had learned, during her time at the 
Center, to articulate God’s true call on and in her life.
Finally, Clinician # 14 indicated that she had grown into a new way of relating 
to her work, her marriage, her church responsibilities and her life in general through 
her experience at the Center. She described the experience of taking up the practice 
of “creation walks.” On these walks, using the energy she gained at the Center, she 
focused on remembering, restoring, reclaiming, and transforming all aspects of her 
life. This entry is included in this, as opposed to the preceding, section because this 
clinician ended her story by asserting that her new found knowledge had given her a 
new boldness to enter into the next, not chapter but, “volume” of her life as a clinician 
who practiced integrative psychotherapy.
Clinical Work as Vocation
Finally, the fifth way in which their participation in the work of the Center 
affected the faith lives of the clinicians was seen in a new understanding of the 
purpose of their clinical work. In relationship to their work with the Center clinicians 
use the terms vocation, call or calling, mission, and ministry in 15 out of 21 
interviews. Clinicians seemed to recognize both the training and the delivery of 
mental health care at the Center as the locus of an activity that took on divine 
proportions. The sense that the work in which they participated was somehow made 
special or holy pervaded the comments of the clinicians. Eleven of the 21 clinicians 
spoke about their participation with the Center as something offered to God as sacred 
gift, offertory, or tithe. Clinician #12 described her work as “This is holy work. It is
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our best gift ... I think it is sort of being a channel of the Holy Spirit as we minister 
to people. And, you know, it’s very much about love.
Contemplating whether her work at the Center was a mission or a job.
Clinician # 20 opined that, “Because... the Center and my work and my volunteer 
time leading up to it, has come out of a mission and of bringing something forth ... 
not anything has drawn me in my secular work over the years as apparently as it 
draws me now.... What draws me is a sense of sacredness and wholeness; and by 
that I mean wholeness in the holiness sense of that word of each and every person that 
I am allowed to interact with, to work with, to team up with. It has about it a greater 
mission than just a job.”
Clinician # 7 also saw her work at the Center as part of her mission as given 
by God. “Well, ultimately, I think [we need] purpose, [a] reason for what [we]’re 
doing.... Mission is a strong a word but I try to do God’s work.... I’ve devoted my 
life to trying to find what [my mission] is.... I think... the reason that we live and 
breathe and go to work and do things is because of our love of God.... I’ve always 
prayed for a mission, you know, and I love the idea of being a missionary; the Center 
is now part of my mission.”
Finally, the concept of giving God time, talent and the treasures of life was 
offered by three clinicians as the reasons they both participate in the Center and 
recognize it as a gift and as an offering to God.
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Summary
To a person the clinieians associated with the Center noted that their faith 
lives were affected by their participation in training for and the delivery of integrative 
mental health care offered under the auspices of the Center. Whether, as in one case 
where the Center opened the clinician up just a little bit or, in another where it 
introduced the clinician to the terrible twisting tumult of the Holy Spirit who subverts 
and then rights again, as Clinician #15 suggests, those who participated in the 
activities of the Center were forever changed. That this change was clearly stated by 
so many of the clinicians, and in so many ways, attests to its presence and its power.
B. The Primary Venue for Engendering an Effect on the Lives of the Clinicians
As reported above, the five most salient effects engendered in the lives of the 
clinicians associated with the Center were
■ A clearer vmderstanding of the power of community.
■ An enhanced relationship with God/transcendent being.
■ A general improvement in the quality of life.
■ An increased confidence in being a faith-filled person outside of the 
Center.
■ A better vmderstanding of clinical work as vocation, ministry etc.
A review of the clinicians’ comments indicated that the primary venue for 
engendering these effects was the training sessions that took place vmder the auspices 
of the Center. In fact, when asked how the training offered by the center had affected 
them, 20 of the 21 clinicians offered positive comments. When asked specifically 
about the training program clinicians noted several areas that they thought had gone 
well, required improvement, or should be added to the Center’s activities. Each of
these ideas is noted below. A brief word of explanation regarding the clinicians 
comments is included for the latter two lists.
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Training Components That Went Well
As noted above, clinicians indicated the following components of training as
those that seemed to work well:
a. Fellowship over meals and in conversation.
b. Getting away from the day to day and spending time focusing on the things of 
God.
c. The purposeful bringing in of the presence of the divine.
While each of these components has proven important to the development of a 
venue that might engender positive changes in the clinicians’ lives, no discussion is 
necessary here because each of these items has been highlighted in prior pages in this 
chapter. Issues that might be improved or added and thereby enhance the Center’s 
ability to affect further the faith lives of the clinicians follow.
Training Components in Need of Development
The following section identifies those areas currently included in the training, 
which according to the clinicians require more development.
a. The time to build a trusting, open, safe space/community.
b. Hands on experiential components of training.
c. A religiously and spiritually diverse cohort of clinicians who have, and can 
articulate, a personal faith stance in regard to some manifestation of 
God/Transcendent Being.
d. The opportunity to interface with more theological leaders as presenters and 
more theologically/clinically-trained clinicians as members of the clinical 
cohort.
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e. A balance between the theological and psychological material used in the 
training sessions and presented by speakers who are themselves equally well 
versed in each subject area.
f. Permission to work on both personal spiritual growth and professional clinical 
skills as part of the training. However, this requires more clarity regarding 
when the group is working on personal spiritual growth issues and when it is 
working on the acquisition of clinical skills.
g. The use of ritual, reflection, silence, prayer, meditation, etc. in the creation of 
sacred space during the training sessions.
h. The creation of a confessionally tolerant language with which people can talk 
about spiritually, theology, faith, and religion from their own point of view 
without fear of offending others.
i. Development of creative spaee where clinicians use mind, body and spirit to 
engage in experiential learning and with integrative therapy.
Time to Build a Trusting Space. Regarding the time to build a trusting, open, 
safe space/eommunity, 3 clinieians observed that the on-going routine weekly 
training sessions with fellow clinicians provided an opportunity for people to get to 
know one another within a cohort, to disagree and challenge one another, learn from 
one another, and then have enough time to come back together as a community of 
learners. However, clinicians do acknowledge the various cohorts (there are three 
represented in the clinicians interviewed for this study) shared only the mid-January 
to June monthly meetings and as such did not know one another as well. Several 
clinicians expressed interest in working more closely with therapists who are not 
apart of their particular training cohort.
Regarding the issue of time, one clinician (# 15) observed that the kind of 
training that takes place under the auspices of the Center can not be achieved in a 
brief time frame because “the Center is like a slow cooker not a microwave.”
Another clinician (#5) indicated that it was the recognition that her cohort of 
colleagues was going to be together over the long term that edlowed her to “stick with
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it” especially in the challenging moments. Clinician #15 suggested that the Center 
consider restructuring the training program to extend over an academic year with bi­
weekly, as opposed to weekly, meetings.
Hands on Experiential Learning. As related to the hands-on and experiential 
component of training, 4 clinicians spoke about the opportunity to “practice” 
integrative skills in the safe space of training sessions. While some of the persons 
who facilitated the training sessions did utilize more experiential heuristic devices. 
Clinician # 8 expressed her frustration at the lack of hands on experience where she 
could apply her new skills under the watchful eyes of the presenters and the more 
seasoned clinicians. She also noted the need to engage in this type activity, in the 
relatively low stakes and safe space of the training sessions, before meeting with 
clients of the Center.
The Composition of the Cohorts. One of the more controversial areas noted 
by the clinicians regarded the mix of clinicians accepted as participants in the 
activities of the Center. A subset of clinicians favored maximum diversity in the mix. 
Others favored many different kinds of faith traditions, many levels of clinical and 
theological experience, and a wide range of people trained either as theologians or 
clinicians or both. Still others preferred more homogeneous groupings, especially as 
related to clinical skills. For example. Clinician # 4 opined she had not much to learn 
from people significantly younger and less experienced clinicians.
Clinicians were very open to psychotherapists from a wide range of traditions 
as long as the tradition acknowledged a theistic, transcendent being. Continuing they 
suggested that a cohort comprised of persons who do not share this type of belief or
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who have no faith tradition at all might challenge the successful development of a 
tight knit commimity.
The issue of diversity in the mix of clinicians was not resolved in this study. 
While the current community of clinicians (i.e. some of whom were interviewed for 
this study and some of whom were not) are Christian, Unitarian, and Jewish, the 
clinicians’ comments seem to favor a theologically more heterogeneous grouping 
where Muslims and more conservative Christians are included.
As relates to the level of clinician experience, the clinicians favored a slightly 
more homogeneous professionally-aligned cohort. Currently, the years of clinical 
experience among all of the clinicians range from slightly less than one year to over 
30. As one might expect, the less experienced clinicians preferred a more 
heterogeneous clinical grouping of the cohort. As expressed by one clinician (# 11), 
the presence of senior clinicians provided those with less experience a built-in wealth 
of experience and wisdom.
Balance of the Theological and the Psychological Material Used in Training. 
Clinicians, as noted previously, were concerned about the balance of theological and 
psychological material in the training sessions. Two clinicians (# 9 and # 12), in 
particular, advocated that the Center utilize presenters who are very well versed in the 
disciplines of theology and psychology or teams of presenters who are able to bring 
joint expertise to the table in a “tag-team” presentation style.
Training as an Arena for Personal and Professional Growth. Another area of 
importance noted by the clinicians is the permission and the importance of working 
on parallel levels regarding spiritual growth and the acquisition of professional
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integrative clinical skills. Although some clinicians felt uneasy with the parallel 
tracks. Clinician #17 hoped that this issue would be addressed such that everyone 
could be comfortable with the intentionality of the dual tracks of the training. One 
other clinician (# 13) observed that, because the clinicians were willing to explore 
their spiritual history, nature, beliefs, and selves “they come into the room together on 
one accord.” This clinician indicated that more, and not less, attention should be paid 
to the spiritual autobiographies of the clinicians. Finally, Clinician #1 suggested that 
because the clinicians associated with the Center were already clinically trained, 
including the personal spiritual component was not only helpful but potentially the 
most powerful aspect of the training sessions.
Training as Sacred Space. Clinicians associated with the Center noted the use 
of rituals, reflection, silence, prayer, meditation, etc. as important factors in 
transforming the training space into sacred space. Nine clinicians observed, in 
particular, that it was the sacredness of the space that allowed for an uplifting and 
nourishing program of training. On the other hand, references to the training sessions 
as “worship space”, as sacred band of souls, and as a church space also grew out of a 
sense that the training space was made sacred by these types of activities. Clinicians 
clearly articulated the need to engage in additional activities that would enhance the 
feature of sacred space in training.
The Development of Language to Communicate Integrative Themes. An 
aspect of the training that the clinicians wanted to see expanded and codified was the 
development of a language sufficient to communicate issues of spiritually, theology, 
faith, and religion. Moreover, several other clinicians held that what was unique
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about the Center and worthy of more effort was the clinicians’ intent, ability, and 
desire to wend their way from words that alienated and toward words that inspired 
curiosity and discussion, and articulated a love of the divine in real, tangible and 
amazingly elastic ways. Clinician #13, observed the Center’s creation of a concrete 
language, which allowed clinicians to express their sense of the divine was the single 
most important hallmark of the Center’s work with clinicians.
The Use of Mind, Body, and Soul. Finally, over and over the clinicians 
remarked that the training of the Center was at its most effective when clinicians were 
asked to use their bodies, souls, spirits, and minds to apprehend and comprehend the 
meaning, contours, and tasks of integrative mental health care. The creative space in 
which to engage the various parts of the clinicians’ unified selves was of utmost 
importance to the clinicians.
Newly Proposed Components of Training
A review of the clinicians’ responses revealed five components or aspects of 
training that the Center should consider. Following the pattern established above, 
brief comments provide more depth to the list constructed by the clinicians.
a. A clinically homogenous cohort of clinicians.
b. The opportunity for clinicians to receive spiritually based supervision and/or 
participate in spiritual formation groups for their own growth and 
development.
c. Clarity regarding the difference between spiritual direction, spiritually attuned 
therapy, psychotherapy, and pastoral counseling.
d. The development of a course reader containing information on the previously 
noted areas of therapy, religiously oriented and otherwise
e. Additional information on other religious/faith traditions as offered in a 
comparative religion type of presentation.
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The Composition of the Cohorts. As noted above, the clinicians preferred a 
more clinically homogeneous cohort. By this they do not intend to limit the types of 
clinicians (i.e. psychologists, clinical social workers, marriage and family therapists, 
etc.) instead, it appears they are interested in sharing the training time and space with 
colleagues who have, more or less, the same level of exposure in the field.
The Provision of Spiritually Oriented Groups or Supervision. One idea 
proffered was that clinicians associated with the Center should attend, and the Center 
should provide, some sort of spiritually based formation group. Six of the clinicians 
indicated that they were already engaged in a similar activity. Others suggested they 
were willing to participate in such activities. However, all 6 of the clinicians who 
were already engaged in their own spiritual growth groups did not want to replace 
their current activity with one provided (or required) by the Center.
Information on Types of Clinical Spiritual Interventions. On the more 
technical side, clinicians wanted information about the differences between various 
types of religious and theological interventions (e.g. spiritual direction, spiritually 
attuned therapy, pastoral counseling), how they work together, or not, what the 
different goals are for each intervention; and what various skills sets are necessary for 
each one. In addition, clinicians expressed interest in a set of reading materials and 
references on topics such as spiritual direction, spiritually attrmed psychotherapy, 
boundary issues in religiously oriented therapy, and the person and role of the 
therapist in integrative mental health care. Clinicians wanted to be able to prepare 
themselves by outside activity so that might better engage in the training available at
the Center.
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Information on Other Faith Traditions. Another issue clinicians raised was 
the opportunity to learn more about other religious/faith traditions, what distinguishes 
one tradition from another, and in what ways are they similar. Clinician # 1 intimated 
that a comparison of the images of God promulgated by various religions would be an 
interesting way to begin this type of comparative study. On one occasion, as noted by 
Clinician #6, the former executive director of the Center (the researcher for this 
study) filled in for a trainer who could not come at the last minute and presented a 
brief history of the African American Baptist church, and related it to the importance 
of scripture in clinical work with African Americans. Clinician #6 suggested this 
type of presentation about the religions sensibilities of clients or potential clients 
would be instructive for the clinicians.
Overall the clinicians found the training sessions of value. However, in many 
ways, it appeared the sessions were valuable not because of their design but rather 
because the clinicians perceived the training and the community of the Center as 
sacred space where their intellectual and faith lives were deepened and expanded.
V. Conclusion
Seidman encourages qualitative researchers to ask what is being learned, what 
patterns of meaning are emerging, and what can be deduced based on the findings 
(1998, 110). The findings reported in this chapter show that (a) the disciplines of 
theology and psychology did collaborate in the concrete setting of the Center, (b) 
theology maintained its sources of authority, (c) the mental health care that was 
delivered was enhanced, and (d) the faith lives of the clinicians were enhanced
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because of their engagement in the Center. Moreover, the data suggests that the field 
of integration has much to commend it as a form of psychotherapy and that the 
training that undergirds preparation for delivering this type of therapy is also worthy 





DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
I. Consequences of a Process Of Sanctification
The final task of a dissertation is to provide insight into, and extend the 
literature of, a field of study. This dissertation sought to determine whether or not 
theology could collaborate with psychology while maintaining its sources of 
authority. In addition it asked whether or not this collaborative relationship might 
engender an effect on the lives of the clinicians and the mental health care they 
delivered. As noted in Chapter Four, the answer to each of these questions was, yes. 
Based on data obtained from interviews with clinicians interviewed for this study, 
theology has been able to collaborate with psychology and maintain its sources of 
authority; moreover, a positive effect has been engendered in the lives of the 
clinicians and on the mental health care delivered under the auspices of the Center.
The data that address the original research questions are reported in the 
preceding chapter. The primary task of this chapter is to discuss and interpret the 
underlying premise or premises that support the responses yielded by the data 
presented in Chapter Four. Given this. Section I will reveal that the process of 
sanctification provides the underlying, and almost imperceptible, reason the research 
questions were answered in the affirmative. As described by the data the 
consequences of a process of sanctification served to (a) draw the clinicians into the 
Center, (b) allow the community of the Center to be considered sacred in the eyes of
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the clinicians, (c) transform the faith lives of the clinicians associated with the Center, 
and (d) transform the mere work of the Center into a sacred vocation. In effect, as 
will be shown in this chapter, the constitutive aspects of a process of sanctification 
made possible the collaborative relationship, the maintenance of theology’s sources, 
and the effect engendered on the mental health care delivered xmder the auspices of 
the Center and on the lives of the clinicians.
As was noted in Chapter Four, one-third (7) of the clinicians interviewed for 
this study indicated that the Center’s collaborative activities were conditionally 
successful. All 7 of the clinicians were women. Section II will posit what affect 
gender had on the clinicians’ assessment of the Center’s collaborative activities as 
conditionally successful. In addition, this section will take up the effect of a state of 
communitas on the behavior of the clinicians.
Following this discussion. Section III will take up a bit of unfinished business 
raised, originally, in Chapter One. As the reader will recall, Jones posits three 
theoretical ways the discipline of theology might effectively collaborate with the 
discipline of psychology. While his theories seem plausible neither his work, nor the 
work of others in the field of integrative mental health care had tested the theoretical 
assertions in the concrete environment of a mental health care setting. This study 
tested and confirmed the veracity of Jones’ theoretical approach to a collaborative 
relationship between theology and psyehology. Moreover, based on the experience of 
the Center, this study extends Jones’ list of assertions by two.
Chapter One proffered that this study would be guided by a practical 
theological framework. Section IV will evaluate whether or not this claim has been
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proven true. In addition, this section will offer recommendations for the field of 
practical theology as it seeks to collaborate with non-theological disciplines. Section 
V will develop recommendations for the Center’s future research agenda and the 
enhancement of its program of training. Though the Center is a discreet, limited 
context, by extension the recommendations made for the Center may serve as a point 
of departure for discussion and recommendations for the larger field of clinician 
integration.
Finally, Section VI will offer concluding comments on the chapter and for the 
study as a whole.
I. The Consequences of a Process of Sanctification
To provide a context for the results of this study this discussion begins with a 
reprise of Pargament’s rmderstanding of sanctification. As reported in Mahoney et al. 
Pargament asserts that sanctification is understood as perceiving an aspect of life as 
having divine significance and character (Mahoney et al. 2003,221-222). They goes 
on to suggest that when a person holds an object, person, etc. as sanctified, the object 
etc., takes on a transformed state and is held in higher regard, assiduously protected, 
and more vigorously maintained. Continuing Pargament notes, sanctification ...
[is] potentially [a] facilitative process .... Just as sanctification of the self may lead 
people to see the world in a new light, the sanctification of various aspects of the 
world may lead to a redefinition of the self, and both processes may be vehicles 
through which people experience the divine” (Pargament 1999b, 41).
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While neither the clinicians, nor the staff of the Center, were aware of the 
unfolding of a process of sanctification in the development and maintenance of the 
Center, using Pargament’s definitions the interview data indicate that this is exactly 
what happened. The following sub-sections will outline how a process of 
sanctification, as defined by Pargament, conferred divine significance and character 
on (a) the attraction of the clinicians to the Center, (b) the community of the Center,
(c) the clinicians, and (d) the work of the Center.
A. Sanctification and Drawing the Clinicians In
As described in Chapter Four, all of the clinicians who volunteered at the 
Center were employed in secular settings where most were unable to utilize 
theology’s sources* in the delivery of mental health care. Additionally, each of the 
clinicians who volunteered at the Center was able and willing to articulate a belief in 
a transcendent being and describe their faith journey in relationship to that being.
When asked why they were interested in volunteering with the Center the 
clinicians noted that they were drawn to the unique opportunity to collaborate with 
theology in the delivery of mental health care. It appears from their responses that the 
clinicians viewed the possibility of engaging in mental health care that drew from 
theology’s epistemology as a way to fill in an aspect of clinical work that was absent 
in their secular settings. However, the interviews revealed another factor of 
importance. The clinicians were drawn to the Center because, as men and women of
' Theology’s sources, as defined in Chapter One, are commonly understood as scripture, 
tradition, experience, and reason.
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faith, they were interested also in the possibility of engaging theology’s sources as a 
resource in their own faith development. The parallel aspects of developing a 
professional expertise in bringing theology into the clinical setting and deepening a 
personal experience of and relationship with theology’s sources reoccurred as an 
importance facet of the clinicians experience with the Center as measured by the 
frequency of mention in their interviews.
Given that theology’s sources can be considered rightly as having divine 
character and significance or, as Pargament would say, as sanctified, from the very 
beginning of their involvement the clinicians were drawn into the Center by the 
attractive nature of theology’s sources or, said another way, by the effect of 
sanctification. Remembering also that Pargament suggests sanctification can have a 
facilitative function, leading persons from one aspect of sanctification to another, that 
the clinicians were drawn to the Center by its focus on theology s sources suggests 
that they were candidates for being affected by other aspects of sanctification. In 
fact, the facilitative function of sanctification was at work in the Center drawing the 
clinicians in and creating the possibility that they would remain. For while the 
clinicians were drawn into the Center by theology’s sources; data show they remained 
engaged because the commvmity of clinicians took on divine significance. It is to this 
aspect of the community that this study now turns.
B. Sanctification of the Community of the Center 
The clinicians were drawn into the Center by theology’s sources and 
ultimately began to refer to the Center as “worship space , church , a divine
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holding space”, “a place where God has on skin”, “a place of communion”, “a sacred 
band of souls”, and “a place of transcendence”. The data indicate that the clinicians 
understood the community of the Center as something that was imbued with divine 
significance and character. Even though the technical language of sanctification was 
not used by the clinicians, their responses indicate that they regarded the community 
of the Center as something sacred. Following Pargament’s understanding of an 
object that is sanctified, the clinicians seemed to hold the Center in high regard, 
sought to protect it’s reputation, and worked to maintain it by committing their time 
and effort in a multitude of ways (e.g. maintaining regular office hours, seeing clients 
on weekends, helping to raise funds, helping to write business plans, helping to 
design promotional brochures, etc).
As the clinicians’ view of the community of the Center took on this divine 
significance and character, another phenomenon began to unfold as a consequence of 
a process of sanctification. That phenomenon was the improvement in the faith lives 
of the clinicians. However, as will be shown in the next sub-section of this chapter, 
that phenomenon was closely related to the pursuit of personal sanctification as 
understood by Neville (1991b).
C. A Process of Sanctification and the Clinicians
All of the participants in this study indicated that there was an effect 
engendered on their faith lives as a result of their engagement with the Center.
Among other experiences they felt fulfilled, enriched, as if they were vessels for the 
holy, and used as divine vehicles for the work of God. However, when taken together
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the effects on the lives of the clinicians may point to a more systematic and 
identifiable phenomenon. This portion of Chapter Five will compare the clinicians 
understanding of how their faith lives were affected with Neville’s conception of the 
general criteria leading to personal sanctification (1991b, 118). Further, this section 
will show an unexpected alignment between the two.
Before proceeding, it is important to note that the founders of the Center did 
not intend to invite the clinicians to participate in a process of personal sanctification. 
Neither did the clinicians sign up for such an activity. As such, the researcher for this 
project did not expect to find a highly correlated, one to one correspondence between 
the ways in which the clinicians reported their faith lives had been effected and 
Neville’s five general criteria for personal sanctification. However, what the 
following section will show is that a distinct relationship can be discerned between 
the two.
In Chapter Four, it was reported that the clinicians’ faith lives were enhanced 
by their engagement with the work of the Center in the following ways.
■ Gained a new understanding of the role and power of commumty
■ Developed an enhanced relationship with the Transcendent
■ Fostered the ability to live a better faith life
■ Embarked on becoming a more religious person
■ Gained a new imderstanding of clinical work as vocation
Further, as will be recalled from Chapter Two, the five general elements 
constitutive of personal sanctification, according to Neville (1991b, 118) are:
■ Taking on the mind of Christ
■ Understanding the life to be sanctified
■ Continual reflection and prayer in order to join the mind of Christ
■ Belonging to and supporting a Christian community
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■ Making process of sanctification personal, deliberate, and habitual.
While the Center was begun with several explicit goals (e.g., providing 
training for clinicians, working with clergy to develop a referral source, meeting the 
psychotherapeutic needs of clients seeking integrative mental health care, etc.); as 
was noted above, nowhere among them was a plan to engage the clinicians in a 
movement toward personal sanctification. However, a comparison of the clinicians’ 
understanding of the effect engendered on their faith lives through their participation 
in the Center and Neville’s general criteria for personal sanctification produces a 
compelling result. The result can be understood as an unexpected movement toward 
personal sanctification in the lives of the clinicians.
The relationship between Neville’s general criteria (in italics) and the 
clinicians’ sense of how their engagement with the Center affected their faith lives 
(non italics) aligns as follows.
Alignment One
■ Belong to and support a Christian community
■ Make the process of sanctification personal, deliberate, and habitual
■ Gained a new understanding of the role and power of community
Alignment Two
■ Take on the mind of Christ
■ Developed an enhanced relationship with the Transcendent
Alignment Three
■ Understand the life to be sanctified
■ Fostered the ability to live a better faith life
Alignment Four
■ Continual reflection and prayer in order to join the mind of Christ
■ Embarked on becoming a more religious person
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A discussion of each of the above noted triads or pairs and the one item from 
the clinieians’ report that does not align with Neville’s criteria (i.e. clinician gained a 
new understanding of clinieal work as vocation) will be addressed below.
Alignment One
Neville understands the activity of belonging to and supporting a Christian 
eommunity as one of the general elements of personal sanctification. As such, a 
person engaged in a process of deepening their sanctification will participate in and 
gain from the encouragement of other “saints” and the liturgical activities of a 
Christian community (1991b, 118).
As a result of their engagement with the Center the clinieians developed a new 
and heightened sense of the importance of the role and power of the commumty of 
clinicians. They characterized this community as one where they were held in the 
hands of the other clinicians and of God, where the rituals of meditation, silence, 
prayer, fellowship, and meals sustained and encouraged them, and where they were 
“incubated”, adlowed to grow stronger, and supported in becoming better prepared for 
the work of integration. Further, as can be seen in the comments of several of the 
clinicians, the Center became actual worship space where fellow saints (i.e. 
elinicians) relied on the joint power and presence of the community to assist them 
through struggles, in prayer, and during the experience of engaging in a new way of 
being a clinieal professional.
The reader will also note a second aspect of Neville’s general criteria for 
personal sanctifieation aligned with the clinicians’ positive attribution of a new
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understanding of the role and importance of community. Neville’s second criterion is 
that the process of sanctification must be made personal, deliberate, and habitual. As 
it relates to this criterion, the community that formed around the training activities of 
the Center provided two connections to Neville’s call to a personal, deliberate, and 
habitual pursuit of sanctification.
The clinicians associated with the Center were required to attend weekly 
Monday training sessions for 17 to 19 consecutive weeks. The training sessions were 
held from 6 PM - 8:30 PM, with dinner being served from 5:30 PM - 6:00 PM. The 
rooms in which the clinicians met were most often basement rooms, not well lit, 
ventilated, or appointed. Clinicians who missed more than 3 training sessions were 
asked to consider dropping out of their current cohort and to reenroll with a 
subsequent cohort of clinicians. Each clinician was dedicated enough to complete a 
day of work elsewhere, travel to downtown Boston, find parking (which in Copley 
Square is no mean feat) and participate in an often intense, and always active, training 
session.
The clinicians were so dedicated to the commumty of the Center that only 2 of 
the clinicians interviewed for this study were ever in jeopardy of being asked to leave 
the training cohort with which they began. Ultimately, neither was asked to leave. In 
fact clinicians were, by in large, so consistent in their attendance that the Monday 
evenings sessions took on the ambiance of a gathering infused with positive 
anticipation and expectation. The week in and week out devotion to the training and 
to the community that formed around the training attests to the clinicians’ readiness to 
he deliberate and habitual about the work of bringing theology and psychology
together in a collaborative act. Moreover, given the nature of the training (i.e. 
introspective, intense, and personal), the clinicians’ presence during the required 
Monday evenings speaks to their willingness to engage in the personal development 
of a life that includes (at least on a weekly basis) the discipline of meditation, prayer, 
and reflection.
Alignment Two
According to Neville one “take[s] on the mind of Christ so that it informs 
one’s life.... [T]his requires study about what that mind is ... [and may begin] with 
the presentation of Jesus in the Christian community” (1991b, 118). Before this 
section of the study proceeds, it is important to note that the primary category of the 
transcendent (as noted in Chapter Two) includes references to Jesus, God, the Holy 
Spirit, and other terms suggested by the clinicians (i.e. Dearest, G-d, etc.). Therefore, 
the study cannot assume that comments made by clinicians in relationship to the 
transcendent are limited to references about Christ. This suggests that as Neville’s 
criterion of “taking on the mind of Chrisf’ is compared with the clinicians’ 
acknowledgement that their faith lives were affected by an enhanced relationship with 
the transcendent, there is not a one-to-one correspondence between the second person 
of the Trinity, Jesus the Christ, and the term transcendent.
However, the study does show that the clinicians found gain for their lives and 
their work as they took on a renewed and deepened understanding of, and relationship 
with, the transcendent. Interwoven into every aspect of the clinicians’ responses to 
the four research questions was the role and importance of the transcendent in the
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actuality of the Center, in their engagement with the work of the Center, and in their 
lives. Whether considering a clinician’s new understanding of the power of the Holy 
Spirit as source of and support for integrative work, or the sense that the clinician was 
a vessel for the Spirit of God, or a new found interest in exploring a personal 
relationship with Jesus; the role of the transcendent was ever present and remained an 
essential and vital aspect of the clinicians’ training, subsequent engagement with the
Center, and their lives beyond the Center.
Based on the clinicians’ responses it can be shown that they intentionally 
engaged with the transcendent. The result of this engagement was that the clinicians 
gained a new understanding of, found a new source of support in, and entered into a 
deeper relationship with the transcendent as a result of their work with the Center.
As such, the clinicians’ engagement with the transcendent bears some similanty to 
Neville’s criterion for taking on the mind of Christ.
Alignment Three
Neville suggests that to participate in a process of personal sanctification an 
individual must understand the particularities and the context of his or her life (1991b, 
118). He goes on to observe that self knowledge and critical appreciation/appraisal of 
that life are also required. The clinicians’ responses regarding their engagement in 
the Center, and the resulting ability to lead a better faith life, share a relationship with 
Neville’s call to understand the life to be sanctified. That relationship however, is 
more causal than correspondent.
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In order for the clinicians to see their faith lives as better, the data indicate 
they had to consider first the status of their faith lives prior to their engagement with 
Center, and second the current state of their faith lives. Though the data does not 
reveal that the clinicians took a linear approach, it does suggest that they conducted 
an appraisal of their faith lives. Clinicians commented about their professional and 
faith lives pre- and post- their engagement with the Center, and the effect engendered 
on both their personal and spiritual selves as a factor of volunteering with the Center. 
The data report that as the clinicians continued their involvement with the Center they 
were able to discern not only the past and current contexts and particularities of their 
faith lives, but move toward contextual and particular enhancements for their faith 
lives going forward.
Though the Center did not set out to help clinicians understand their lives as 
an opportunity for a process of sanctification, the data indicate that there may have 
been a causal relationship between the clinicians’ participation in an appraisal of their 
pre and post Center lives (Neville’s step) and an ability to move toward enhanced 
faith lives (clinicians’ assertion). Said another way, by critically appraising the 
personal and contextual aspects of their pre- and post-Center faith lives during their 
engagement with the Center, the clinicians were able to recognize and transform 
aspects of their faith lives because of their experiences with the Center. This act of 
appraisal and the consequent change point toward Neville’s criterion of understanding
the life to be sanctified.
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Alignment Four
Neville suggests that joining the mind of Christ through prayer and reflection 
is aided, not by clever intellectual maneuvering, but by the Holy Spirit (1991b, 118). 
Continual prayer and meditation, of this type, places one in a position to apprehend 
the mind of Christ (at least as far as the finite can apprehend the infinite) and to take 
in its wisdom. Again, as was noted above, since the Center did not set out to 
accomplish this goal in the lives of the clinicians, this discussion will present those 
circumstances that hint at or gesture toward a relationship between this criterion of 
prayer and mediation as prerequisites to taking on the mind of Christ and the 
emboldened nature of the clinicians’ faith lives.
In the section of Chapter Four that deals with the clinicians movement toward 
becoming more religious, the data show that the clinicians became (a) bolder in their 
willingness to talk about their faith in personal and professional settings, (b) clearer 
about who they were as faithful persons, (c) more committed to developing their own 
faith lives, and (d) more interested in participating in religious communities.
These data suggest that the clinicians’ ability to become more religiously 
confident grew out of their engagement with the Center. In particular the topics of 
meditation, prayer, and reflection were noted in 19 of the 21 interviews. Clinicians 
averred that it was the meditative and reflective spaces of the Center (especially as 
relates to the training sessions) that allowed them to hold the activities of the Center 
in a manner that made room for the Holy Spirit and promoted a kind of discernment 
that did not come by sheer will alone but by being present and still to the movement 
of the transcendent. Additionally, clinicians observed that it was in these peaceful
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moments—dviring the training and in the physical space of the Center—that they could 
move away from the busy-ness, indeed the violence, of a fast paced world and find 
sufficient solitude to hear their own thoughts and those that might come from the 
Divine.
Though not intended as a pathway to personal sanctification, the clinicians’ 
appreciation and use of meditation, prayer, and reflection, in the program of training 
provided by the Center, suggests that they regarded these activities as positive and 
generative. The relationship between the clinicians’ use of prayer, meditation, and 
reflection as a pathway to becoming more confident religious persons suggests that 
they took on these tasks as a way of strengthening the self and as a practice to support 
the work of the Center. In this way their work at the Center caused them to engage in 
an activity that aligns with Neville’s general criterion for developing a discipline of 
continual reflection and prayer.
D. Sanctification of the Collaborative Work of the Center
In addition to the correlation between Neville’s general criterion of personal 
sanctification and 4 (out of 5) of the ways clinicians report their lives were effected 
by their engagement with the Center, the data demonstrate an additional correlation 
between the fifth way the clinicians’ faith lives were effected (i.e. gained a new 
understanding of clinical work as vocation) and Neville’s understanding of social 
sanctification.
To begin the discussion of the relationship of “work as vocation” to the 
concept of social sanctification, this section of Chapter Five will (a) review Neville’s
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notion of social sanctification in relationship to the work of the Center, (b) discuss the 
concept of vocation, and (c) show how the clinicians’ view of the work of the center 
was transformed into “vocation”. The next step will be to make a connection 
between vocational activity in the context of the Center and the process of social 
sanctification.
Social Sanctification
Neville suggests that social sanctification rises out of the covenant’s call for 
humanity to be in a right relationship with God and with all of God’s created order. 
For Neville the principle inherent in social sanctification is that all social systems in 
which humans play a role must conform as nearly as possible to the ideals of the 
covenant (righteousness, piety, faith, and hope) as expressed in the Logos, and most 
fully understood as love (Neville 1991b, 123). Social sanctification, or the repair of 
the covenant, brings about a change in the institutions of society so they may fulfill 
the great shalom of the Creator and serve as holy expressions of the restored 
covenant, benefiting (as nearly as is possible) all persons and systems with which 
they interact.
The clinicians’ work with the Center is, in fact, a form of social sanctification. 
The clinicians engage with clients and, as a part of the psychotherapeutic work, they 
engage with the social systems in which the clients are nested. Clinicians assist 
clients in their ability to alter the systems in their lives that need to be altered and to 
live in better harmony with those that will not be changed. In addition, by choosing 
to volunteer in a mental health care setting that provides psychotherapy to
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economically disenfranchised persons; ^ the clinicians are conforming to the goals of 
social sanctification through their engagement in a process that “brings about a 
change in the institutions of society so they may fulfill the great shalom of the Creator 
to be holy expressions of the restored covenant and to benefit all with whom they 
interact” (Neville 1991b, 123-124).
Vocation
Before a connection is created between vocation and social sanctification a 
clear understanding of the concept of vocation must be in view. Vocation is defined 
as a summons from God to an individual or group to undertake the obligations and 
perform the duties of a particular task or function in life: a divine call to a place of 
service to others in accordance with the divine plan.
Further, Kaye understands one’s vocation as a call to engage with God in the 
realities of [the world] (1996, 5). Beuchner goes further and suggests that one’s 
vocation occurs at the place “where [one’s] deep gladness and the world s deep 
hunger meet” (Jones 2002, 218). Finally, Goodwin adds to our appreciation of 
vocation as she avers, “Something’s yom vocation if it keeps making more of you” 
(Jones 2002, 212).
Given this, vocation can be understood as the call of God on, and in, a 
person’s life; such that the individual moves to meet the needs of the world according
^ According to an informal survey of the clinicians associated with the Center, conducted in 
the fall of 2004, the average cost for an hour of psychotherapy offered in their private practices is $110 
per hour. Based on a review of the Center’s financial records in the fall of 2004 the average cost of an 
hour of psychotherapy offered by the Center is $20.
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to God’s will. Moreover, the individual is called to understand that he or she will not 
be the primary arbiter of that which will be shaped (i.e. the vocation) but instead will 
be the primary subject that will be shaped and reshaped.
The clinicians interviewed for this study asserted that the process of bringing 
theology and psychology together in the context of the Center resulted in mental 
health care that:
■ Was transformative for the client (and the clinician).
■ Served as a vehicle for God’s healing work.
■ Provided a pathway for clients to grow into their God ordained selves.
■ Saw clients as worth-lull, and beloved of God.
■ Functioned as an agent of love.
■ Grew out of an understanding of faith.
These representative descriptors share a correspondence with both Kaye’s and 
Beuchner’s understanding of vocation as a God inspired response to the needs of the 
world. Moreover, the clinicians noted that their engagement in the delivery of 
collaborative mental health care did continue to affect and transform them, just as 
Goodwin suggested it should.
However, the study must still inquire as to how the collaborative mental 
health care offered under the auspices of the Center was transformed from clinical 
work into a vocational call, and the relationship between vocation and social 
sanctification.
Transition from Mere Work to Vocation to Engagement in Social Sanctification
A review of the findings of Chapter Four suggests that the clinicians 
apprehended their collaborative clinical work under the auspices of the Center as
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something “more than.” Clinicians began to see the results of providing mental 
health care that drew from the epistemologies of theology and psychology as 
something that was divinely inspired (e.g., they were drawn to the Center by 
theology’s sources), divinely given (e.g., the presence of the transcendent helped to 
guide the training and their work with the Center), and divinely shared (e.g., as part of 
a sacred band of souls).
In fact, a review of the data shows that 17 of the 21 participants described 
their collaborative work in terms of tithe, offering, vocation, gift, call or calling, 
mission, or ministry. Each of these words signals something more than mere work. 
Here is where the movement from work to vocation begins to take hold. As the 
clinicians recognized their collaborative work as taking on divine proportions, and as 
they offered it back to God as a tithe and gift; it was transformed and took on the 
characteristics Mahoney et al. understand as evidence of sanctification (i.e. perceiving 
an aspect of life as having divine significance and character) (Mahoney et al 2003, 
221-222). In doing so, the work of the clinicians was transformed from mere work 
into sanctified work or, into a vocation.
Finally, as the clinicians’ work is understood and offered as vocation (i.e. 
tithe, offering, mission, gift, ministry, call), as this vocation seeks to meet the needs 
of the clients (i.e. to bring the clients into right relationship with self, other and God), 
and as the efforts of the clinicians shift the profession of psychotherapy into position 
to fulfill the great shalom of the Creator (i.e. by altering how psychotherapy is 
delivered); then one can see the transition of work transformed into vocation and 
vocation engaged in a process of social sanctification. With this said the alignment
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between the clinicians’ understanding of how their faith lives were affected by their 
engagement with the Center and Neville’s dual facets of sanctification is completed. 
Moreover, this analysis shows that the clinicians were actively engaged in a process 
of sanctification both at the level of personal and social sanctification.
II. Research Question One, the Role of Gender, and the Concept of Communitas 
As noted numerous times throughout this study, the first research question 
asks, can the resources of psychology and theology be brought together in an 
equitable and collaborative manner in the delivery of mental heailth care? Each of the 
21 clinicians interviewed for this study responded that the two disciplines could in 
theory, and were in actuality collaborating in the concrete setting of the Center. In 
fact, 67% (14) of the clinicians indicated the Center’s collaborative activities were 
going forward either well or very well. However, 33% (7) of the clinicians indicated 
the Center’s collaborative activities were going forward but with conditions or, 
conditionally well. An interesting fact regarding the seven clinicians who view the 
Center’s collaborative activities as conditional is that all of the clinicians are women.^ 
This raises the question does gender play a role in how the clinicians assess 
the collaborative nature of the Center? The data indicate that the seven women do see 
the Center progressing toward its goal of collaborative mental health care; however, 
(a) the absence of empirical data, (b) the newness of the enterprise, (c) the 
complicated nature of biblical texts as a tool in psychotherapy, and (d) the difficulty
^ These seven women represent 41% of all of the women in the study.
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in striking the proper balance between the two fields lead the women to question how 
well the two disciplines currently collaborate in the concrete setting of the Center.
A further review of the data suggests that these seven women are among the 
most committed (as measured by the number of clients these seven women see), 
interested (as measured by their active participation in training sessions), and 
supportive (as measured by financial or in-kind contributions to the Center)'* 
clinicians engaged with the Center. However, the question still rises how might this 
committed group of clinicians and their evaluation of the Center’s collaborative 
activities be understood and does gender play any role? Though a rather lengthy 
excursus will be necessary, a turn to the work of cultural anthropologist Victor Turner 
(Nichols 1985), and his concept of communitas, may prove useful at this juncture.
Communitas
According to Turner, communitas is the middle stage of a rite of passage, where 
the first and last stages are separation and re-aggregation (Nichols 1985, 401).
During this middle phase. Turner suggests, the person experiences a world of 
liminality. He goes on to say that this experience of liminality is the experience of 
communitas. Limen, taken from the Latin world for threshold, suggests that the 
person or group who is experiencing the liminal state is in a precarious position where 
an individual or a group is neither here nor there; neither in nor out. An individual or
“ As the executive director for the Center the researcher for this study was aware of every 
contribution to the Center. Four out of the 7 clinicians made financial contributions to the Center and 
two made in-kind contributions one of furniture and one of professional services. This compares with 
5 out of the other 14 clinicians who made contributions of this kind.
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group experiencing the liminal nature of communitas is pushed to the fringes of 
society; so much so that they are pushed out and remain on the external margins 
without power and with their status reduced. Going further, Nichols avers that 
communitas is a time when a community draws together and relies not on its lost 
status but on its “sacredness” (1985,403). This sacredness derives from the 
innocence of the group and the injustice that imderlies their excommunication from 
the larger group. Even though those who experience this liminal state, this 
communitas, may lose social status, Nicholas notes they gain from and learn to rely 
on a heightened understanding of the sacredness and the spiritual power that flows 
from their experience (1985, 404). Moreover, for the individuals engaged in it, this 
state is transformative and empowering.
The Role of Gender and Communitas
According to several resources, women, in the United States who are engaged 
in work outside of the home may share experiences with those who operate in liminal 
spaces. For instance, less than 16% of the Fortune 500 corporate officer seats are 
held by women (Anderson 2003). Further, women are often seen as “neither fully in 
or out” of the work force as they retain the responsibility for managing the children 
and the home while holding jobs outside of the home (Malveaux and Perry 2003). 
And, women still suffer economic marginality as they earn significantly less money 
in the workplace than do their male counterparts (i.e. $0.77 on the dollar) (Bernstein 
2004). Given this snap shot of the status of women in the US work context, it is 
possible that the 7 women (all of whom have experienced the challenges of being
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women employed) who assessed the Center’s collaborative activities as conditionally 
successful were responding out of the context of working in a liminal state.
Moreover, it is important to note, the wisdom that comes from an experience of a 
liminal state is not all negative, in fact, it can encourage camaraderie, growth, and 
transformation.
Apthecker (1989) suggests that women take the challenge of existing in 
liminal spaces and that they construct out of them a distinct female consciousness. 
This consciousness serves to order systems of meaning making and helps those who 
engage in the consciousness “express feelings and make judgments (Apthecker 
1989,13). As such it is possible that the seven women who chose to critique the 
Center’s collaborative activity did so as a way of making meaning and expressing 
their feelings about the Center. In fact, given the significant commitment of these 
particular women to the Center it may be conjectured that they understood the liminal 
state of the Center as a stage of development and as an opportunity to strengthen the 
Center by their critique. As has been reported earlier. Clinician # 2 openly critiqued 
the Center suggesting that it had to be strengthened because it was too important to 
lose.
It is also important to recall that each of the seven clinicians was among those 
who regarded the community of the Center as a sacred space and the work of the 
Center as an offering or tithe to the transcendent. It is possible that the seven 
clinicians did view the Center as sanctified, hold it in high regard, want to protect it, 
and were seeking to support it by critiquing it. In fact, it may have been because the
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women imderstood the work of the Center as sanctified that they took the risk of 
critiquing it in order to strengthen it.
Certainly, this statement of conjecture would have to be tested by further 
conversation with the seven women. However, it is commonly held that all of nature 
abhors a state of disequilibrium, with which liminality may be associated and, as 
such, the actions of these seven female clinicians may be viewed as moving the 
Center from a state of disequilibrium to a more secure position.
It may also occur to the reader to ask, if the presence of a liminal state 
encouraged the six white female clinicians and the one female clinician of color to 
critique the Center as a way of improving it, why did this not hold true for the other 
population of clinicians who by virtue of their status as persons of color might also 
have responded in this way. There is much data in the literature regarding the cultural 
importance, the protective factor, and the sanctuary effect attributed to the role of 
religion and spirituality in African American and Latino communities. It may be the 
case that the clinicians of color (all of whom were either African American or Latino) 
were more comfortable working in theologically structured spaces and either did not 
see them as liminal or saw them as less liminal because they were protected by the 
factors noted above. More research will have to be conducted with the clinicians of 
color associated with the Center before anything further can be asserted on this topic. 
In addition the presence of one clinician of color among the seven who assessed the 
Center’s collaborative activity as conditional also deserves additional follow up.
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Communitas as an Aspect of Center
However, now that the concept of communitas has been opened, before we 
leave it behind a more thorough analysis of its relationship to the Center may prove 
helpful. The Center can be considered related to, or as, a communitas space in three 
other ways. First, based on their understanding of the field of clinical integration and 
the hostility many clinical professionals still hold toward it, the clinicians recognized 
that their participation in the Center could cause them to lose status in the eyes of 
other clinicians. This would occur because the clinicians had chosen to engage in a 
form of psychotherapy that was itself newly emergent and in a liminal state. 
Therefore, the clinicians’ willingness to participate in the Center caused them to enter 
into this same liminal state. One benefit derived from this position was that the 
clinicians did construct a tight knit community of clinicians who learned to rely on 
and learn from one another.
A second connection between the concept of communitas and the Center’s 
community of clinicians is the use of symbols (or symbol systems) to instantiate the 
work of the Center. As has been shown previously, the clinicians cited as important 
many of the symbols present in the work of the Center. Included among these were 
the little wooden boxes which represented a place to hold the ideals of the Center’s 
community, the clinicians understanding of the Center’s logo (i.e. hands holding a 
heart) as a sign that they were being held while holding others, and the language (i.e. 
a symbol system) that was created within the confines of the Center that made it 
possible to discuss the work of collaboration with respect and tolerance.
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Each of these symbols represented the clinicians’ understanding of an aspect 
of their experience of participation in the Center. That the box was a sacred holder of 
community, that the hands were a sacred holder of humans, and the language a sacred 
holder or meaning suggests that, as Nichols (1985) indicates, the symbols invoked 
and recreated the sacred nature of the experience of the Center each time they were 
accessed. A benefit derived from this aspect of liminality is that as the clinicians 
carry the symbols with them (e.g. they each have their small boxes in their 
possession) they carry the Center, the lessons learned, and an on-going sense of the 
community.
However, what it most important about the concept of communitas in 
relationship to the Center is the notion that as groups of individuals find themselves 
in liminal states, a sacred power may be accessed that allows the group to cohere and 
benefit from the spiritual experience of prevailing through their liminality. The 
clinicians engaged in the Center experienced the Center as a scared space where there 
was power to support them in the midst of being outside of the regularly constructed 
professional psychotherapeutic community and in the in between state of being 
regularly trained clinicians and becoming clinicians able and committed to using both 
psychology’s and theology’s sources.
Though it can be conjectured that the liminal nature of the Center encouraged 
the seven female clinicians to critique the Center out of an allegiance to protect and 
maintain it; this further excursus on communitas suggests that the spiritual experience 
that flows from, the sacred power that can be accessed, and the necessity of 
camaraderie that living in a liminal state requires encouraged all of the clinicians to
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focus on the success of the Center (albeit, in various ways) and to evaluate its 
collaborative activity as plausible and actual.
III. Jones’ Theoretical Approach to Collaboration 
and the Concrete Setting of the Center
A. Collaboration According to Jones
As was noted in Chapter One, Jones avers that theology and psychology might 
collaborate in the following three ways: theology serves as a critical evaluative tool 
for psychology, reflecting upon psychology’s theories and paradigms and 
commenting upon their fit within theological systems; theology provides a 
constructive mode where it contributes to the science of psychology by suggesting 
new modes of thought and new horizons and theology brings itself to bear in a true 
dialectical relationship with psychology, such that both disciplines are enhanced 
(Jones 1996, 134- 137).
Brief examples of how Jones’ theory operated in the concrete setting of the 
Center will be offered below followed by an explication of two additional ways this 
study shows theology and psychology can and do collaborate.
Theology as a Dialectical Partner
While the preamble to The American Psychological Association’s Code of 
Ethics suggests that the role of the psychologist is “to increase scientific and 
professional knowledge of behavior and people’s understanding of themselves and 
others and to use such knowledge to improve the condition of individuals.
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organizations, and society” (2002, 3); and in the DIctiomry of Pastoral Care Hunter 
defines (western) psychology as the exploration of the science of the mtnd (Hunter 
1990,995); these tasks do not point to that which is at the heart of Christian theology 
which is, according to Neville (1991b, 117), the repair of the eovenant.
However, when theology engages psychology in a true dialectical exchange 
the goals and the resources of psychology may be directed toward that which is the 
highest goal; to set humans free from the broken covenant so that they may be tn 
harmony with the creation, enabled to live the truth of God, and brought into the 
presence of God so that they may experience the fullness and vitality of Itfe that 
comes from being in God (Neville 2001,230); or said another way, toward the repair
of the covenant.
In the concrete setting of the Center, theology as dialectical partner did engage 
psychology’s resources and jointly pointed the wherewithal of both disciplines toward 
the repair of relationships between self and God, self and self, self and other and self 
and institutions. The result of the engagement between theology as dialectical partner 
and psychology was often characterized by the clinicians as psychotherapy that was 
“more than”; more balanced, comprehensive, respectful, authentic, and holistic. 
Therefore, when theology as dialectical partner engaged psychology the overall effect 
was collaborative mental health care that was focused (a) on more than psychology’s 
goals and (b) toward theology’s highest goal, the repair of the covenant.
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Theology as Constructive Partner
Based on the relationship fashioned between the two diseiplines in the work of 
the Center, two examples of theology’s ability to help reconstruct psychology are 
presented here: (a) the construction of a new understanding of relationships and (b) 
the construction of a new way of locating meaning.
In relation to the construction of a new understanding of relationships, the 
Center recreated the power dynamic inherent in the relationship between the client 
and the clinician. The clinicians engaged in the work of the Center reeognized that 
both client and clinician were created as imago dei and both bore divine significance 
and character. In addition the clinicians saw themselves as fellow travelers with, as 
opposed to experts over, the clients’ psychotherapeutic experiences. This 
reconstruction of relationship honors the personhood of the client and levels the 
clinical setting, such that a relationship of joining and not leading is established.
In relation to a new location of meaning, while psyehology situates meaning 
in the observable and quantifiable phenomenon of sociological, biological, or 
physiological circumstances (Pargament and Park 1995,18) and eonsiders that 
answers can be derived from a thorough understanding of the same-based on the data 
derived from interviews, the elinieians locate the source of meaning in an 
understanding of the mystery of the transcendent which supercedes and precedes all 
human ability to understand or artieulate. That the ways of a transcendent being may 
not be understandable, that the unexplainable does occur, is for theology, not a place 
of ending, failure, or absence of meaning. As Pargament and Park note, theology 
does not deny the undeniable but, it emphatically denies that the undeniable is
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inexplicable (1995, 16). Said another way, theology assists psychology in finding 
“something comprehensible in the deepest problems of existence” (Pargament and 
Park 1995, 16) and extends the source of meaning through and beyond the human 
ability to imderstand and or articulate.
Clinicians seem to concur with this understanding of the location of meaning 
and report that when neither they nor the client could explain why the client 
continued to come back for therapy or continued to trust in God; the meaning located 
in the presence of the transcendent appeared to sustain the client and, as is shown in 
the responses of the clinicians, the clinicians as well.
Theology as Critical Evaluative Partner
As identified by the clinicians, theology has critically evaluated psychology in 
two ways. One, theology has critiqued psychology’s use of the medical model where 
the client and his or her circumstances are evaluated for disease or pathology. In the 
work of the Center, as was noted above, the clinician thinks of the client as a child of 
God and worth-full in the sight of God. As such the work of the Center begins with 
the acknowledgement of the strengths of the client and not his or her disease. 
Clinicians provide psychotherapy that begins with the client as made in the image of 
holiness and proceeds to provide whatever assistance is needed so that the client may 
move more and more toward wholeness.
Second, theology critiqued psychology’s notion of the supremacy of the 
human will and its ability to orchestrate all of life. The clinicians who engage in the 
work of the Center acknowledge and make room for an appeal to the presence and the
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power of a transcendent being in the work of healing and the movement toward 
wholeness. Neither clinicians nor clients hold that this work is done based on the 
strength of the human will alone but is aided and moved forward most effectively 
when the power of the transcendent is made available in appropriate ways.
B. Two New Ways for Theology to Engage Psychology in Equitable Collaboration
Based on the experience of the Center and the data gleaned from the 
clinicians’ interviews this portion of Chapter Five will report two additional ways this 
study extends Jones’ understanding of the manner in which theology and psychology 
may collaborate such that theology is able to maintain its sources of authority.
Theology as Communal Partner
The first way the work of the Center adds to Jones’ assertions regarding how 
theology and psychology might collaborate regards the role of theology as communal 
partner. Though there are examples of religious persons who lived ascetic lives (i.e. 
separated from others as hermits, etc); the vast witness of the scriptures, the 
experiences of gathered communities (i.e. churches), and even the original calling of 
the chosen of God (i.e. the Hebrew nation) into a community of people attests to the 
importance of community.
When the interviews of the clinicians were examined the importance of the 
community of the Center to the clinicians was unmistakable. This study shows that 
as theology brings the concept of community to the work of collaboration at least 
three things occur. The first is focused on the support of the clinicians. The
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clinicians are able to increase their learning because they have access to the living 
textbooks of their colleagues in the safe and sacred setting of the Center. As a 
community constructed on theological ground the Center provides support, 
correction, formation, and engagement or, said another way, the safe, worshipful, 
incubator like space where the challenging topic of collaboration can be broached.
The second item related to the topic of theology as communal partner is 
concerned with van der Yen’s normative attributes (i.e. freedom, equality, 
universality, and solidarity) (van der Yen 1993, 60-61). Theology as communal 
partner makes room for the freedom, equality, universality and solidarity of each 
person engaged in the clinical setting and for the communities (e.g. family systems, 
work environments, church settings, etc.) they represent, return to, and ultimately 
affect. By virtue of being focused on these values for both the client and the broader 
community (i.e. the circumstances and community of the clients) the clinicians report 
that the Center is concerned with the well being of the individual client as well as the 
many communities they represent and to which they return. The clinicians note that 
they pray for the clients, their circumstances, and their communities as part of their 
work with the client. This behavior rises out of an understanding of the client, his or 
her circumstances, and his or her community as equally imago dei and equally worth- 
full of the assistance and support that will allow the client and his or her 
circumstances and community to be transformed into the fullness of its status as 
created by God.
Finally, the third way in which theology as commvmal partner engages 
psychology is as a source of the healing power of community that, according to
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McMinn and McRay was, “once grounded within the ... context and value system of 
the church [but is now] labeled the discovery of modernity and... redefined in a 
secular context” (1997, 102). The clinicians report that the clients find the Center to 
be a sacred community where they are supported in familiar ways (e.g., through 
prayer), greeted and welcomed by a commimity of persons (e.g. the persons who 
answers the phone and conduct the intakes), and where they are made to feel a part of 
the commimity that seeks after healing.
As relates to the clinicians, they too report the presence of commimity 
provides support, growth, healing, and the opportunity to develop the skills necessary 
to engage in integrative mental health care. Theology as communal partner provides 
an intentional space for healing and operates out of that space for clients and 
clinicians alike. Moreover, theology as communal partner lends to psychology an 
understanding of community that is best understood as an essential part of the 
therapeutic exercise and not an uimecessary or extraneous benefit.
Theology as A Priori
The second and final amendment to Jones’ suggested way of collaboration is 
found in theology’s role as a priori. The definition of a priori is “of or relating to 
something that is presupposed by experience in general and considered as 
antecedently necessary in order that experience in general should be intelligible.” In 
this instance, theology brings to psychology a foundational belief that is considered as 
antecedently necessary in order for psychology to be intelligible. According to 
Neville at the heart of Christian theology is a belief that the transcendent desires that
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the covenant be repaired, that all of creation be restored, and that salvos (i.e. salvation
and health) be the status of all of the created order (1991b, 117).
Psychology seeks to help people in many ways, however its bottom line may 
depend on the era, the school of psychology, or the particular day a client and 
clinician meet. Theology, as a priori, makes the goal of all healing, including 
psychological healing, something far more teleological. The a prior role of theology 
in the collaborative activity with psychology is to assert that the components of the 
Logos, (i.e. righteousness, piety, faith and hope) do exist, cohere m love, and are 
available. The nature of theology as a priori is to signal what Perrin notes concerning 
the telos of humanity; that all [healing] should be ultimately focused on secunng the 
blessings of salvation for humanity, as intended by the promise of salvation (1967,
59). Without the a priori status of theology, without the clarity that the Logos exists, 
without the hope of salvos, that is, salvation; the work of psychology may place the 
finest bandages on the wounds of the world but it may not enable the deep healing 
that makes way for a fully vital life. Clinicians #2, #7, #12, and #18 each point out 
that the real agency of the Center is the presence and power of love (i.e. the 
components of the Logos as they most perfectly cohere), and that this love is best 
understood through the a priori nahare of theology .
C. Summary
The work of Jones provides one of the most recent treatments of the ways in 
which theology and psychology may collaborate in the delivery of mental health care. 
The three theoretical ways offered in his 1996 work were tested in the concrete
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setting of the Center and proved valid and useful. The experience of the Center 
extends Jones’ list by two additional items. The author of this paper in no way 
assumes that the list, now enlarged to five, is complete. Instead, it is the intent of this 
study to open dialogue and to share the evolving list with others who, likewise, will 
test and expand it to include what is not yet seen.
IV. Is This Study Practical Theological in Nature?
Chapter One noted that this study would be guided by a practical theological 
framework. According to scholars in the field, practical theology proposes to bring 
theology into a collaborative relationship with other disciplines in order to meet the 
emerging needs of church and society (Ballard and Pritchard, 1996; Browning, 1996, 
van der Ven, 1993; Fowler, 1999) while guarding against the diminishment of 
theology’s sources of authority^ (Fowler, 1999). An analysis of the work of selected 
practical theologians in Chapter Two strongly suggests that there are at least five 
common criteria of a practical theological approach which are (a) theological, (b) 
experiential, (c) hermeneutical, (d) dialectical, and (e) teleological.
The task of this portion of the dissertation is to evaluate how the five aspects 
of a practical theological approach contribute to the development of this study. 
Further this section will investigate what can be learned from the definition of 
practical theology proffered in Chapter One, and used to undergird this research.
^ Throughout the remainder of this chapter when discussing the desired type of collaborative 
relationship, that is where theology and psychology collaborate with theology maintaining its sources 
of authority, it will be called an appropriate collaborative relationship.
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Finally, this segment of Chapter Five will offer recommendations for the field of 
practical theology.
A. The Five Commonalities of a Practical Theological Approach
Based on the work of Browning, Chopp, Fowler, Tracy and van der Ven, the 
following section will evaluate this study’s use of the five aspects of practical 
theology.
Practical Theology as Theological
Provided by Neville, the definition of theology used in this study is “the 
conceptualization of assumptions and assertions about divine matters that are made, 
can be made and ought to be made in order to know as much of the truth as possible” 
(1991b, 1). Additionally, truth, as put forward by Tillich is the outcome of a 
cognitive process where the essence of a thing is revealed and grasped such that 
wrong expectations are avoided (1951, 102). Therefore, to be a practical theological 
study, this project must have engaged in the conceptualization of assumptions and 
assertions about divine matters in order to avoid incorrect expectations.
The actions of this project have been to take in data, analyze it, present 
findings, and interpret those findings. Based on this process, the researcher for this 
study has been able to conceptualize the role of sanctification in the life of the Center 
and has provided both assumptions and assertions regarding this role. That the 
clinicians report divine and sacred characteristics have been bestowed on the 
community and the work of the Center and that they themselves have been engaged in
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and transformed by a process aligned with personal sanctification suggests that the 
influence and impact of a process of sanctification and the role of the transcendent 
(i.e. divine matters) has brought forth new truth in the context of the Center.
Moreover, now that the research project has produced new ways of thinking 
about the role of sanctification in the life of the Center; the clinicians and those 
charged with leading it forward will be able to envision the next iteration of the 
Center and its work in new and more finely tuned ways. Going forward this may 
allow the Center to avoid a range of incorrect expectations and actions and to move 
more swiftly toward deeper levels of truth as relates to the work of the Center and its 
effects on the lives of the clients and the clinicians.
Practical Theology as Experiential
Following Browning, Fowler, and van der Ven, the data for this study were 
based on the concrete experiences of the clinicians. Without the experience of the 
clinicians; without their generosity; without their willingness to share the deep and 
meaningful stories of accomplishments, fhistrations, and hopes; without their honesty 
and forthrightness about their experiences with the Center; this project would have 
been impossible.
Practical Theology as Hermeneutical
As was noted in Chapter One, the definition of hermeneutic that underlies this 
project is the art of interpretation (Neville 1991b, 14). Among the four primary 
authors whose work was plumbed to deduce the five common characteristics of a
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practical theological approach, hermeneutics was the single item about which each 
spoke clearly and intentionally.
As well, at the heart of this project was the task of interpreting the stories and 
experiences of the clinicians. As noted in Chapter Two hermeneutics makes 
interpretation possible by requiring and moving through processes of revelation (the 
offering of the clinicians’ stories), sending (what the clinicians intended to say), 
receiving (what the interviewer heard), and rightly understanding (as tested in the 
opportunity for clinicians to amend their interview transcripts). This process was 
assisted by the back and forth review of the transcripts by the researcher, the 
clinicians’ opportunity to review and edit the transcripts, and the responses of the 
clinicians during a May 2, 2005 presentation of the results of the study.
The project reported in these pages participated in these steps as noted, 
parenthetically, above. The outcome of this hermeneutical process was that the data 
was interpreted within a structure that provided for the possibility that what was 
intended to be communicated was sent, received, and rightly understood. Like van 
der Ven (1999, 331). this study can assert that the hermeneutical process had primacy 
in the research design and the outcome of the study’s findings
Practical Theology as Dialectical
As was noted in Chapter Two the word dialectical is used to connote “the 
practice of arriving at the truth by the exchange of logical arguments; a method of 
argument... or expression that systematically weighs contradictory factors or ideas 
with a view to the resolution of the real or apparent contradictions. While Browning,
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Fowler, Tracy, and van der Ven each note that theology must engage in a dialectical 
exchange as part of a practical theological enterprise, it was the work of Chopp 
(1987) that provided an important caution for practical theology in general, and as 
will be seen below, for this study in particular. Chopp suggests that for an activity to 
be dialectical it must embrace an intentionally wide array of pluralistic participants 
and be especially inclusive of those participants who are most often left at the 
margins. Without the breadth of input that can come only from a pluralistic set of 
partners, Chopp avers, a practical theological exercise is without legitimacy.
The need for a dialectical approach to this study was understood from the 
beginning and, in actuality, was inherent in the study’s design. Given that the 
disciplines of theology and psychology represent different and, according to the 
literature, often opposing points of view; it was understood that a vigorous dialectical 
exchange would ensue as they were brought together. In addition, the researcher for 
this project began her approach to the Center aligned with Chopp’s assertion that the 
richness of the practical theological exchange would be in direct proportion to the 
variety of voices engaged.
The clinicians did engage in a dialectical relationship with a view toward 
resolving contradictions between theology and psychology as partners in the delivery 
of collaborative mental health care. This exchange extended the clinicians’ 
understanding of the compatibilities between the disciplines (e.g., both seek to make 
meaning, both seek to help the client use whatever tools are available to them, both 
are interested in the clients seeing themselves as worth-full, etc.). In addition the 
clinicians noted that their participation in the dialectical process opened up heretofore
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covert interest in grappling with the range of opportunities provided by the presence 
of theology’s sources as a partner in integrative mental health care (e.g., the role of 
the transcendent, the use of biblical text, etc.). Finally, it was the presence of a 
dialectical process that allowed the clinicians to bring all of their experience with 
psychology to bear on the sources of theology in an open and fulsome manner. This 
process created the opportunity for discussion that was unfettered by the need to too 
highly regard either discipline and enabled by the clinicians’ willingness to make 
each discipline fully available to the inspection of the other.
It is also important to note that, according to Chopp, a dialectical process 
ought to include as wide an array of voices and opinions as is possible. While some 
(e.g. Chopp, 1987) might critique the Center for seeking clinicians from more, rather 
than less, theistically aligned backgroimds (i.e. Jewish, Unitarian, and Christian) the 
researcher for this study holds that this narrow theological band width was important 
for the Center’s nascent stage. The importance of the clinicians’ similarities as relates 
to the presence of a transcendent being came to light as the clinicians began to talk 
about the role (positive or negative) of the transcendent. That the clinicians could 
stand on a common piece of real estate, with no need to debate the existence of such a 
being changed the course of their dialogue. Clinicians who were Unitarian, Baptist, 
Catholic, Episcopalian, African Methodist Episcopal, Congregationalist, and Seventh 
Day Adventist could, almost immediately, engage in a second order level of 
conversation regarding the place, role, power, and import of this being.^
* It is important to note that the Center has two Jewish clinicians who were volunteers at the 
time of the study. One was out of the area and unavailable for an interview and sadly, the other was
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In the future, as the territory of the collaborative relationship between 
theology and psychology is better mapped by the cartographic activities of early 
forays such as the Center, it may be possible to concur with those voices who call for 
a wider circle of theological beliefs around the table. However, it is important to 
note, this is not a given. As has been noted above, a dialectical activity invites a view 
toward the resolution of real and or apparent contradictions. The Center, and 
agencies like it, will have to investigate whether or not gathering a community of 
clinicians who do not hold, and are not interested in holding, a more rather than less 
common view of a transcendent being would affect its ability to do its work. There is 
the possibility that the widening of the circle would bring benefits untold; however, it 
is also possible that there is a range of voices too wide to make progress likely. The 
Center’s experience and choices regarding a limited rather than more expansive 
theological circle suggests the need for more discussion, which will be addressed in 
section IV of this chapter.
Practical Theology as Teleological
According to the description of practical theology proffered in Chapter Two, 
in order to be teleological, a practical theological exercise must be directed toward 
and shaped by a purpose ... as determined by final causes or by the design of a 
divine Providence. As was asserted in the same chapter, the form of practical
the twenty-second therapist whose audio tape was so damaged that it could not be used in the research 
project. It is also important to note because both men and women of the Muslim and Jewish faiths 
hold to a theistic understanding of a Transcendent being, their presence in the work of the Center 
would fall within the early hopes of maintaining a community of theologically similarly positioned 
persons.
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theology ascribed to by the author of this project sets out as its teleological goal 
eschatological individual, ecclesial, and societal on-going transformation. While this 
very topic will be taken up in fuller measure in the sub-section that follows, it appears 
with an eschatological end the study operated within the definition of the teleological 
aspect of a practical theological study.
B. The Researcher’s Definition of Practical Theology 
The definition of practical theology proposed in this paper is, Practical 
theology is a mutually critical correlation of the interpreted praxis and theory of the 
Christian sources and the interpreted praxis and theory of other communities of 
experience with the specific aim of guiding its action toward normative and 
eschatological individual, ecclesial and societal on-going transformation.
A significant point, rising from this study’s use of a mutually critical 
correlational model, may be asserted for the field of practical theology. At stake is 
the question, can this type of model engage the interpreted praxis and theory of both 
Christian (i.e. theology’s) sources and other communities of experience (in this case 
psychology) in such a way that theology’s sources are not diminished and, as Fowler 
notes, theology retains “its difficult but central focus on constructive and critical 
discerning of and responding to the praxis of God” (1999,292).
The author of this study suggests that a process of mutual critical correlation 
can be useful in a definition of practical theology where both Tracy’s and Fowler’s 
goals are accomplished. A process of mutual critical correlation is appropriate for 
practical theology when the outcome of the exercise is bounded by an overall
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eschatological end that corresponds with the praxis of God.^ A short excursus on the 
meaning of the phrase eschatological end may be helpful here.
As was noted in Chapter Two van der Ven holds that an eschatological end 
may be understood as, basileia^ He also suggests that the term may be applicable 
regardless of a particular world view of religion (van der Ven 1999, 68-69).
However, van der Ven asserts, when working in a Judea-Christian context (as is the 
case with the clinicians who were interviewed for this study) the symbol of basileia is 
held to represent the richness of God’s creative act in the assurance of salvation as 
supported in the Hebrew and Greek Testaments.^ Further, as noted by Perrin basileia 
represents the sum and total of Jesus’ teaching (1967, 55).
If basileia is presupposed as the end of the practical theological exercise 
undertaken in this paper, it does not hold that any aspect of a prior, fulsome, and or 
expert process of mutual critical correlation can overtake basileia when it is the 
essential arbiter of all activity. With basileia as the end of any practical theological 
exercise, the exercise must focus on and be measured by God’s creative act in the 
assurance of salvation.
’  The praxis of God, according to Fowler, can be understood as the action of God in the 
ongoing creation, governance, redemption, and liberation of the world as it moves toward the kingdom 
of God “the commonwealth of love and justice - in which God’s work and [humanity’s] partnership 
aim at and participate” (Fowler, 1987, p. 21). Though Fowler does not use the phrase basileia in his 
definition of the praxis of God, for purposes of this study Fowler’s praxis of God will be held as 
pointing toward components of basileia.
* The term basileia is used to represent the more common expression the Kingdom of God.
As Perrin suggests, the Kingdom of God, or basileia may be understood as the blessings of salvation 
secured for humanity by God’s intervention into the world through Jesus (Perrin, 1967, p. 59).
* For van der Ven (1993) the four normative principles are also represented in the concept 
basileia. Humankind is free to respond to the call of God in Jesus, all are equal in responding to that 
call, the call is universally proclaimed and those who would be forgotten and are often left at the
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Connecting this statement with Neville’s understanding of salvation, this 
study asserts that a practical theology that ends in and is measured by its engagement 
in salvific acts must focus and be intent on activities that do one thing, that is heal the 
broken covenant. If, for instance, in a mutually critical correlation between reason (as 
a source of theology) and the wisdom of cognitive behavioral therapy (a theory of 
psychology and also known as CBT) it is shown that something in CBT is more 
applicable in a situation relating to the delivery of integrative mental health care, the 
knowledge taken from that correlation may be applied, as long as it meets the goals of 
basileia as the final arbiter of its application. When an eschatological sine qua non is 
held as the end of all things, no means (mutually critically correlated or not) can 
overcome it and practical theology need not fear collaboration with psychology, 
sociology, architecture, music, or any other thing under the sun.
Therefore, this study asserts that a process of mutual critical correlation, when 
used within the boimds of an eschatological exercise that will be held accountable to 
basileia, is an appropriate component for a definition of practical theology.
C. Recommendations for Practical Theology
This study suggests three findings for the field of practical theology. First, it 
asserts that when practical theology maintains an eschatological teleology it may 
fearlessly engage with other non-theological disciplines in a process of mutual critical 
correlation. It may do so because with basileia as the final arbiter of all activities
margins of society are, in this case, at the center of the mission of the one whom came preaching that 
basileia was at hand.
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practical theology’s limits are clear and it is situated to do as Fowler suggests, “retain 
its difficult but central focus on constructive and critical discerning of and responding 
to the praxis of God” (1999,292).
Second, while much of the literature suggests schema (cf. Browning 1996; 
Poling and Miller 1985; van der Ven 1993; Tracy 1983; Fowler 1983) for undertaking 
practical theological studies, the sheer breath of the topics taken up by the field (cf 
Andrews 2002; Browning 1996; Cavanaugh 1998; Geis and Messer 1994; Hauerwas 
1995; Townes 1995) portends poorly for a single schema capable of meeting the wide 
range of methodological needs. However, it is possible to suggest a set of criteria 
that are discemable in any practical theological exercise. This study begins this 
dialogue by suggesting five criteria (i.e. practical theology is theological, experiential, 
hermeneutical, dialectical, and teleological) deduced from a review of four 
theologians engaged in the field of practical theology. A more exhaustive review of 
the field, both in the American and worldwide context, would test and extend this list 
such that a critically tested set of criteria (as opposed to schema) for the field of 
practical theology could be asserted.
Finally, while there is no consensus regarding whether practical theology is a 
Christian enterprise or if it can be extended to any activity that, according to Neville, 
has as its goal the conceptualization of assumptions and assertions about divine 
matters that are made, can be made and ought to be made in order to know as much of 
the truth as possible (1991b, 1); the definition put forward in this study, suggests that 
practical theology is bounded by an eschatological framework that ends in the 
basileia of Jesus and is indeed a Christian exercise.
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However, the finding for the field of practical theology relates to the need for 
the discipline to be clear as to whether or not it will operate within the bounds of a 
theologically Christian definition or whether it will not. Whatever the decision, the 
discussion taken up on this matter will allow the field to determine how it wishes to 
be rightly and consistently described and how it will go forward to meet the emerging 
needs of the church and the society.
V. Recommendations for the Field of Clinical Integration
In the preceding section selected recommendations were offered relating to 
the field of practical theology. The recommendations proffered in the following 
section refer specifically to the work of the Center and, in general, to the field of 
integration. The recommendations will be addressed under the following topics;
■ An issue of language
■ On-going research topics
■ Concrete recommendations for the Center
A. An Issue of Language
The issue of language is significant for the field of integration. Earlier in 
these pages space was devoted to an apologetic for the use of the term theology in 
place of the terms spiritual or religious. Further, there has been some need to go back 
and forth between the cognates of collaborative and integrative in order to describe 
the emerging field where the epistemologies of theology and psychology come 
together in the delivery of mental health care. However, while the term integration
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has taken on greater currency in psychological circles/® it is not well known or 
widely used within theological circles. This may be due to the fact that the term 
integration was coined by the psychological profession for its own purposes (cf. 
Vande Kemp, 1996). As the two disciplines work more collaboratively in the pursuit 
of a discipline that draws equitably from both epistemologies and professional guilds 
it may be necessary to reconsider the use of the term integration.
During the American Psychological Association Division 36 Mid Year 
Research Roimdtable** interest in collaboration between the two fields was evident in 
a paper presented by Mark McMinn. In his paper, “Psychologists and Clergy 
Working Together” (unpublished paper), McMinn suggested that if the field of 
integration is to go forward with the best of both disciplines, then each discipline will 
have to abide by seven steps of effective collaboration. The seven steps are as 
follows:
■ Establish strong relationships
■ Communicate well
■ Respect one another
■ Develop common values and goals
■ Recognize complementary expertise between the disciplines
■ Develop both psychological and spiritual (e.g., theological) awareness
■ Learn to trust one another
As the disciplines of theology and psychology are able to move more in the 
direction noted in McMinn’s presentation, it might be possible to consider a way to
This is especially true for Division 36 of the American Psychological Association (APA). 
According to the official website of the APA, http://www.apa.org/about/division/div36.html, Division 
36 is the division within the organization that is concerned with the inter-relationship between 
psychology, religion and spirituality.
” This conference was held April 1 -2,2005 at Loyola College in Maryland.
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title the emerging field such that it becomes familiar to and privileged by both 
disciplines. For the purpose of discussion the author of this study would like to 
suggest the term collaborative^^ mental health care in place of integrative mental 
health care. As has been noted previously, the etymology of the term to collaborate 
implies the presence of work and toil. This type of relationship suggests the efforts 
necessary if theology and psychology are to overcome their century long schism.
On a personal note, as the researcher for this study is a middle age woman of 
African American descent, the use of the term integration is an uncomfortable one. 
From the perspective of a black woman, bom two years after the landmark 1954 
United States Supreme Court decision Brown et al. v. the Board of Education of 
Topeka; the desegregation movement of the late 50’s and 60’s (a.k.a. the integration 
movement) encouraged black people to act more like white people (Higganbotham 
1993). Though the concept of integration may not be held as such in the thinking of 
many who participate in the field now known as integration (especially white men 
and women), the use of the term may retain pejorative aspects for some. If this is the 
case then a discussion regarding the name of the field might prove enlightening. The 
benefit of this type of discussion could conceivably move the disciplines toward more 
effective collaborative relationships and thus, richer and more beneficial outcomes for 
the field.
From this point forward, the term collaborative will be used in place of the term integrative 
to describe the mental health care that draws from the epistemologies of both theology and psychology.
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B. On Going Research Topics
There are many possible research projects suggested throughout the pages of 
this study. For instance, while local pastors were integral in the formation of the 
Center and as a continuing referral source; little has been done to assess their current 
sense of the Center’s activities or to develop an on-going relationship with them. 
Another example of a group that would provide valuable information to the Center 
are those clients who have discontinued their counseling with the Center either 
because of the completion of their work or for some other reason. As of yet, this 
group has not been studied in any way. Finally, it would be interesting to interview 
clinicians who are not engaged in collaborative mental health care and comparatively 
determine their understanding of theology’s role in psychotherapeutic engagement.
However, while each of these topics is worthwhile and important, 
remembering Cox’s assertion that the clinician is the most important component in 
the delivery of mental health care (1997, 518-519), the research agenda proffered in 
the pages that follow is focused on the clinicians engaged in the work of the Center.
The Transformation of the Clinicians
The Transformation of the Clinicians. Throughout the literature on the field 
of integration much is offered as relates to the role of the clinicians as instruments in 
the delivery of mental health care (e.g. Firestone 2003; Dryden and Spurling 1989;
In the Spring of 2003 the Center sponsored five fi-ee training programs for pastors on topics 
suggested by pastors. While the sessions were well evaluated by the pastors who attended, the 
attendance was always sparse. Location, timing, parking, etc. all surfaced as issues that required 
attention before the series could be re-launched which, as of the publication of this study, has not yet 
occurred.
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Sussman 1995; Sullivan 1998; Sperry 2001; Cox 1997). However, virtually nothing 
is available on the topic of clinicians as recipients of the experience of, or the effect 
engendered in their lives as participants in the delivery of, collaborative mental health 
care. While the study taken up in these pages does investigate this phenomenon and 
shows that the clinicians have been transformed, it does so with a small sample of 
clinicians in a discreet and limited situation. Moreover, the clinicians were selected 
because they had a strong religious affiliation and because they were willing (and 
able) to volunteer several hours per month at the Center. Given these circumstances, 
the findings of this study are limited and, at best, suggestive for the field.
More work must be conducted on the effect engendered in the lives of 
clinicians, or said another way, on the process of transformation that takes place in 
the lives of clinicians who participate in collaborative mental health care. For 
instance, qualitative studies might consider whether or not a clinician’s participation 
in collaborative mental health care transforms his or her (a) faith life, (b) church 
attendance, (c) relationship with a transcendent being, (d) engagement in spiritual 
disciplines (prayer, meditation, etc), (e) overall quality of life, or (f) philanthropic 
giving to religious institutions, etc. Data derived from this type of inquiry would 
extend the findings of this study and provide further information on whether or not 
participation in collaborative mental health care has a salutary, neutral, or negative 
affect on a clinician’s professional and or personal life. Qualitative and quantitative 
studies could be coupled to measure better whether and to what extent a clinician has 
been transformed. Mixed method studies of this nature might inquire as to the level 
of change in a clinician’s engagement in a process of sanctification, religiosity.
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spirituality, general well being, participation in religious activities, and/or 
participation in spiritual disciplines (e.g., prayer, meditation, etc.).
Additionally, inquiry could be made into the relationship between a clinician’s 
participation in collaborative mental health care and the level and kind of clinical or 
religious training received, whether or not his or her own personal psychotherapy 
included religious material (cf. Cohen 1994a), and or when the clinician began a 
relationship with a transcendent being (cf. Bilgrave and Deluty 2002). Data of this 
type might provide insight into what predicts whether or not a clinician is inclined to 
participate in collaborative mental health care or criteria that suggest a clinician 
should not participate in collaborative mental health care.
The Impact of Community
An additional area open for study is the impact of community on clinicians who 
participate in collaborative mental health care. As can be seen from this study, the 
clinicians who volunteer with the Center note the importance of community in almost 
every aspect of their experience, including the Center’s program of training.
Given that the wider field of psychology has not yet fully embraced 
collaborative mental health care, it is not surprising that the clinicians appreciated a 
community of colleagues with whom they could engage in the subject matter in an 
open and innovative manner. Moreover, when this occurred in an environment that 
was judged to be a safe space for exploration and growth, it is no wonder it was 
evaluated as a helpful component of training and as supportive of the experience of 
delivering collaborative mental hedth care.
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However, a review of the literature focused on the field of integration does not 
take up the theme of community as a component of preparing for (i.e. training) or the 
delivery of mental health care. While the subject matter of training is addressed in 
the literature and is a reasonable place to search for commentary on the topic of 
community, most discussions on training tend to focus on the techniques and skills 
necessary to deliver collaborative mental health care (cf. Miller 2000, Jensen and 
Bergin 1988; West 2001; Richards and Bergin 2000; Shafranske and Maloney 1996); 
and not on the role of, the effect engendered in the lives of clinicians as a 
consequence of, or the transformation that takes place in the context of community.
Based on the interviews with the clinicians who participated in this study further 
investigation into the role of community is warranted and highly recommended.
More data on this topic might provide helpful insight for the field and suggest new 
ways of constructing training experiences and working environments. As relates to 
collaborative mental health care and the construction of community for training 
cohorts or working environments, new research might address the following 
questions.
■ What constitutes a positive community for clinicians engaged in 
collaborative mental health care?
■ Is this type of commumty different fi'om other commumties that are 
regarded as positive by clinicians engaged in other types of mental health 
care?
■ What do clinicians want from a training community/or the community of 
their working environment?
■ What does the community provide to clinicians as they undertake training?
■ What does the community provide in a working situation?
■ Are there criteria for constituting communities of clinicians that are more 
helpfiil in providing successful experiences of training?
■ Are there criteria for constituting communities of clinicians that are more 
helpful in building successful working environments?
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■ Are there hindrances to assembling communities of clinicians for training 
or for working environments? If so, what are they?
C. Concrete Recommendations for the Pastoral Counseling Center 
at Trinity Church, Boston
The dictates of community-responsible research require that the subject of the 
research benefit from it. As such, the author of this study always intended to 
formulate suggestions that might prove helpful to the work of the Center. The 
following section will focus on recommendations as they relate to the Center’s 
program of training.
A focus on training has been selected for three reasons. First, the author of 
this paper was the primary architect of the Center’s program of training from its 
inception until the spring of 2004. As such, she knows it well. Second, the program 
of training sponsored by the Center is the one aspect of its work that has been 
evaluated as a possible revenue stream.*^ Therefore, it is important to the Center to 
have as much input in this area as possible. Finally, when the clinicians’ interviews 
were distributed into secondary codes, training was the topic that received the most 
attention.
Based on the data from the participants the following section will provide 
recommendations for the next iteration of the Center’s program of training. It is also 
hoped that what follows might open avenues of discussion and innovation for the 
field of collaborative mental health care in general.
In the spring of 2004 the Marketing and Planning division of Blue Cross Blue Shield 
provided a pro-bono assessment of the Center’s mission, revenue stream and future direction. This
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Research suggests that the availability of training in the field of integration is 
sc^lrce and not yet well conceived (e.g., Cashwell and Young 2004; Tisdale 2003; 
Brawer et al. 2002; Schulte et al. 2002; Curtis and Glass 2002; Targ 1999; Ingersoll 
1997; Moon et al. 1993; Shafranske and Maloney 1990). Further, according to Cox 
(1997) and West (2001), what training is available often focuses on the theories (i.e. 
particular psychological schools of thought) and techniques (i.e. particular ways of 
delivering mental health care) thought necessary for the delivery of collaborative 
mental health care.
Browning suggests this type of theory/technique based education has been the 
standard for over four hundred years. He notes, “Since the Enlightenment the modem 
experiment has been dedicated to the improvement of human life through the increase 
of objective scientific knowledge (theoria) that is then applied to human problems 
(techne). The modem university has built itself on the idea of increasing the 
cognitive and theoretical grasp of our social and natural environment. Issues 
pertaining to the goals of human action generally are reduced to the technical solution 
of perceived problems.” (Browning 1996, 34).
Education that reduces learning to technical solutions is not appropriate for 
the work of the Center. Instead clinicians engaged in the work of the Center 
specifically, and collaborative mental health care in general, require education that 
will prepare them to take in knowledge, experience, technique and skill, and apply it 
to an ever changing range of situations brought on by the irreducible circumstances
plan suggested that the Center consider designing and marketing a training program for clinicians not 
associated with the Center.
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and verities of human life and the condition of the broken covenant. Those who 
volunteer in the setting of the Center and who participate in collaborative mental 
health care (daresay any mental health care) require education that will prepare them 
to become what Fowler terms, a competent practitioner. Fowler goes further and 
suggests this competent practitioner is one who possesses, . a kind of knowing 
that guides being and doing. While concerned with theory [this knowing], it is not 
theoria', while concerned with techniques, it is not poiesis. Its knowledge is a 
practical knowing - a knowing in which skills and understanding cooperate; a 
knowing in which experience and critical reflection work in concert; a knowing in 
which disciplined improvisation, against a backdrop of reflective wisdom, marks the 
virtuosity of the competent practitioner.” (1983, 154-155).
In essence, what Fowler describes as the possession of the competent 
practitioner is the virtue of phronesis. A short excursus on this virtue is warranted 
because, as will be shown, phronesis - the intellectual virtue of wise practice - is the 
concept that grounds the training suggested in the following pages.
In his work After Virtue, MacIntyre suggests phronesis “Comes to mean ... 
someone who knows how to exercise judgment in particular cases” (1984, 154). 
However, phronesis is more than the exercise of an acutely formed sixth sense. 
Taylor in his essay “Justice After Virtue”, notes, “Aristotle thought that our moral 
imderstanding could never be fully explicit. It could not be stated in a set of rules, 
however long. The endless variety of the situations of action meant that we could 
only live well if we had some kind of insightful imderstanding, not reducible to rules.
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... This is what Aristotle called phronesis. Part of one’s grasp of the good lies in 
knowing how to act in varying circxamstances.” (1994, 28).
MacIntyre continues,
Phronesis is an intellectual virtue; but it is that intellectual virtue without 
which none of the other virtues of character can be exercised. Aristotle’s 
distinction between [intellectual and character] virtues is initially made in 
terms of a contrast between the ways in which [the two types] are acquired; 
intellectual virtues are acquired through teaching, the virtues of character from 
habitual exercise. We become just or courageous by performing just or 
courageous acts; we become theoretically or practically wise as a result of 
systematic instruction. Nonetheless these two kinds of moral education are 
intimately related. As we transform our initial naturally given dispositions 
into virtues of character, we do so gradually by coming to exercise those 
dispositions [according to right reason]. The exercise of intelligence is what 
makes the crucial difference between a natural disposition of a certain kind 
and the corresponding virtue. Conversely, the exercise of practical 
intelligence requires the presence of the virtues of character; otherwise it 
denigrates into or remains from the outset merely a certain cunning capacity 
for linking means to any end rather than to those ends which are the genuine 
goods for [humanity] (1984,154).
Then, according to MacIntyre and Taylor, phronesis may be understood as insightful 
understanding that allows one to act in varying circumstances according to right 
reason and is linked to the provision of good for humanity.
Here the author of this paper will depart from MacIntyre’s Aristotelian 
discussion of the genuine good for hmnanity and suggest, according to Neville 
(1991b), another way of understanding the genuine good is to see it as the repair of 
the covenant (i.e. salvation). If this is the case then wise practice, or phronesis, can 
been understood as that which leads to the repair of the covenant.
Understood in this way, training which is grounded in phronesis cormects the 
work of the Center with the repair of the covenant; that is the repair of the
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relationship between God and self, self and self, self and other, and self and creation. 
This training occurs over time and is a result of the clinicians practicing on a wide 
variety of cases and examples. Moreover, training grounded in phronesis is capable 
of engaging Fowler’s notion that both the clinician and his or her work will be shaped 
by their participation. Said another way, clinicians, whose training is groimded in 
phronesis, will practice making wise judgments that lead to the repair of the covenant 
and by virtue of the activity of practice they will sharpen their skills and become 
wiser persons capable of wiser judgments.
Two other points must be made before a program of training based in 
phronesis may be suggested for the Center. Returning to the work of MacIntyre, from 
an Aristotelian point of view obtaining the virtue of friendship is one of the highest 
goals. Further, MacIntyre understands that it is within the bonds of friendship that 
community is formed and a shared recognition of what is good may be reached and 
pursued (1984, 155-156).
The community of clinicians formed under the auspices of the Center proved 
to be the locus of the shared recognition of the importance of the work of the Center 
and the concrete setting that allowed the work to move forward. The importance of 
community in the context of the Center cannot be underestimated. In fact, according 
to MacIntyre, without community it is difficult to either articulate the good for 
humanity or to bring it to fruition (1984,191,193-194).
Given this, for one individual to assume she can constitute the next program 
of training for the Center is to misinterpret the importance of community as it relates 
to the Center. As such the researcher for this project recognizes that she cannot, as an
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individual, fully develop the next program of training. However, as a former member 
of the community she can (and will) propose a set of recommendations with the hope 
that it might be received by the community of clinicians and function to open 
conversation leading toward the development of the next program of training.
The second note of importance, which has been referenced before, is the 
training that is available for clinicians interested in integration focuses largely on 
theory and technique. The reader will recall that an analysis of three of the most 
recent textbooks (i.e. Shaffanske, 1996; Miller, 2000; Richards and Bergin, 2002) in 
the field allotted their pages in the following manner:
• Techniques/specific issues that arise with clients 59.4% (722 pages)
■ History and context of the field 23% (299 pages)
■ Appendices/references 8.3% (108 pages)
• Future research/training issues 5.46% (71 pages),
• C)ther(e.g., introductions, etc) 3.84% (49 pages).
However if, as has been noted above, training grounded in phronesis intends 
to affect the clinician’s skills hy affecting the clinician, then the training proffered 
below must take up the task of developing the person as well as his or her ability to 
exercise wise judgment.
What follows will provide, as it were, grist for the mill for those who are 
interested in recasting the training efforts of the field of collaborative mental health 
care and moving toward a more holistic, well conceived, and on-going program of 
training grounded in the virtue of phronesis. Data for these recommendations were 
drawn from the comments of the clinicians (see Chapter Four), the literature (see 
Chapter Two) and the discussion of phronesis noted above. With this said, this study
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will move to a series of recommendations for the next iteration of training offered 
under the auspices of the Pastoral Counseling Center of Trinity Church, Boston, MA.
Recommendations for the Next Iteration of Training at the Center
Each of the six recommendations will be noted and, in what follows, pertinent 
points will be raised. Ultimately, those who participate in the training proffered in the 
concrete setting of the Pastoral Counseling Center of Trinity Church will:
■ See the work of the Center as focused on the repair of the covenant, which 
is the good toward which humanity must be ultimately pointed.
« Hold that what is good for humanity can best be understood and 
articulated in the setting of a community.
■ Understand the Center’s ability to engage in the repair of the covenant is 
enacted by the practice of psychotherapy and enhanced through the 
acquisition of the virtue of phronesis, which is to act wisely.
■ Recognize acting wisely in the delivery of collaborative mental health care 
requires the use of psychological techniques and skills and an appreciation 
of their limits.
■ Be able to improvise as an outcome of exercising wise judgments.
■ Be transformed as persons and as practitioners.
Toward the Repair of the Covenant. Though not intended as an original 
feature of the Center’s program of training, given the data of this study, it seems fair 
to introduce the concept of sanctification into the training of the Center. This would 
require teaching the concept of sanctification. However, while this is easy to note, 
the purposeful transmission of a specific theological position, in the concrete setting 
of the Center, may not be easy to do. As can be seen fi-om the data presented in 
Chapter Four, the importance of sanctification (both personal and social) grew out of 
the clinicians’ organic experience with the Center. Given that it was not planned as 
an aspect of the Center a process of sanctification went forward without fanfare or the
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scrutiny of doubt. However, once sanctification is structured as an essential 
component of the training its organic nature will be altered and thus may change the 
way in which it functions within the life of the Center. Further, as has been noted 
above, the Center welcomes clinicians who are able and willing to identify the 
transcendent being with whom they have a relationship, even when the clinicians’ 
understanding of the transcendent is not in strict coherence with one another.
Concerns, such as the ones noted above, will have to be resolved such that a 
variety of opinions may be welcomed and honored and the integrity of the focus on 
the repair of the covenant maintained. Hope for this type of delicate maneuver rises 
from the Center’s prior ability to create language and space where clinicians were 
able to bring their ideas about the transcendent without the requirement of 
abandoning their own or uncritically accepting the beliefs of others. Moreover, if 
clinicians who wish to volunteer with the Center are made aware that the repair of 
covenant is a goal of the Center, then, their choice to volunteer with the Center will 
be an informed one.
The Concept of the Goodfor Humanity and the Role of Community,
According to MacIntyre, what is good for humanity can best be articulated and 
pursued in the context of community. Throughout this document the importance of 
the community of the Center has been highlighted. As the Center’s program of 
training goes forward the constitution of commumty must be taken into consideration 
as one of the most important tasks. Questions raised in Chapter Four regarding the 
constitution of the community must be broached and decisions made regarding how 
wide or narrow the range of theological dispositions may be before the commumty of
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the Center begins to lose its ability to create a common language, utilize a belief in 
the presence and importance of a transcendent being, or move toward the rep^ of the 
covenant as the primary task of its work.
The Virtue ofPhronesis. A review of the work of Fowler (1983), MacIntyre 
(1984), and Taylor (1994) as noted above suggest that the acquisition of phronesis 
requires:
1. An understanding of what is good for humanity.
2. A sense of right action.*^
3. Opportunities to practice across a wide array of circumstances and 
situations.
4. A willingness to exercise judgment.
5. The use of techniques and skills.
6. An understanding of the limitation of techniques and skills.
7. A willingness to act and to improvise.
8. Movement toward becoming a wiser person and a better person.
9. The willingness to reflect on and benefit from the above.
A propos the first two items noted above, clinicians who volunteer with the 
Center must understand that the Center holds the repair of the covenant (i.e. between 
God and self, self and self, self and other, and self and creation) as that which is good 
for humanity and as the final goal of the Center’s activity. Following this, die 
clinicians must see right action as that action which leads to the repair of the 
covenant.
Regarding items three through seven, the primary structure of the Center’s 
training activities should be focused on an approach that provides the maximum 
opportunity to place before the clinicians a wide array of case studies focused on the
An amendment to this list, provided by the author of this paper, suggests that right action is 
related to and understood in the repair of the covenant.
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types of concerns (i.e. theological and psychological) brought to the Center by its 
clients. Clinicians should engage in these case studies through a process that involves 
intellectual, emotional, and somatic sensibilities. The goal of a case study approach is 
to supply clinicians with a wide variety of experiences in developing treatment 
strategies and extending their regular (i.e. non-collaborative) psychotherapy 
approaches to equitably include those that rise out of a dialectical exchange with 
theology. As always in the work of the Center, the final arbiter of any treatment plan 
must be whether or not it moves the client toward the repair of the covenant.
With respect to item eight, the training must focus on the development of the 
clinician not solely as a clinician, but also as a person of faith. While this portion of 
the training is different from the development of collaborative clinical skills and 
techniques, as MacIntyre notes, it is not separate. Instead, the development of the 
person aids the acquisition of the specific skills and the use of the skills provides a 
practice field where the clinician may show (largely to him or her self) that he or she 
has developed as a spiritual being.
Finally, item number nine calls the clinicians into a process of on-going 
professional and spiritual reflection as it relates to all aspects of traimng. This 
process allows the Center and the clinicians to capture what is good, what is working, 
and what admits to needing change such that the program of training offered by the 
Center can continue to evolve and improve. In addition, as the clinicians reflect on 
the spiritual aspects of their engagement with training, among other things, they will 
be able to consider the impact of this experience on their own faith lives.
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Skills and Techniques. As will be recalled from Chapter Two, the practical 
theological framework that undergirds this study suggests that in the process of 
bringing theology and psychology together the interpreted theory and praxis of 
psychology is not lost. In fact, the presence and on-going development of the 
clinicians’ psychological skills is an import^t and absolutely necessary aspect of the 
work of the Center. All that psychology may offer is welcomed as it is brought to 
bear, along with the sources of theology, in a movement toward the repair of the 
covenant. Therefore training offered under the auspices of the Center must help build 
the psychological skills and techniques brought by the clinicians to the work of the 
Center.
This activity may be undertaken by providing opportimities for clinicians to 
hear professionals in the field, enroll in continuing education opportunities, and or 
receive written materials. In every instance clinicians will be encouraged and 
expected to bring their best psychological skills into dialogue with the work of the 
Center during training and in the delivery of collaborative mental health care.
Improvisation. MacIntyre suggests that Aristotle believed understanding 
could never be codified in a set of rules, regardless of how long. As such the 
development of the virtue of phronesis provided a way for persons to improvise, even 
though no rule was available to direct the action. Though clinicians will be required 
to bring their best clinical skills into the Center, they will also be asked to recognize 
what any good clinician will admit; which is, there are clinical situations for which all 
of one’s graduate training has proven inadequate. Moreover, the clinicians will be 
encouraged to respond to the situation through the application of wise improvisation.
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The term improvise is borrowed from the Latin term improvisus and can be 
understood to mean unforeseen and unprepared borrowing. The Center will present 
clinicians with sufficient opportunities to cover the widest array of cases such that 
when they meet a moment when rules seem insufficient they may improvise and 
borrow from that which is unforeseen and unprepared but none the less in existence. 
Further, in the context of the Center, the training must link the improvisation and wise 
action of the clinician to the repair of the covenant.
The Human Person of the Clinician as a Recipient of Training. According to 
West clinicians who intend to engage in clinically collaborative work must be 
engaged in the development and growth of their own faith lives (2001,70), As can be 
seen in the data presented in Chapter Four, the clinicians were engaged in the 
development of their faith lives through their work at the Center and this engagement 
pointed toward Neville's understanding of personal sanctification. Given West’s 
instruction to develop the clinicians and the reality that the Center has been engaged 
in this type of activity, it is wise and consistent to suggest that the next round of 
training include’® time for the clinicians to engage in even more purposeful reflection 
on and development of themselves as spiritual persons focused on the repair of the 
covenant in their lives.
Prior experience suggests an overnight retreat format, up to three times per year, might complement 
the on-going training structure and provide an environment conducive for the type and level of 
personal engagement suggested here.
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Summary
The explication of the above noted six points sets out a rudimentary mm for 
the next round of training provided by the Center. However, these ideas require much 
more development; including should clinicians meet monthly, semi monthly, which 
authorities in the field are best able to deliver the training, and on what specific topics 
might case presentations be based. However, if the architects of the Center s training 
take into consideration the suggestions noted in Chapter Four (see page 167-174) and 
add to this wealth of data the six recommendations noted above, they will be able to 
lay a solid foundation and build the proper sanctuary to shelter and extend the training 
offered by, and the work of, the Center.
VI. Conclusion
The work of the Center began because there was a need. That Trinity Church 
provided space, that the clinicians brought their faith and a willingness to volimteer, 
that funding agencies supported this nascent idea, that clinicians well experienced in 
collaborative care provided training (virtually for fi'ee), that pastors recommended 
clients, and that the clients came - is nothing short of a miracle. This study shows 
that the miracle continues. That the process of sanctification has made an indelible 
mark on the work of the Center and transformed the faith lives of the clinicians 
suggests that the presence of the transcendent hovers near. From a Christian point of
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view this, in itself, is no miracle. However, that the clinicians have language to speak 
about it, choose to speak about it with passion, and shed tears over its importance in 
their lives and work, this is a miracle.’^
The Center’s three years of operation have been filled with many good things. 
And while there is much to be done and more to be shown, three things are evident 
even as this document is being prepared: (a) a collaborative relationship between 
theology and psychology can occur and the results can be powerfully constructive, (b) 
the ability of theology to maintain its primary relationship in the collaboration is 
theoretically possible and practically actual in the work of the Center, and (c) the 
positive impact on the lives of the clinicians and in the work of the Center is attested 
to by the data gleaned fi-om this report.
However, maybe the most powerful aspect of this study cannot be shown.
That aspect is the inestimable power of the transcendent. Seemingly, according to the 
clinicians the transcendent has watched over the Center, has pointed it — even when it 
knew no better - toward the twin processes of sanctification, and has shepherded it 
toward the realization that the repair of the covenant is not only within its purview, 
but within its power.
The end of this study is the beginning of the next chapter for the Center. The 
prologue for this yet unwritten chapter may be portrayed in the final words of the 
Eucharistic rite practiced in the church that has housed and supported the Center. 
These words read, “And now Father, send us out to do the work you have given us to
As was noted in Chapter Three twelve of the twenly-one clinicians shed tears during the
interviews.
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do, to love and serve you, as faithful witnesses of Christ our Lord”. This is this 
study’s charge to the Center, to take what can be gleaned from these pages, to take it 
out in love and service, as faithful witness of the possibility of the repair of the 
covenant through an engagement in collaborative mental health care. This is the 
work of the Center to engage its clinicians and in doing so provide them with the 
opportunity to apprehend the virtue of phronesis and participate in the repair of the 
covenant. This is the work of the Center to serve those whom would benefit. This is 
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The Pastoral Counseling Center at Trinity Church 
2003 Pastoral Counseling Center 
Training Schedule
Each session will begin promptly at 6:30 pm and conclude by 8:30 pm. A light supper 




Making Sacred Circles: Forming Community for the Work We Are Called to 
Do
♦ Guest: Maijie Sokol, Director of Jewish Healing Connections Jewish 
Family Services, Newton MA
September 12 -13 
Session Two
=> Retreat: Charting Our Spiritual Journeys




=> Processing the Journey Thus Far




=> The Case ofThe Family Puzzle
• Guest: Dr. Hugo Kamya, Professor of Social Work, Boston College, 
will lead us through a case study of a family working through issues of 
depression, drug addiction and abandonment.
September 29
Session Five
=> The Theological And Therapeutic Role of Prayer
• Guest; Dr. Carole Bohn, Former Executive Director Danielson





=> First Monday Case Study
• Listeners; Dr. Linda Crain, Dr. Edouard Fontenot, Dr. Roslyn Weiner.
October 13---------Holiday No Meeting
October 20
Session Seven
=> The Harrowing of Hell
• Guest: Christopher O’Rourke LICSW Senior Social Worker the 
Danielson Institute, Boston University will lead us through a case study 
of a client who made particular use of religious symbols.
October 27
Session Eight
The Uncooperative Very Religious Man
• Guest: Dawn Patterson, LICSW (and founding member of the PCC 
Therapist Team) will lead us through the case study of a client who 




• Guest; Michael Melendez^ introduces his client Felix and Arvilie 
Stephen (PSS Clinical Director) speaks with him about his work at the 
PCC
• Listeners: Dr. Linda Crain, Dr. Edouard Fontenot, Dr. Roslyn Weiner.
November 10
Session Ten
=> Let Us Pray
• Guest; Dr. John McDargh, Professor of Theology, Boston College will 
lead us through the case of a client working through sexual addictions.
November 17
Session Eleven
=> A Client Who Remains With Me
• Guest: Dr. Cheryl Giles, Professor of Pastoral Care, Harvard 
University Divinity School will lead us through the case of a client who 
had been harmed by her engagement with religion.
* Mr. Melendez is Associate Professor of Social Work at the Simmons School of Social Work 




=> Mind, Body, Soul and Prayer
• Guest: Dr. Martha Robbins, Professor of Pastoral Care, Pittsburgh 
Seminary will lead us through a case with a client who used religious 
symbols and images as she moved through a life threatening illness.
December 1 
Session Thirteen
First Monday Ose Study
• Listeners: Dr. Linda Crain, Dr. Edouard Fontenot, Dr. Roslyn Weiner
December 8
Session Fourteen
The Client Whom God Could Not Love
• Dr. Jay King, Training Director Danielson Institute Boston University 
and Professor Boston University School of Theology will lead us 
through a session regarding a client who felt as if they were not worthy 
of the love of God
December 15
Session Fifteen
=> What Holidays Might Bring
• Guest: The Clinicians of the Center will discuss their cases and the 
concerns faced by clients as the holidays arrive.
December 22
Session Sixteen
And Who Are We And What Have We Learned And How Shall We Go 
Forward
• Guest: All Gathered
Januaty 5,2004 
Session Fourteen
=> First Monday Case Studies




From the desk of Rev. Zina Jacque
40619 Sousa Place Aldie, VA 20105 703 xxx xxxx zjacque@bu.edu
Dear Colleagues,
Greetings from Virginia! Andie and I are preparing to move into our home and very 
excited about being back together. However, this email comes to you primarily as a 
request regarding the possibility of your participation in my doctoral research.
As many of you are aware I have always hoped to focus my research on some aspect 
of the Center. My advisors and I have conferred and I am now prepared to begin 
interviewing clinicians associated with the Center. It is my hope that you will consent 
to a 90 minute interview with me, at your home or place of office (or another 
convenient, private location, for instance at BU) during the weeks of September 13 
or 20*^. My questions will revolve around your process of reflecting on your work 
with the Center and your comments will be welcomed and respected!
The interviews will be audio taped and you will have an opportunity to review a 
transcript before I use the information in the study. I do not foresee that your 
participation in this study will put you at risk. However, if our conversation raises any 
problematic issues for you that you would like to discuss with me or my BU 
professors, I will facilitate that process. I do anticipate that your participation will 
bring about benefits regarding an increased understanding of the work of the Center.
If you are willing to participate please send me an email (zmcque@,bu.edu) and the 
best time and number at which to reach you and I will call to confirm our time 
together. If you are imable or unwilling to participate please know that I will respect 
that decision and still send you a note of thanks for your work with the Center.
Also, if you have any questions regarding the interview please feel free to place them 
in the email or give me a call on my cell phone. That number is still local for my 
Boston friends and the best number for me until we move. Blessings and I look 
forward to hearing from you.
Zina
(Mobile Phone 617 512 XXXX)
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APPENDIX D
INFOUMF I) CONSr NT FOKM
RESEARCH TOPIC:
THE ROLE OF THE THEOLOGICAL ASPECTS IN THE WORK OF THE 
PASTORAL COUNSELING CENTER AT TRINTY CHURCH
Professors: Dr, Bryan P. Stone (617353.xxxx) and Dr. Carole R. Bohn (617.353.xxxx) 
Researcher: Rev. Zina Jacque (617 xxx xxxx)
My name is Zina Jacque, and I am candidate for the HiD degree in Practical Theology at the 
Boston University School of Theology. As part of my program, I am engaged in preliminaiy 
work examining the e?dent to which the theological aspects of the Pastoral Counseling Center 
at Trinity Church (the Center) have been able to maintain a central role in the delivery of 
mental health care that integrates theology and psychology.
As part of this work I am interviewing clinicians who are associated with the Center. I am 
inviting you to participate in this study by allowing me to interview you. The interview will 
be audio taped, and the questions will revolve around die role of the theological aspects of the 
Center. I do not foresee that your participation in this study will put you at risk. However, if 
our conversation raises any problematic issues for you that you would like to discuss with me 
or someone else, I will facilitate that process. I do anticipate that your participation will bring 
about benefits regarding an increased understanding of the relationship between theology and 
psychology as it is practiced in the Center.
All participant responses will be kept confidential, and any of your words quoted in the final 
paper will be ascribed to you by demographic indicators, not by name. A transcript of your 
interview will be made available to you before I move forward with your data so that you may 
make comments.
If during any portion of the interview you become uncomfortable and wish to discontinue the 
interview and your participation in the study, you may do so. In such an event, all data 
pertaining to your interview will be destroyed and your withdrawing from this study will in no 
way adversely affect your affiliation with the Center. Additionally, if at any time during or 
after die study you would like to speak with me or one of my professors, you are welcome to 
do so at the numbers noted above.
Thank you for your participation in the study.
I, the undersigned, have read and understood the above. My signature below gives assent to 
being interviewed for the purposes stated above. For a copy of the transcript of this interview, 












(Psychologist, Social Worker, Marriage and Family, etc)
LICENSURE: __________________________________
(If Any)
fflGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION: ____________
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF CLIENTS
SEEN OR BEING SEEN AT THE CENTER: ______
OTHER ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CENTER: 




The following sections represent the macro topics to be covered in the interviews 
with the clinicians. As was noted earlier, in a qualitative interview the responses of 
the interviewee have as much import in directing and forming the next question as 
does any other factor. The topici guide exists to codify the primary areas to be 
covered and to suggest questions that at the onset of the interview might prove 
appropriate to address the topical area. During each interview each topical area will 
be adiessed in a manner that accommodates the interviewee and his or her 
responses. Following are the primary topical areas and suggested questions.
SECTION ONE: TO WHAT EXTENT, IF AT ALL, ARE THE CLINICIANS
ENGAGED IN A PROCESS OF REFLECTION ON PRAXIS?
1. When you hear the term reflection, wdiat does it mean to you?
2. Can you give me some examples of situations when you reflected on your 
clinical work?
3. Do you think this is helpful? In what ways? Tell me more.
4. Does this reflection carry over to your work with the clients at the Center? Can 
you give me some examples?
5. Do you ever reflect on your work at the Center in light of God? Tell me about 
this?
6. Do you ever reflect on your work at the Center in light of things such as 
scripture, tradition, experience, reason, or the Red Sox? Tell me about your 
experiences doing this.
7. What enables you to reflect in any of these ways?
8. What might hinder you from reflecting in any of these ways?
9. To what extent do you find this kind of theological reflection helpful to you?
10. Is the act of reflecting on yoizr work in light of God important? Tell me more.
11. Would you say it is a primary part of your work? Again, tell me more.
12. Do you ever talk with the other clinicians about this type of reflection?
13. How has this process of reflection affected the way you deliver mental health 
care at the Center as well as in other settings?
14. What would it be like working at the Center without reflecting in this way? Can 
you speculate on this?
15. Could you do your work at the Center without reflecting in this way? Why or 
why not?
16. If you did not engage in a process of reflecting on your work in light of God and 
or the other things we have noted, how do you think your work with the Center 
would differ? Tell me about this please.
17. Would you please complete this sentence: Because of the process of reflecting 
on my work in light of God, my work at the Center is....
r
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SECTION TWO: TO WHAT EXTENT, IF AT ALL, DO THEOLOGY AND
PSYCHOLOGY COLLABORATE IN THE WORK OF THE CENTER?
18. Do you think the fields of theology and psychology have been brought together 
for you in the work of the Center? Tell me more. How has this occurred?
19. What gains and/or losses have occurred as a function of this coming together of 
psychology and theology? Tell me more.
20. Do you think that the process of reflecting on your work in light of God or the 
other things we have listed (scripture, tradition, reason, and experience) has had 
any effect in bringing these two fields together? Tell me more.
21. Do you see an enhancement in the mental health care that results from a 
theology’s contribution?
22. If so, please select a story of a client that illustrates this and share it with me.
23. Do you have a feeling for how the interaction of these two fields works? Which 
one leads the other, or are they so intertwined that it’s hard to tell?
24. Does theology have anything to lend or add to psychology? What might that be, 
and why might that be helpful or important? Does psychology have an3dhing to 
lend theology? Why might that be?
25. Can theology help shape psychology or vise versa? How and or why?
26. Does a dialogue between theology and psychology push either or both to new 
horizons of meaning? If yes, what might those new horizons be. If no, why not?
27. Is there a story you might share regarding a moment when this process of critical 
reflection brou^t theology and psychology together in your work at the Center? 
If so, please share it with me now.
28. How has your work with the Center affected the way you view psychology?
29. Given what you have experienced with the Center, what class or topic would you 
be sure was covered in your former graduate work?
30. Historically, when theology and psychology have come together, psychology 
often overtakes theology. Do you think theology and psychology can truly and 
cooperatively collaborate in the delivery of mental health care? If so, what 
would it look like?
31. Has the Center arrived at that point? If not, how would training need to be 









SECTION THREE: TO WHAT EXTENT, IF AT ALL, DOES A PROCESS \
OF THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE FAITH \
LIVES OF THE CLINICIANS? ?
32. If you were to give a name to the being in your life that you think of as |
Transcendent, what would it be?
33. How would you describe your relationship with that transcendent being? |
34. Has your work with the Center, especially the process of reflecting, had any j
effect on you, in your relationship? Tell me more. |





36. Would you say that your engagement in a process of theological reflection has 
had an effect on you? Tell me more.
37. Has your work with the Center raised any religious or spiritual questions for 
you?
38. If you are willing, might you share with me what those questions are?
39. Would you say that your work with the Center has affected your faith life? If so, 
how.
40. What have these changes meant to you? Are these changes significant? Do you 
view these changes as positive or negative? Why is this so?
41. If you stopped your work at the Center, do you think these changes would 
disappear? Why or why not?
42. If you were to meet a person and he or she were to ask you to tell them about 
your work with the Center, what would you say?
43. Is there anything else about the relationship between your work at the Center and 
your faith life that you would like to share? If so, please do so.
SECTION FOUR: CLOSING COMMENTS
44. We have talked at length about your work at the Center. As we prepare to close, 




Thirty-Six Primary Codes: Alphabetical Listing
1. Center: Attributes Of
2. Center: Disappointments With
3. Clients: What Benefited Them
4. Clients: What Hindered Them
5. Clients: General Comments
6. Clinicians: Faith Life
7. Clinicians: Personal Growth
8. Clinicians: Personal Psychotherapy Experiences
9. Clinicians: Professional Growth
10. Clinicians: Spiritual Growth
11. City of Boston: Clinical Need
12. Collaboration: What Enables It
13. Collaboration: What Hinders It
14. Collaboration: What Psychology Lends To Theology
15. Collaboration: What Theology Lends To Psychology
16. Community: Role Of
17. Healing, Role Of
18. Holistic: As A Concept
19. Integrative Mental Hekth Care: Attributes
20. Integrative Mental Health: What Enables It
21. Integrative Mental Health: What Hinders
22. Laughter: When Did It Occur
23. Mental Health Care And Integrative Mentsil Health Care Differences
24. Other Boston Area Counseling Centers
25. Reflection: Role Of
26. Resources/Tools For Integrative Mental Health Care
27. Space: Role Of
28. The Transcendent; Role Of
29. Tears: When Did They Occur
30. Theology, Sources Of: Role Of
31. Training: Role Of
32. Training: What Hinders It
33. Training; What Enables It
34. Training: General Comments
35. Trinity Church: Role Of
36. Vocation: Place of in Clinical Work
^ The italicized items did not translate from a secondary code into a primary category.
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